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—News In Brief
Kentucky drifter: pressure lead
to confession of two murders
SAN DIEGO (API — A Kentucky drifter who spent
10 months
in San Diego County Jail for two 1979 murders now
charged to a
another man said he initially confessed to the
throat-stashings
because he was scared for his life.
.
"Whether I done it or not, they were goin o pin it on
it on me,
so I had to do something," Johnny Massingale said
Monday during testimony in a Municipal Court preliminary
hearing for
David Allen Lucas. "They gave me a decision between
life and
death. I was scared. I didn't know what to do."
Lucas,. a Spring Valley carpet cleaner, is charged
with six
murders*and one attempted murder. All the victims
had their
throats slashed. The lone survivor, a Seattle woman,
is expected
to testify Tuesday.
Lucas already has been ordered to stand trial in
October on
three of the murder counts involving a college
student and a
mother and child killed last year as well as the attempt
ed murder
of Jody Santiago.
The current hearing will decide whether there
is enough
evidence to hold him for trial in the slayings
of real estate
saleswoman Gayle Garcia in 1981 and a mother and
child in 1979.
Massingale, 31, of Harlan, Ky., said he can't ?tad or
write and
has only a fourth grade education")
\-1
He said he confessed in March 1 84 because Kentuck
y State
Police investigator Denny Pace threatened him with
the death
penalty following interrogation by two San Diego
police
investigators.
.
Pace, however, testified that he told Massingale he
could be
sent to the gas chamber under California law if convicte
d of the
crimes.
"I told him if he committed the crimes that he should
tell the
truth and ask for-the court's rrierey.—Pace said.
Massingale was charged with two counts of murder in
the May
24, 1979 deaths of Suzanne Jadobs, -31, and her son
Cohn, 3. He
testified Monday that he made up some details to go
along with
what he hadbeen told by San Diego investigators about
the slayings and the crime scene.
.
"I had to make up a bunch of stuff, so I said 'I did this,'
and 'I
did that. just to get them off my back," Massingale
said.
Massingale. who has filed claims for $3 mIhliln against the
city
and county of San Diego for false imprisonmen and
Pace were
called as defense witnesses during the proseeut n
phase of the
hearing,because it was the only time they were vailable
.
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Marshall-Calloway circuit one of few
to be keeping divorce commissioner
By MELINDA WIGGINTON
Staff Writer
Almost half of Kentucky's 56
circuit courts are without a
divorce commissioner in accordance with an order from the
State Supreme Court that went
into effect Monday.
The Marshall-Calloway circuit is one of the few allowed to
keep its divorce, or domestic
relations, commissioner.
"Basically, the premise of the
order," said Marshall-Calloway
Circuit Court Judge James
Lassiter, "is that judges who

have an excess of five percent of
the state's average caseload are
the only ones authorized for a
domestic commissioner.
"We're over that with just one
judge who carries 1,250 cases a
year. The average per Judge in
the-state is about 800."
— Marshall-Calloway circuit
court has been Without a divorce
commissioner since February
1985 and Lassiter has been wearing both hats.
Vicki Jones served as Marshall and Calloway counties'
domestic relations commis-

sioner from June 1983, when she
was appointed by Lassiter, to
February 1985, when she took a
leave of absence to run for county attorney.
Initiated because of the timeconsuming caseload created by
criminal and civil cases and an
increasing number of divorce
cases, the divorce commissioner
system eased the bogged-down
divorce process.
Another rule change affecting
Calloway and Marshall countie's divorce commissioner is
that the commissioner will be

By MELINDA WIGGINTON
Staff Writer
Participants of the Governor's
Scholars Program at Murray
State gathered around Monday
night as Dorothy Ridings, president of the U.S. League of
Women Voters, discussed
women in politics, or, as she
calls it, the Shootput at Gender

"By The Aso/lactated Press

NEW FIRE — RESCUE SQUAD OFFICERS — Picture
d above are the new officers of the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad. They are, from left: Assistan
t Chief Eddie Stone. Captain Max Parrish,
Chief Steve Ladd, Senior Captain Carl Garland, Assistan Enginee
t
r Randy Barnett and 2nd Lieutenant _
DavittArnburgey. Not pictured are First Lieutenant Mike Watson. Seargea
nt•arArnfillieklitaiiim,
board.of directors member Bernard Steen and reporter Harold
Smith.
Stait photo by Datld Tuck
— —

Calloway residents will have fireworks
to watch but not at park, Hohman says
While there are sure to be
fireworks going off around Murray this Thursday in observance
of Independence Day, the
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Department will once again be
unable to bear the costs of an
organized fireworks display, according to Gary Hohman, parks
director.
Hohman explained that in the
past, local businesses helped
defer the cost of putting on the
display, but those costs '"have
got totally prohibitive."
The last fireworks display
held in the park was two years
ago. The cost of that display was
about $800. but since that
display,' the cost has nearly
doubled, according to Hohman.

"Two years ago we went to
local merchants and they helped
pay for, about half of the
fireworks," said Hohman. Those
same fireworks bought two
years ago for about $800 have
since risen to between $1,200 to
$1,500.
At the Kenlake State Resort
Park, "Country Beat" will perform a free show beginning at
7:30 p.m. in the park's ampitheater, which will be followed
at dusk by,a fireworks display.
The fireworks display will last
about,30 minutes, according to a
park official, who explained that
the cost for the fireWorirs—Es-divided by - The State Parks
Department and the JonathanAurora Action Committee.

MISSYOUR PAM!
Subscribers who hove no4
'received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Lodger &'
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Soturdoy
ore urged to coil 7S3-1916 between 5:30 "p.m. and 6 p.m.,Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. OffIca Hours — B a.m.-5
p.m. Monday thru friday.
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday

CLOUDY
The forecast is calling for
partly cloudy skies and a
chances of .show:ers.
Temperatures should be in
the IOW An the 00s and highs in
the mid 80s to.around 90.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Thursday through Saturday
calls for "partly cloudy skie
Thursday, a ehanees—of
showers' Friday and again
partly cloudy on Saturday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
359.2
Barkley Lake .
359.2.

In an effort to curb problems
on local roadways associated
With holiday travel, police
patrols will be stepped up Thursday, according to the local
police, sheriff's and state police
depwlments.
During the 1984 July 4 holiday,
there were a total of 1.156 accidents in Kentucky, in which
four motorists were kibled and
177 injured. Those four traffic
related deaths, according to
-Trooper Richard Wright, involved people either partially or
totally ejected from their vehicle, with mine of the four'wearing seatbelts. This year's holiday will begin at 6 p.m. July 3,
(Cont'd on page

Lochle Overbey

Stall photo by KIWIS flovrtlett

Dr. lochie Overbey has beerc:- district locatea approxirpately
named supervisor of staff
150 miles north of Detroit, and
development for the Saginaw, has a projected 1985-86 total
Mich. Public School System.
enrollment of about 17,000
Overbey, whose contract as students. The school district is
principal of the Murray Elemen- one of the largest in Michigan
tary Schools was not renewed by and is recognized as a leader in
the board of education for the, the state's effective schools
1985-86 school year, was selected
movement, with a total Of 24
for her new position after an ex- elementary schools, five junior
tensive nationwide search.
high schools, two high schools
The appointment was made at and. centers for giftedtalentect.
the -Saginaw district's board of
vocational, adult, and special
education meeting on June 11.
education.
Dr. Overbey. who had been
"We were extremely impressprincipal of the local city
ed with Dr. Overbey's credenelementary school system —
tials and accomplishments,"
Robertson and Carter Centers —
said Superintendent of Schools
will assume her new position
Dr. Foster B.• Gibbs. "She is
...this fall and will be responsible
precisely the type of person we
for directing a staff training proare looking for to take charge of
gram for more than 1.000 our expanding staff developteachers and administrators in
ment program. We are extremethe Saginaw School District.
Saginaw is an urban school
(Caat'd on page!)
-
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"The gender gap is no longer
the media darling," said Mrs.
Ridings.
Journalists talked
about it and wrote about it during the 1984 presidential campaign, but dismissed its
significance after Ronald
,Reagan's landslids -victory:Now, with new studies of
women's role in the campaign, a
gender g'ap is being
rediscovered.
In 1984 the gender gap made a
difference of between four and
ten percentage points in the
preferences of women versus
those of men.
Women were the majority'of
voters. With 53.5 percent of the
votes counted belonging to
women.
"There are more of us and we
live longer," Mrs. Ridings explained, eliciting ripples of
laughter from the audience.
The significance in the large
numbers of women at the polls is
that they are speaking their own
minds. Mrs. Ridings noted that
the purpose of the League of
Women Voters is to teach
women to think for themselves
Women are- not new at original
political ttankAs early as-- - —
the 1950s, women had distinctive
ideas, she said.
.
—
(Cont'd on page 9)

Lochi& Overbey accepts
new position in Saginaw

—today's index
One Section-20 Pages
Classifieds
18, 19
Comics
11, 18
Crosswords
11, 18
Dear Abby
12, 18
GarroU;s Galley
3
Horoscopes
9
Murray Today
4, 5, 6, 7
Obituaries
• 15
Perspective
.
. 3'
Rainey's Day
"6 .Sports
16, 17

(Cont'd on page 2)

Ridings
addresses
Governor's
Scholars

Elsewhere...
WIESBADEN, H'est Germany4 — Some of the 39 Americans
- freed after 17 days captivity in Lebanon plan to fly home today
as
soon as doctors finish examining them at the huge 71.1.S. Army
base here, a memberfof the group says.
-WASHINGT0NChlbrafnpbhkOt an antibiotic- forbidden Irr food-producing animals, is being used illegally in cattle and
swine production despite serious health risks to humans consuming the meat, the Food and Drug Administration says.
LOS ANGELES
Rats given a powerful anti-rejection drug
lived to old age with transplanted legs, say researchers who
believe the drug will save human burn patients and someday
allow limb transplants in people.
SAN DIEGO — Investigators seek an arsonist in the worst
residential fire in San Diego history, a fast-moving blaze that
• destroyed 64 homes, while new fires break out across California,
burning up to 15 homes in Palo Alto and threatening the city of
Ojai.
WASHINGTON —• With a $2 billion decision against the Exxon
Corp., the government has collected or received judgments totaling more than $4 billion for overpricing by the oil industry during
the energy shortages of the 1970s.
CHICAGO — After two years Of City Council skirmishes.
Chicago's political battle lines are about to be redrawn.-How it's
done could determine who wins the war.
FRANKFORT — The Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
will
support Gov. Martha Layne Collins' $287.7 million educati
on
package, but a chamber official said the Legislature should
make
It more than "half a loaf."
LONDON — The trial of a Bell County . couple accused
in
several firebombing attempts in 1981 and 1982 is underwa
y in
federal court under tight security.
LOUISVILLE — A parochial school official says more than
2,660 students in Kentucky will "suffer," following a court ruling
prohibiting teachers paid with tax dollars from conduct
ing
classes in religiously affiliated schools.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Convicts at the Tennessee State Prison
took over the prison hospital today and took -12 guards hostages.
officials said, while heavily armed guards and troopers marched
into the state prison.

have to meet the requirements
of a circuit judge, which entails
eight years of experience.
Ms. Jones has only seven
years.
Lassiter said that as recently
as Thursday all indications-from
the state's Administrative , Office of the Courts point to a
waiver of the experience
qualification for Ms. Jones
because she has already proved
her ability in the position.
As to why they ordered the
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Collins' proposed education plan previewed

app

s

Gov. Martha Layne Collins anTotal Biennial Program
nounced a special session of the
Cost - $287.7
General Assembly to convene
(millions of dollars)
July 8. The session will address
her plan for improved education
in Kentucky.
.
"Kentucky cannot wait Arty
Teethe, Compensation-and
longer bar us to act," the GoverProtesvonal Development 13 2.
nor told members of the Interim
SIS S
Joint Committee on Education
as the legislaors concluded a
three-day conference on educe-,
"lion in Louisville.
Facollues and
inetudes increased
Operations • 10 1%
support for teachers' .pay and
531 1
professional development,. a
reduction in elementary:school
class size., a writing program.
more money for the state's
poorer school districts and more
training and management
assistance for school
administration. .
Overall, the plan calls for an '
Sthool Effect,veness ano
additional $287.7 million to be
Innorat.on Prophas - 2 B'.
spent over the next two-year
$S 0
period. The extra funds would
be generated by an increase in
Education Improvement Program
corporate fees and taxes.

Local officials urge
July 4th prera0ons

Last year's Fourth of July
celebration resulted in 75 in0•4414•19.•0•1•4•11 .
juries from fireworks in Ken1••,141 k.oneinoly 1.1•.• Inedawas
tucky, and state officials are
denahl•
' warning citizens to use extreme
..
1•••••• 1•11arlita401..
laatfta•li114...140via
-asr
caution as the holiday nears.
Teach*/ 1•••••140.
"Our biggest thing is keeping
(• Ito •66•• Pilot
the Fourth of July a celebration,
rather than a tragedy," said
Instructional Eecellence
Ken Aiken, Kentucky's dhief
(Lai% Sao Lad•xlion-Go•Ods 14
I.oboe& dve<1.41•1
deputy fire marshal.
11,091aon
The recent explosion that killtoidOonal CIVIalran
ed -21 people at- an Oklahoma
•c4•11141.anonlolat acy
fireworks factory saves as a
• . Contenwnely ldocalson
graphic reminder of the dangers
Noir Eaual.zatiOn
of fireworks, said Edsel Moore,
director of radiation and proFacil!tsgs and Op/V.00M
duct safety in the Department of
tanool i.okly Canal/onion
Transdorlalton increase
Health Services. "More than half of the (75) inEffectiveness
and Innovation Pr0111•11
School
juries were to children and
pv.r.pai iniefnvIsdp and T•stion
Mendeament lentrtoote
youths under 25 years Orairs
klan.a4•444/nt•stestan•• Ta•res
whose hands and eyes were
11.op o•ot Pr•rani•an Pr Of
harmed most frequently," he
a nnov *ow,.ncenl.re land
Vo-L•toonal•Tecnn4allducalion
says.
iX11,
,,od041
(.•,,d5004 Dq,tiQp.nnflt and Protchool Itau•atocon
In Murray this past weekend,
Police Chief Jerry Lee reported
several citations for the illegal
use of fireworks in the city — including the use of fireworks on
the court square and
firecrackers being thrown at
cars.
Federal law outlaws the use of
cherry bombs, aerial bombs,
Of course, Shelby admits, he's
M- 80s and other large
a Cherry Coke man himself.
firecrackers, Moore said, while
He's excited about the new cannKentucky law prohibits the use
ed Cherry Coke that is in the
of any firecrackers with more
test-market stage right now. It
than 50 milligrams of explosive
hasn't come to Murray yet.
powder.
"My trwn thought is that
Kentueltianalegally may purthey'll probably go back to the
chase and use "Class C"
old," he ventures. "I'm hearing
from different venders that it fireworks, which inlcude small
firecrackers, sparklers, snakes,
hasn't gone over as well as they
rockets and candles.
thought it would."
Many Kentucky residents
Mildred Hendrick, owner of
travel to surrounding states with
Hendrick's Market, has heard
less stringent fireworks laws to
mixed reactions. "No one says
purchase their paraphernalia,
too much about it. One may say
but enforcement is difficult, ofthey don't like it too well. One
ficials say.
says they can't tell the difference. Some ask if it's the old
or the new.
"I can't tell the difference
myself," she adds.
There's no clear consensus on
whether or what people are switching to.
"I've heard a lot of people say
Governor Martha Layne Colthey can't stand it," says Hazel
lins has announced that the
Holderby, office manager of Big
Murray-Calloway County TranJohn Super Store. "A few have
sit Authority will receive
gone to RC, some to Pepsi.
$156,522 in federal funds to con"One or two say they like it,
tinue service in the area from
but," she thinks, "the ones who
July 1, 1985 to June 30, 1987. This
don't like it will change right
is one of the projects funded
away and get used to the taste of
under the 'federally approved
something else" rather than get
$3.5 million Rural Public
used to Coke's new taste.
Transportation grant.
Diane Bucy, owner of Bucy's
"Many of our rural residents
Food Market in Almo agrees
depend on efficient public
that "not ycTy many people
transportation," said Governor
have taken to it."
•
Collins.
. ,"The assistance this
As to what those people are dogrant provides will ensure coning instead, she says, "Usually
tinued service for residents of
people are set on either Pepsi or
Calloway County."
Coke. If they're Coke drinkers,
The grant, approved by the
they already know what Pepsi is
United States Department of
like and go to something else."
At Save Mart, manager Skip
Rogers says,"They don't like it.
It's awful hard to say if they're
switching to anything else, but (Cont'd from page
1)
they'll pass up Coke to buy
elimination of some commisPepsi."
sioners, Ms. Jones said, "Some
"They're switching to Pepsi,"
on the Supreme Court never liksays Della Duncan, owner of
ed commissioner system
Duncan Market. "We're selling
because they felt it wasn't fair
lots of Pepsi."
for people not to have the judge
"They're trying to find
hear their case.
something they like — RC, Pep"These are people. who have
si, anything but Coke." believes
never been circuit court judges.
Kenneth Owen, owner of
They aren't aware of the timeOwen 's Food Market.
consuming caseload of
"I can't tell that a lot of them
divorces."
are switching."
Jams
"I personally wish it were
Burkeen, owner of Burkeen's
possible for a judge to have
Grocery says, "Nobody likes it.
enough time to hear all divorce
I don't like it either. I drink
cases," Lassiter said. "But in
Pepsi."
this district, that's an im"I had quit Pepsi before and
possibility. There are only so
went to Coke because it wasn't
many hours in the day.
as sweet," is the story from
The other major philosophical
Karen Coleman, clerk at Easy Y
disagreement that the state
Grocery and Fish Market."
Supreme Court has with the
"Now I drink 7-Up, so they lost
divorce commissioner system is
me."
that it allows paid lawyers to
Ruth West, manager at Minit
judge other lawyers' cases.
Mart said "a lot of people are
"That's an overstatement,"
trying RC and Pespi products."
said Lassiter. "Any time a comAt C-Mart, Jim Clark first
missioner hears a case,
said he drinks Coke. He guiltily
evidence is recorded. If either
added, "well, I drink Pepsi, but
party disagrees with the comthe Coke man is here right
missioner's recommendations,
now."

leacher COMDen/11,0n Bld Profetponial DevelOPment
Ma 1% reeled lon4e.
1% lescher Sala, no•••• iqp

Local residents respond to the new taste of Coke
By MELIND.A WIGGIN TON
Staff Writer
"They just don't like it."
That's what shoppers in
groceries
around Murray have been saying about the
new taste of Coke.
Since Coca-Cola announced
April 23 that it was changing its
taste'. they have received some
pretty negative responses. They
changed the 99-year-old formula
-to a sweeter mix for the soft
drink and discontinued sales of
the old Coke.
Charles Duncan, owner of
Lakeway Convenience, says
he's had "only a few million"
responses. "Most of them guttural sounds."
"I've been hearing Comments
like 1 bet Pepsi's glad they
changed.'

"Apparently they're griping
but they're still buying it," he
concludes:
According to Ed Asbridge,
manager of The Kroger Company,"As far as sales go, I can't
see any difference in the ,movement of it."
-I can tell the difference, but
it tastes just as good as it always
did," is Asbridge's personal opinion. "I guess I'd drink it if they
put it in a bottle no matter what
it tasted like."
"The sales have been real
good" at Parker's Food Market,
says Joe Parker, the grocery
owner, even though comments
from customers have been
.mixed.
Cliff Higginson at Storey's
Food Giant says though most
have a negative response, some

don't know that they've been
buying a new Coke.
• "Some are still asking when
we're getting the new Coke when
we've had it on the shelf for
weeks."
At D&T Warehouse Foods,
cashier Gail Dunn says "Most of
the customers are complaining,
but sales have stayed about the
same because we run Coke on
sale for two weeks and Pepsi for
two weeks."
Those who don't like the' new
Coke say it's flat-tasting or it
tastes like Pepsi.
The manager at Jim Adams
Northside IGA, Charles Shelby
says, "I've tasted the new Coke.
It does have a different taste.
The old Coke had a bite, a taste
of its own. Now it tastes more
like Pepsi."

THRIFT PACK
(Serves 3-4)

You get 12 piecesof fish,
8 hush puppies,
a pint of cole slaw
and plenty of french fries.

You get 8 pieces of fish,
8 hushpuppies,
a pintof cote slaw,
and plenty of french fries.

COUPON
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

Save $2.00 On The
Value Pack or
Thrift Pack
Present •hls coupon for 52.00 off
Captain's 'Value Pock or Thrift Pock.

COUPON
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

2-Piece Fish Dinner
For $1.99
Each dinner includes:
• 2 golden fish fillets
• natural-cut french fries
• fresh cole slow
• 2 southern -style hush puppies
Offer I•p1res 7 10/3

Captai• D'ae

COUPON
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

3-Piece Fish Dinner
2 For $4.99
Each dinner includes
•3 golden fish fillets
• natural-cut trench fries
• fresh cole slaw
• 2 southern-style hush puppies

Fish & Chips
For Only $1.99
Three tender fish fillets,
notury! cut french fries and
2 s,oUThern style hush
puppies. 0eorlapleare 7/ 111 /SI

Cavtala Wks

CaPtain D's• dffer Good

Murray,

Mayfield, Paducah

100 N. 12th
Chestnut Hills Shopping -Center

753-9383

fc'egteitop.sise is)

Fireworks...
(Cont'd from page 1)
and will continue through Sunday, involving road blocks
established in the area, police
aircrafts patrolling limited access roadways and visual
display radar set up in Calloway
and other counties in the Troop 1
area.
Holiday closings Thursday
will include all government offices — county courthouse and
the courthouse annex. Mail will
not run Thursday and all banks
will be closed.
The Murray Ledger and
Times will not publish a Thursday newspaper, but will publish
a regular Friday edition this
week.
The Farmers Home Administration office, located at
104 North 5th Street, will be closed all day Thursday, but will
reopen Friday at 8 a.m.

Murray-Calloway County
Transit-Authority funded

Divorce...

CAP AIN ALU -A K
(Serves4or more)

Across the border in Tennessee, many Murray residents
are able to purchase a wider
variety of fireworks, such as
firecrackers and bottle rockets,
according to Lee, who said that
many local residents do their
fireworks buying in Henry County, Tenn.
"We're not going to stop cars
coming off the bridge" from Indiana,says Jim Johnson, deputy
fire marshal of the Daviess
County Fire Department.
"The reason we have our laws
Is for the protection of life. It's
bad to see some little kid (who
has an) eye put out by a
firecracker," Johnson says.

Transportation, Urban Mass
Transportation Administration,
will fund rural transit systems
across Kentucky over the next
two years.
The grant provides three different types of assistance;
operating, administrative and
capital. Operating and Administrative Assistance both require local matching funds.
Capital Assistance requires
state and local matching funds.
The Portion of the grant
allac
ed_
•the Murray/Calloway County Transit
Authority is for Administrative
and Operating Assistance, and
will be matched with $93,108 in
local funds.

either side can take their complaint to the judge. The judge
still has last word.".
Lassiter said an advantage of
having the commissioners is in
the divorce action itself. "It's
far cheaper for the commissioner to hear it and record it on
tape than for it to be taken by
deposition to the judge to hear it.
It's also more expedient."
"It doesn't cost the state any
more to have the commissioners," Ms. Jones said.
Litigants pay at a rate set by
the state, which is $35 for the
first hour and $45 an hour for
each hour after that. Motions
can be filed to avoid paying
court costs by people whose
financial circumstances meet
certain requirements.
Divorce commissioners are
not getting rich from their
cases. Last year Jones made
$ 14 , 00 0 as divorce
commissioner.
Another problem created for
Calloway County by the new rule
changes is the proposal to
eliminate commissioners' involvement in uncontested
divorces.
"Over half oft Calloway
County's divorces are uncontested," said Ms. Jones.
With the present caseload paying an annual salary of $14,000,
once his cases are cut in half, the
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Forty other counties reported
Seventy-five counties saw-- - -rates of 10 percent or higher, the .tc,Ommissioner would make only
17,000 a year. •
unemployment rates decline
cabinet said.
"It would be hard to find sofrom April to May, reflecting the
Employment gains recorded
meone to take the job for only
decrease in the statewide rate,
in May included about 7,300 jobs
$7,000 when a divorce attorney
the Cabinet for Human
in agriculture, 2,800 in trade,
could make that much by selecResources said.
1,600 in construction and 1,000 in
ting seven particular cases,"
Rates increased in 39 counties
transportation, comtnunications
Ms. Jones explained.
and held steady in six, the
and utilities, state labor market
Ms. Jones said she took the
cabinet said.
analyst Ed Blackwell
said
in a
_
position because, "It's a good
-14
news release.
job.
I feel like I'm doing
Statewide, 7.5 percent of KenOn the other hand, Kentucky
something to help, especially
tucky's work force was idle,
lost about 1,600 service jobs and
with children involved."
compared with 7.7 percent in
700 manufacturing jobs,
She does not think Calloway
April and 9.3 percent in May
Blackwell said
County will'lose its system.
1984, according to cabinet
In the Louisville metropolitan
"I expect that in five years the
figures released Monday.
:Arta
Jefferson,. Bullit-tvzseoh.
cult judge won't be involved
Letcher County's 18.4 percent 'Oldham and Shelby
cOunties in at all. Some people are
rate was the highest rate, followKentucky, plus Floyd, Clark and
at putting divorce cases into
ed by Carter County's 16.4 perHarrison counties in Indiana —
district court as some .states do
cent and Wolfe County's 16.2
the jobless rate inched
already."
percent, the cabinet said. The
downward from April's revised
"But," Ms. Jones said. "that
state's lowest rate in May — 3.8 gat4r
Toki*cent
require a pretty major
percent — was re,orWdth Scott,
preiirradiry tate-of 7:3 percent, r'i'•
overhaul of court structure."
Trimble anil Woodfiiiirci counties
the cabinet said

Jobless rate falls in 75 counties
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PERSPECTIVE
NCAA's crackdown
on cheaters

4/

)tooking

back

Makray Ledger tir Times

garrott's galley

What can be done to curb, lating the final score to benecorruption in college sports?
fit gamblinT bettors), and that
Presidents and chancellors resulted in the abolition by the
of member universities of the university president of interNational Collegiat(_ 1-.
collegiate basketball at TuAssocia9on recently came to lane.
grips with this question when
'At Memphis State, a perenthey overwhelmingly ap- nial top-rated college basketproved the strongest sanctions ball team,it was revealed that
ever enacted against offend- since 1973 only lour basketball
ing colleges and coaches.
players have graduated with a
It is encouraging that uni- degree.
versity presidents are taking
And William -Atchley, presicharge of college athletics, ex- dent of Clemson University,
ercising the control over ath- failed to persuade his school
letic departments and assum- trustees to give him greater
ing the responsibilities that control over the Clemson athmust be theirs if the "integrity letic department — and so
crisis" is to be overcome.
signed in frustration.
.
One new sanction would
In the big business of/colsuspend an athletic program
lee athletics, there is Oremin a specific sport for up to
thing pressure on athletic ditwo years if the university is
rectors and coacheii to win
guilty, of iajor violations
and to win consistently. That
twice during a five-year peripressure comes iom influenod. Another would require
tial alumni and fans. It also
that a coach involved in major
comes from cgflege presidents
violations be suspended or
and trustees
primarily befired. Recruiting of athletes in
cause of m ney, the money to
the sport could be suspended
be gained, from lucrative telefor two years. Athletic scholvision çóntracts and the aparships could be suspended for
peara e in football bowls. If
two years.
they on't win, those college
The strict new measures
co hes usually are fired.
• were adopted by the votes of
oo often, college presi98 percent of the 435 instituents and administrations
tions represented at a special
have "looked the other way,".
convention in New Orlea* not wanting
to know how their
Among the delegates were/a athletic directo
rs and coaches
record 198 college presid
have recruited winning teams.
and chancellors, indicati the Too often,
those winning
deep concern of the ci ef ex- teams have
been recruited
ecutive officers abo recent and sustain
ed by breaking the
scandals in major-c' ege ath- rules
by eheatlng. - - letic departments.
But now, college presidents
The Universit of Southern — by their
adopting stricter
California has nceded that it standards
— have said:
admitted duni g a 10-year pe- 'Enough.
No more. Were
riod more an 300 athletes going to
seek to reduce and,
who did
t meet minimum we hope, halt the
cheating."
academi standards.
The institution of stricter
Mem rs of the Tulane Uiair penalties for
those who cheat
versit basketball team were and "encourage
young persons
indi
last season for point- to cheat is in the
best interest
,sh ing (intentionally manipu- af college
athletes.

•

by m.c. garrott

Friendliness of Murray people impresses
our 17-year-old West Gerrnan house guest
The past two weeks have been
for football. Thorsten tells me,
in World War II, he laughed and
interesting at our house,
however, that squash is a lot like
replied, "Oh, no! My father only
We've had as a guest a fine
racquetball, and is played with a
44 years old. He was born in
yOung npan from West Germany
long handled racquet with a hit1941." That was the year
— thoYsten Muck. He proting area about(the size of a
America went to war against
nounces his last name "M-ook,u
small plate en once end.
both Japan and Germany. When
as ig "book."
He loves to play the game and
that happened, I already had
Thorsten is with us under probrought his racquet with him.
been
in the Army nearly a year!
visions of a summer student exOur problem_ has been that no
His village, however, was not
change program of Rotary Inone here plays squash or is very
damaged dming the war.
ternational. Twelve youngsters
familiar with the game. f1•43,
His mother, Ulrike, is 39 years
from Rotary District 190 in the
we've had to settle for racquet- •of age and a
houtlewife, and he
Fedenal Republic of Germany,
ball. Dr. Chad Stewart at Murhas one brother, Lars, 11. While
or West Germany, currently are
ray State has graciously providhe is with us in America, they
in homes across Rotary District
ed a racquet for Thorsten to play
are "on holiday" in Bavaria.
671, which takes in most of Kenwith on the Carr Health Building
• •••
tucky,for three weeks. The Murcourts.
Thorste
n
is a big, husky boy,
ray Rotary Club is one of 51
•••
standing about 5' 10" and
clubs in District 671.
Thorsten is 17 years old, the
weighing 180 pounds. Jeff is
On July 10, these 12 will return
equivalent of an American high
about the same heighth and
to their European homes, each
school senior. High school in his
weighs 165.
accompanied by a youngster
country ,encompasses nine
Both drink milk like today's
-from their Kentucky4lost home. -years, which is much the
length
cows will be the last. Because of
Our Jeff will be going to Wet
of our middle and high schools
this, I thought he would like to
Germany to spend four weeks in
combined. He only gets five
see an American dairy operaThorsten's home. It is in a small
weeks' vacation, though. He
tion, and took him out to Jim
village near Iserlohn, a city of
plans to study marketing when
Stahler's place on 121 East to see
some 100,000 about a half-hour
he goes to college and join his
them milk.
drive,east of Dusseldorf.
father in "the firm."
In Germany, he says, a big
Along with the other host
He speaks and understands
dairy operation is one of about 20
families, we met Thorsten June , English well, explaining that
cows, and they are kept in barns
18 at Louisville's new Standiford
West German youngsters are
since land is at:
i such a
Field Terminal. We had a
taught English from the fifth
preminum.
_ ,,,
welcome sign with his name on
grade through high school.
We caught Jim's fulltime
It to hold up as the passengers
You know, so often, when you
milker, Jerry Brawner, of Gerleft the big Delta jet arriving
try to talk with aomeone who
man descent himself, putting
from Chicago.
does not speak your language,
the milkers on the first dozen of
We had no trouble spotting
the tendency is to speak loudly.
the 165 cows he and a helper
him. Once he saw the sign, his
Cathryn and I were no excepwould milk in the next three or
face lit up with a smile, and he
tion, almost shouting at
four hours.
began to wave as he came up the
Thorsten at first. Then Jeff
About all the boys drink other
ramp. From that moment, he
clued us in:
than milk has been Diet Pepsi. It
has fit right into our family and
"You and Mom don't have to -would be easier if
the Pepsi
our way- of. life.
talk so loudly to Thorsten," he - truck from Paris would
simply
••16
whispered soon after we got
stop at our place before making
Thorsten's father, Wolfgang
home. "He's not deaf! , Just
Its other Murray stops.
Muck, is in the wrought iron
speak slowly and in a normal
Although he tries them
manufacturing and marketing
tone. He'll understand you."
without hesitation, some of the
business. He also operates an inAnd we've tried to do just that.
dishes Cathryn has put before
door squash court. Squash, socI also had my generations
him are new to Thorsten. He had
cer, racquetball and tennis are
mixed when he arrived. I
never eaten peanut butter. He...
favorite sports among the young
naturally assumed all fathers
likes it, its he does pizza. "My
Germans. Thorsten is as sportswere in service on one side or
parents no like pizza," he laugh.
minded as they come.
the other during World War LI. It .ed, "so we never have it at
I know nothing whatsoever
never occurred to me that there
home. I go to pizza house to get
about squash, and very tittle
are a lot of fathers who weren't
it."
about soccer other than it's a lot
even born then.
One thing Cathryn fixed for
cheaper to outfit a player than
„When I asked _if his father Wiks
niro especially hit the soot..It's a

agree or not

Ten years ago
Kathy Calhoun and Cathy
Jackson are drum majors for
the Calloway County High
School Band.
The home of Tressa McClure
in Crappie Hollow Subdivision in
Calloway County was destroyed
by fire yesterday about 4:30
a.m.
Jerry McCoy and Gary Crass
were delegates for MurrayCalloway County Jaycees at the
annual meeting of United States
Jaycees held at Miami Beach.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert W.
McDaniel, June 17, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Griffin, June 24,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Roger
A. Pace, June 27.
Miss Debbie Erwin, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Buren F. Erwin,
and Billy Dodd, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Dodd, were married
May 28-at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
The Rev. C.C. Brasher, pastor
of Elm Grove Baptist Church,
will be the evangelist at revival
services, July 7 to 13, at Oak
Grove"Baptist Church.
Twenty years ago
. The Rev. Robert L. Burchell
of Paducah has been named,as
minister of-St. John's Episcopal
Church, Main and Broach
Streets, Murray.
Recovery, Inc"., a self-help
group for persons with emotional and mental problems,
meets each Thursday at
Calloway County Health Center.
Dedication services for the
new chapel built on Four Rivers
Scout Reservation on Kentucky

Lake will be at 7 p.m. on July 6.
The Rev. W.T. Barnes of
Fulton will be the evangelist for
revival services at Kirksey
Methodist Church, July 4 to 9,
according to the pastor, the Rev.
Walter Hill.
It was a foregone conclusion
Mr. and . Mrs. D.Y. Dunn
that any suggestion or threat to
entertained 65 members of the
curtail or eliminate services of
Dunn and Usrey families at
.any of the state's tax-supported
pavilion at Kehlake State Park.
universities would bring
A catered fish dinner by Sue and
screams of protest. --)Charliehwas served.
It was also foreordained that
Thirty years ago
the empire-building contest
Holmes was installed as
among these same institutions
1955-56 president of Murray
since World War It would lead to
Rotary Club at meeting held at
duplication and waste of public
Murray Woman's Club House.
funds and, eventually, the
New members initiated. were
deliverance of an inferior
James M. Lassiter and Codie
product.
Caldwell.
While many states opted to
Recent births reported at
split their higher learning into
Murray Hospital include a girl
two concentrated groups — arts
to Mr. and Mrs. J.T. Perry, a
and sciences, agricultural and
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
mechanical — Kentucky concenLawrence,a girl to Mr.and Mrs.
trated all of these fields in its
Daniel Nelson and a boy to Mr.
primary university and left arts
and Mrs. Guy Jackson.
and education largely to
Fifteen members of the Murregional teachers' colleges
ray Junior Chamber of Comwhich later attained the rank of
merce met on the night of June
universities.
28 and painted the kitchen and
In what seems to.have been an
dining rooms of the Murray
apparent effort to develop a
Hospital, according to Karl Warsystem of tax-supported higher
ming, administrator.
education, these regional
Mrs. Pat Thompson presented
schools seemed to want to
a lesson about "Heart Disease"
duplicate all of the services of
at a meeting of Paris Road
the main university. So, it
HomemakerS Club held at home
degenerated into . an empireof Mrs. Alice-Steely.
building contest, growing like
The Rev. Bill Clark Thomas
Topsy since 1900 when the sales
will be the evangelist at revival
tax provided sufficient money
services starting July 4 at New
fat' more than the bare
Providence Baptist %lurch, acnecessities in all phases of
cording to the Rev. Hal Shipley,
public service in the state.
pastor.
Now, we have three law
—schools, two dental schools and
two medical schools. They all
have goca-to-fair rankings in the
fields, but the fact is that more
lawyers, more doctors and more
WALTER L. APPERSON, Publisher
dentists are being turned 'nut
TED DELANEY, Circulation & Production Manager
than are needed today, or so the
DAVE REEVES, Advertising Manager
experts Claim.
"BOB TAYLOR. Classified Manager
As the world has progressed
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager.
since World War II, there has
The Murray Ledger & Times USPS 309-7001
been an emphasis on a single
education field as it gained favor
- The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon except Sundays.
Jti
or had a bright prospect for the
ly 4, Christmas Day. New Yt ars Day and Thanksgiving Day
by Murray
NewsPapers Inc . 1001 Whltriell Dr Murray. Ky. 42071 Second Class Postage
future.
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at Murray, Ky. 42071
After the Russians' were successful in launching Sputnik, the
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urge throughout the United
In advance By mail in Calloway Cbunty and to Benton. Hardin. Mayfield. Sedalia
and Earmington. Ky . and Paris. Buchanan and Puryear. rri • 129 30 per
States was to catch up in the
year
By mail to Other destinations $47`90 per year
fields of science and engineerTo reach all departments of the newspaper phone 753-191e
ing, and so it has gone in phases
The Murraz Ledger & Times is a member of Aseocjated Press. Kentucky
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since then, and will continue apAssociation and Southern Newspaper Publishers Association
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled In news originated by The
parently into the future.
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What we should have learned
• c
Is there will be other important
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developments, such as in the
computer field,-and ft isn't-pr15fitable to concentrate wholly on
a new craze.
While Kentucky has been
predonately an agricultural
state, it has no need for all the
state-supported colleges and
universities to teach
agriculture. Concentrate it in
Dear Editor;
one strong agricultural school
In keeping with Governor Colwith a branch or so where needlins' request from the public at'
ed in the state.
large for potential sources of
The flagship university school
revenue to helrKind the 2287
should concentrate on sciences,
million education program the
medicine and some- phases of
Kentucky Railioad Commission
engineering, as other states do.
Is proposing a tax upon the
A law school should be attached
"Gross Revenue Receipts" of
to the university, but not
railroad companies doing
necessarily on the same cambusiness in the Commonwealth
pus, since other fields could be
of Kentucky. •
_
split behVeen it and the
agriculture institution.
Currently, nine railroads in
Classification I are grossing
• But, since -Kentucky started
out that way, it is now necessary \,revenye receipts of $3.8 billionfor goods and materials travelto restructure the beat possible
ing through the state of Kenunder wh-lia ' We have by
tucky. The total gross receipts
eliminating duplications and
for all railroads could be as
forbidding each -institution to try
to be all things to all people.
much as 2100 million for the
Commonwealth each year. "We
• Many wasteful sins have been
firmly believe that the burden
committed under the label of
should not be shifted to the inhigher education. It's now time
to operate on the cancer before
dividual taxpayer in the form of
additional property taxes or an
it is too late.

letter to the editor

Railroad Commission proposes tax
to help fund Collins' education plan
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_SO I WANT YOU GUYS TO SPEND
A LITTLE MOPE TIM
WITH 11-IE BOOKS,
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chicken dish, and he is taking
that bit of Americana home to
his mother in receipe form.
•••
Thorsten has been greatly impressed with the friendliness of
everyone in Murray. The young
people, especially, have been so
nice to him.- He enjoys being
around the Murray Country
Club swimming pool trying to
get a tan before going home.
"And so many pretty girls," he
says.
He wasn't familiar with these
luxury vans like so many
Americans drive today, so we
went up to Parker Ford to look
at some. Mike Outland graciously opened several up for him to
climb around in and admire: He
even offered to ship one to Germany for him, if he'd like.
"Guarantee to have it there
waiting for you when you get
home!" he said. "Oh. no!"
Thorsten said, shaking his head.
"Too many marks!"
Robert Lyons thoughtfully
loaned him' his new 10-speed
byclo upon which he likes to
ride around toivn "and see
things." Robert's mother, Betty,
had him to dinner, topped off
with her famous chess pie. Betty
(Mrs. James) Meadows, made
him an apple pie, enabling us to
introduce him to apple pie a la
mode with good old, homemade
ic6 cream.
Tina (Mrs. Glen) Olsen, 1515
Johnson Blvd., also has been
like a touch of home to Thorsten,
native of Germany herself,
she and he have talked much
about back home and in their
native language. We've learned
a lot about Thorsten, his family
and their part of Germany
through her translations.
•••
Within a few days, Thorsten
will be going home. It has been a
real tun experience having him •
in our home. When he leaves, he
will go more like another son
than simply another Rotary ex-

1
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increase in property., tax. With
the federal government now
considering the elimination of
deducting state income taxes.
the burden on the little man trying to support his family would
just be too much tc bear." Companies and corporations, in
many instances are-not' paying
their way in Kentucky.
Education needs additional
funding. Unless a source of
revenue is found that will not pit
the burden on the middle clasS
taxpayer the chances of the
education package being accepted both by the public at
large and me rusnensi Assembly
is remote. We hope that Governor Collins will consider this
kropesal.
'-Jimmy P. Turner,
Chairman
Ky. Rai4oad'CoMmission
212 State Office Building
Frankfort, Ky. 40622.
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Boston-Tedesco wedding planned August wedding planned by couple
The Rev. and Mrs. Fil
R. Boston of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Beth Margaret, to
Theodore Met'
Tedesco, Jr.
The groom-elect is the
son ' of Mrs. Teresa
Salvador Tedesco and
Theodore Merle
Tedesco of Boston,
Mass.
Miss Boston is the
granddaughter of Professor Emeritus Orlan
W. Boston of Sedona.
Ariz., and the "ate Mrs.
litston, and of the late
Lt. Gen. Homer L.
Litzenberg, USMC, and
Mrs. Litzenberg,
originally of
Philadelphia, Pa.
She is a 1978 graduate
of Murray High School
and received her B.A. in
International Relations
from Tulane University,
New Orleans, La., in
1982. She currently is office manager of The
Health Alliance of Cambridge, Mass.
•
Mr. Tedesco is the
grandson of Mrs.

Plans have been completed by Miss Melanie
Susanna Roos and
Roger Glen Dawson for
their wedding on Saturday, July 6.
Parents of the brideelect are D. and Mrs.
David C. Roos. The
groom-elect is the son of

Beth Margaret Boston and
Theodore Merle Tedesco. Jr., to marry
Pauline Ann Tedesco of
Sun City, Ariz. and the
late Merle Tedesco, and
of Mrs. Juanita
Salvador of Manila.
Philippines and Montreal. Canada and the

late Teofilo Salvador.
He Is a 1979 graduate
of NewtoriNfligh School,
Mass., and received his
B.A. in English from
Grinell College, Grinell,
Iowa, in 1983. He cur-

and Mrs. Floyd,
Dawson.
The eeremOny will be
solemnized at 6 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
Murray. Officiating will
be Dr. Roos, father of
the bride-elect.
Music will be provided by Mrs. Maxine

Clark and Mrs.
Maigaret Boone. The maid of honor will
be Lisa Wilson.
Bridesmaids will be
Amy Roos and Debbie
Roos. sisters of the
bride-elect.

rently is self-employed
In Boston, Mass.
The wedding
ceremony will be on
Saturday, July 20, at the
United Parish Church in
Brookline, Mass.

A reception will follow
in the Fellowship Hall of
the church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.
— .
The Jaguar car evolvRobert Duncan will be
ed from a company that
bestman. Groomsmen
manufactured motorcywill be Floyd Dawson
cle Sidecars. Jaguar had
and Randy Dawson,
its origins in the
brothers of the groom- Swallow
Sidecar CO.,
elect.
which was founded in
Ronnie Dawson and 1922 in Blackpool,
Ryan Dawson, also England. In 1935, the
brothers of the groom- first car bearing the
Jaguar name was born.
elect, will be ushers.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Byars of Hazel artnounce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter.
SNAP:offgrige..19-.IrarrY _—
Edward Darnell, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Edward Darnell of
Coldwater.
Miss Byars is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Arlos Byva,
T.G. Curd and the late
Mrs. Thyra Lee Curd,
all of Hazel.
The bride-el-4,ot- is a
1980 graduate of
Calloway County High
School and a 1984
graduate of Murray
State University. She
was a member of Alpha
Sigma Alpha social
sorority. She currently
Is employed by
Calloway County Board
of Educatict&
Mr. Darn-in is the
grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Darnell of
Coldwater and of Mr.•
and Mrs. James Hargis
of Murray.
The groom-to-be is a
1980 graduate of
Calloway County High
.School and attended
Murray State University. He currently is selfemployed with Darnell
Roofing.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday, Aug. 3, at 6:30p.m.
at the Hazel Baptist
Church.
A reception will follow
in the church social hall.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception. Only outof-town invitations will
be sent.

••

A

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday,
July 1, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Girl Smith,
mother, Janie, Puryear,
Tenn.;
Baby Boy Maddox,
DAILY
Bargain Matinees
Cheri & (ine
All Seats 52.00

Susan Carol Byars and
Larry Edward Darnell
to be married at Hazel

parents, Margaret and
Richard, 310 North 8th
St., Murray;
Baby Boy Gibson,
mother,. Mitzi, Rt. 1,
Box 329, Symsonia;
Baby Girl McClure,
parents, Cynthia and
Randy, 508 South 13th
St., Murray.
Dismissals
'Mrs, Mary V. Wilson
and belly boy, Rt. 1, Box
89, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Debra A. Cowan and

baby boy, 905 Riggins
St., Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Brenda T.
Hobbs, 705 Sycamore
St.; Murray; Mrs. Jo
Ann Henson, 803 Olive
St., Benton; James E.
Meadows, 730 Fairlane
Dr., Murray;
Michael Gray Parks,
Rt. 4, Box MA, Murray;
Mrs. Dortha Lillian
Esker, 400 North Fifth
St., Murray; William
McSwain, ,Rt. 2,

Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Clara A.
Paschall, Rt. 4, Box 121,
Murray; Mrs. Ola Morris, 740 Nash Dr., Murray; John W. Lents, Rt.
, 130x 17.2,Benton ;..
Mrs. Lorene D.
Madrey, Rt. 5, Box 818, "
Murray; Charlie M.
Mason, Rt. 5, Box. 110,
Martin, Tenn.; Mrs.
Reba W. Lawrence, 321
Woodlawn, Murray.

1:30. 3:15, 7:06, 8:58

RAMBO
First Blood
Part II IE

CINE 1 & 2
siMITInerleirrifrim
one n

Si Eudo's

FIRE—o

ENDS ?UNITE . 7:10 0%1:1.

WALT DISNEY
PICTURES'

Missy-Junior Pants, Skirts

RETURN
TO OZ gE
CLINT
EASTWp01)
PALE
RIDER

25
(ALI
ENDS TOWITS

Theteryorbegins.

LIFEFORCE

Best-selling country- Exile
western records of the
3. "Nobody Wants To
week of June 30 based Be Alone," Crystal
on Cashbox magazine's Gayle
nationwide survey were
4. "Forgiving You
as follows:
Was Easy," Willie
1. "She Keeps The Nelson
Home FiresBurning,"
5. "Dixie Road," Lee
Ronnie Milsap
Greenwood
2. "She's A Miracle,"
6. "Hello Mary Lou"

The Stetter Brothers
7. "Little Things,"
The Oak Ridge Boys
8. "Heart Trouble,"
Steve WarMer
9. "Maybe My Baby,"
Louise Mandrell
10. "Operator,
Operator," Eddy Raven

WATCH
THE "WEIRD AL"
YANKOV1C
"DARE to BE
STUPID
INTERVIEW" ON
MURRAY
CABLEVISION
CHANNEL 34
UESDAY JULY 9t
AT 4:00 p.m.
"WEIRD AL" YANKOVIC
*See Local Media Ask Stupid Questions
*See Al Give Stupid Answers
, •
*Win 2 Tickets To His Stupid Concert

"isms-To 49
VIDEO TAPE •
VCR RENTALS
Mon.-Sat. II am -Ill pm
Sun. 1 pm 10 pm

You Might Win 2 Free Tickets And A
Chance To Meet -Weird Al" Backstage
At MSU's Lovett Auditorium

-chestnut at. 753-3314

• Murray Drive In .
Tonlg t—
Stern: Tomorrow

Code of Silence
pen 8:00 Start 8:
A NIGHTMARE
0
ft
THE TEXAS
CHAINSAW
MASSACRE It

Watch Channel 34 Tuesday July 9th
At 4:00 p.m.—You Might Win!
Bel Air
Shopping Center
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chinson, Kan. Most of You all
remember former businessman
and owner of Paducah Bottling
Company, Dr. Clyde Peel. He
was an active supporter of Murray State University.
His second cousin, Robert
Peel, Jr., of Hutchinson. Kan.,
By RAINE). APPERN()N
was one of the 39 hostages
If you haven't seen Playhouse honor, Lochie, her mother, released Sunday morning in
in the Park's production of Mary Belle Overhey, Mary Jane Lebanon. He was aboard the hi"Mame" don't miss it this com- Litt/etnn. ,4(0414.y.. Kopper-- ` •;---liedjytiA plane. His-wifearrd
ing weekend. The music literally Hallie gopfieffia, Vickie Jones, parents also were aboard, but
brought tears to my eyes. We all Barbara Drake, Sheila Shaw, they had been released
earlier.
knew Kay Bates could sing, but Rubye Pool, Margaret Terhune, • They were all very
thankful to
she also can dance and act. You Pat Knowland, Libby Hart, Bet- have him back home.
feel this great talent reaching ty Hahs, Kate Reeves, Joan Nif• • •
out to every member 'of the fenegger, Dana Hoffman, Janet
A warm Murray welcome
Mame cast, and they all respond Housden, Jo Crass and Jan goes out to two new rPsidents,
beautifully. This production is Seargent.
Nowell and Lula Bingham. The
not just an every day run of the
• • •
Rev. Bingham ls the new
mill amateur show, this is
Halite and Doc sKopperud minister at First -United
something special.
celebrated their 50th wedding Methodist Church. They are in
• • •
anniversary with a wonderful the process of getting settled.
Lochie Overbey's many reception on Sunday. June 23, in They just had to move 25 Miles
friends are saying good-bye to the newly restored home of their down the road from Mayfield
her as she prepares to leave for son, Bill, and his wife, Kathy, on where the Rev. Bingham was
her nevi job in Michigan. Mona Main Street. Hallie and Doc the Minister of First United
Blankenship entertained with a were all smiled'; surrounded
by Methodist Church there.
breakfast last week at her home their children, grandchildren
• • •
••
on Olive (she and her family are and many friends.
That wonderful holiday, the
neighbors of Lochie and
• • •
Fourth ofJuly. is here. Pack a
Shannon).
There was much rejoicing in picnic, play a little golf or tenThe guests eating breakfast on the 'Peel home in Paducah and nis, or just relax, but have a
her porch include the guest of also in the Peal home in Hut- good 'Fourth.

STATE AWARD WINNER - Kent McCniston, right, formerly of Calloway County, now
of Paducah,
was recognized as a state outstanding 4-H alumnus during annual 4-H Week at
Lexington. His wife,
Karen, also a former Murrayan, is pictured second right. Also pictured are,from left,
Charles E. Barnhart, dean of College of Agriculture-and Extension Service, University of Kentucky;
DOrothy Porter,
4-H agent in McCracken County; and Pat Earles, McCracken County teacher, who was
named a winner
of state-wide competition for Kentucky's "Outstanding 4-H Alumni."

Kent McCuiston named for honor
Kent McCuiston was
recognized as a state
outstanding 4-H alumnus during the annual
4-H Week held June
11-14 on the University
of Kentucky campus in
Lexington.
McCuiston, a
vocational-agriculture
teacher for nine years at
Heath High School, McCracken County, is still
active in 4-H.
"I encourage high
school students to be 4-H
members in order to
take advantage of the
opportunities given and

skills taught in 4-H," he
said.
McCuiston has helped
students who have participated in 4-H contents, talk meets,
livestock judging
schools, horse judging
clinics, soil judging and
many others.
•

the -International,
Livestock.Show in
Chicago, Ill.
In addition to his 4-H
Involvement, McCuiston
was presented. the
''Master. Teacher"
award and the 30 Mingle
Club Award by the fllinois Association of VoAg Teachers,
As a 4-H member for
McCuiston is a
10 years, McCuiston member of the Lone
showed livestock, Oak Church of Christ
presented demonstra- where he teaches an
tions and was a member adult Bible class, sings
of the dairy judging and works with third
team from Calloway and fifth grade boys.
County which attended
He is the son of Mr.

Magazine Club hears special pal)er

and Mrs. W.D. McCuiston of Rt. 4, Murray. His wife, the
former Karen Lou
McGary, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Learon
McGary of Murray,
teaches fourth grade at
Lone Oak Hendren
School. •

Members of the Mur- was given by Miss
ray Magazine Club held Frances Brown.
their June meeting in
Devotions were led by
the home of Mrs. Olga Mrs. R. F. Dixon who
Freeman in Hazel, with read from a booklet enMrs. George Hart. titled "Cheers" containpresident. presiding. ing both of pungent adPrior to the business vice and inspirational
Other state 4-H alum- meeting, the hostess thoughts.
ni winners were Pat served a party plate
Welcomed as new
Earles of Paducah, Dr. with cake, punch, fruit members were Mrs.
Daniel Schadler of and nuts.
James E. Garrison and
Chamblee, Ga.,
Mrs. Clinton Rowlett Mrs. Hugli Noffsinger.
Mrs. 'William Major
Maurice -Denton, served as secretary proCrestwood, andi Alon tem and a comprehen- announced the program
Sheets, Frankfort.
sive treasurer's report and called on Mrs. Inez
•
Claxton who presented a
paper entitled "Entertaining Pairs." It had
been prepared by Mrs.
John Winter who was
Thursday, July 4
Friday,July 5
Friday,_July
_
scheduled-at 67-3015.m. will be at Murray-ecTun
a- tonight.
attendance. •
at Murray Country try Club, but Twilight
____
The topic was inClub.
Golf will not be held.
Events at Murray troduced with the nam---`• .•
Moose Lodge scheduled ing of several pairs of
First Baptist Church
Twilight Golf will be include games at 8 p.m. famous entertainer
s. In
will have a churchwide at 5:30
p.m. at Oaks and Entertainment by game-like fashion
this,,
picnic at pavilion by old Country Club.
Ken Skinner from 8 p.m. was followed by the
courthouse in Murray•,
to midnight in Lounge.
naming of one of a
Calloway County Park
AA and Al-Anon will
famous
duo which callfrom 3 to 6 p.m. Supper meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Hazei, No Douglas ed for the naming of the
will be served at p p.m....Keseentert South-10th
Centers will be open counterpart.
---Street Extended, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 'The main
portion of
Murray Single Con- Mayfield.
for activities by senior. the program centered
nection will have a pic---on the well recognized
nic and campout at * "Mame" will be citizens.
---pair, Richard Rodgers
Camp Energy in Land presented at 8 p.m. by
Mothers Morning Out and Oscar HammersBetween the Lakes. For Community Theatre in
information call Playhouse in Murray- will be at 9 a.m. at First tein II, with brief
Christian Church.
biographies and the
435-4298.
Calloway County Park.
stpry
of _their rise to
--- - For information cal
Hazel High School fame upon, the producIndependenee Day ac- 709-1752.
Class of 1960 will have tion "Oklahoma' whieh
tivities *Ill 'Start at 1
---its 25-year reunion at did, much to change the
p.,m. at The
Program of "Sing 7:30 p.m. at Hazel Com- conception
of American
Homeplace-1850 th Land Out, Kentucky!" will
munity Center.
musical comedy.
•
Between the Lakes.
not be presented
„"The King and I,"
---"My Fair Lady" and the
AA and Al-Anon will
many other popular
'
1,1111Iff
1
111
411
1
,
11
r1
1
7
"
have closed meetings at
relers telhd
musicales of this
8 p.m. at First Christian
famous pair were menWe are pleased
Church, Benton. For intioned, climaxed by
to announce that
formation call 753-0061,
"The Sound of Music"
Ginger
Story,
762-3399, 73-7764 or
which has never been
bride-elect of Bob753-7663.
surpassed in popularity
by Hopkins has
---and financial success.
selected
hex
-rars
Murray Women of
crystal.
pottery.
Moose have changed
stainless and acmeeting to July 11.
cessories from our
---complete bridal
Friday,July 5
registry. Ginger
Greater Paducah
and
Bobby will be
Chapter of Parents
married July 20.
Without Partners has
canceled its meeting for
this week.
---Health Express of
7534641 121
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at D's
Shirts and Things at
Aurora from 9 toll a.m.
`troorand Lakeland Wesley
Village from 12:30 to 3
7
p.m.

The afternoon closed
with the reading by Mrs.
Freeman of a
newspaper clipping
brought in a scrapbook
by Mrs. John Livesay.
The write-up told of the
organization of the Murray Magazine Club in
1910 and its purpose of
providing cultural inspiration to the community. Among early

activities of the club
was listed the sponsorship in Murray of the
famous Redpath
Chautauqua series.
After the summer
- vacation of the next two
months, the next
meeting of the organization will be in
September in the home
of Mrs
Timothy
Graves.

-

Coming community events are listed
Tuesday, July 2

Wednesday,July 3
from-10-11:m.
p.m.
mer Youth Series will be for activities
by senior
at 7:30 p.m. at Lone Oak citizens.
Church of Christ.
-----Flint Baptist Church
AA will meet at 8 p.m. Mission
Groups are
at American Legion
scheduled
to meet at 7
Building, South Sixth
p.m.
and Maple Streets.
----- Cherry Corner Baptist
KenOut,
"Sing
•
Church Mission Groups
tucky!" program will be
are scheduled to meet at
Convention
at 8 p.m. in
7 p.m.
Center, Kentucky Dam
---Village State Park.
Prayer services at
First Baptist Church
Murray Lodge No. will start at 6:45 p.m.
2011 of Loyal Order of Persons are asked to
Moose will have a note earlier time.
business meeting at 8
---p.m. with officers to.
Bereavenment Sup-o-meet at 7 p.m.
port Group will meet at
---9:30 a.m. and Diet and
Parents Anonymous Diabetes will meet at 2
will meet from 6 to 8 p.m. in third floor
p.m. For information or classroom, Murraytransportation call Calloway County
762-2504.
Hospital.
------Murray Assembly No.
Health Express of
19 Order of the Rainbow Murray-Calloway Counfor Girls will meet at 7 ty Hospital will be at
p.m. at lodge hall,
Mary V. Grocery at
---Dublin from 9 to 11 a.m.
' Murray TOPS (take and at Downtown
- off pounds sensibly) Square at Wingo from
Club will meet at 7 p.m. 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
at Health Center. •
------Thursday,July 4
Murray Optimist Club
Clara M. Eagle
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Gallery at Murray State
Homeplace Family University will be closRestaurant.
ed today.
------Murray State SumProgram of "Sing
mer University/Com- Out, Kentucky!" will
munity Band will pre- not be presented
sent a concert at 7 p.m. tonight.
in front of Lovett
---Auditorium, MSU.
Independence Day
Scramble is scheduled
---at 10 a.m. at Oaks CounWednesday,July 3
Persons interested in try Club.
participating in sum---Golf Scramble will be
mer art classes on MonFriday Group of
day and Friday may at 3 p.m. at Murray Ladies Tennis of Murcall the Murray Art Country Club followed ray Country, Club will
Guild, phone 753-4059, by a potluck supper.
not play this week.
between 10 a.m. and 2
------Mixed Doubles Tennis
p.m. today.
Friday Night Social
•
---"Sing Out, Kentucky!" program will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Kenlake State Resort
Park.
---'Events at Calloway
Public Library will include Parents and Twos
at 9:30_ am.;. Story
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.
---ONLY
Ladies day events at
Murray Country Club
With Ctnrlic Bread
will include golf and
Salad 59 Extra
bridge at 9:30 a.m.
gticth-4412P-tillg_a_Stam—
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Selecting the exciting new fashion Studs you
prefer and Our professional ear piercing staff
`wilt insert them for you free!

'Ear Piercing
Special

On Selected Styles

La DiaMondnique

Free Refills On Drinks

Downtown Murray

Wednesday 11 AM 10 PM

Above English Sole
759-4573

4.141, 'hi%

New Potatoes
Homegrown

Tomatoes

-

Lb.59c

Sweet Corn

Doz $125
(5 Doz or more)

Last of the crop
Vidalia Sweet

Onions
LB. 39c
Bing Cherries
Watermelons
Peaches
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well at home for Om. price

...:•-•••••......

•

Homegrown

lie place
soteihstcle littbov
vv

'475

99 Special For Kids

041

Homegrown white'half rurner
Green Beans

Rac
ks
$10
"Closed July 4th"

WHOLESALE JEWELER

V ••••

Get your FRESH DILL
While Supply Lasts!

Summer Merchandise
.Shorts
•Dresses
•Jackets
•Sweaters
•Belts
•Blouses
•Jewelry
•Skirts
•Scarves
•Slacks
•Swimsuits
•P.,iirses

Offer Good mr6
- -71"2-115

loside

,

• s

/
1 2 Off
Entire stock of Spring &

--••011111,

Ladies day events at
Oaks Country Club will
include golf and bridge
at 9:30 am.
---Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open

.

9-6 Mon.-Sat.
Closad Sunday

4th of July
Sale

The Shoocase

—1

Italian Spaghetti
Special

7538214

9-fillbilly Barn
4102
.8_ jr3i
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DATEBOOK
PWP Chapter will meet
The -Meeting on Friday by the Greater
Paducah Area Chapter of Parents Without Partners has been canceled for this week. Meetings
.
will resume on Friday. July 12.

Band,concert tonight
I.

The Murray State University/Community
Summer Band will present a concert tonight
(Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in the MSU Quadrangle. Dr.
—SArtOger Reichmutlt-is director of .the band. The.
public is invited to attend the free concert
tonight.

3.
0

Youth at Junaluska
1 7,

f

-4RIBBON CUTTING CEREMONY — Ribbons were cut in the Earth Moving Day Ceremony of University Church of Christ at its new church site at intersection of Highways 841 and 121 Bypass on Saturday.
Pictured from left, front row, Bill Boyd, deacon, Mrs. Mae Harris, Mrs
.
. Annie Lee Gunter, Charles
Bazzell, minister, back row, Robert Hendon. elder. Robin Wadley, minister, Steve Zea of MurrayCalloway Chamber of Commerce, Mayor Holmes EWs,Hamp W.Brooks,deactm, Oily Spann and Keith
Hays,'deacon. Leroy Eldridge. Sherrill Gargus, and Wayne Williams are also elders of the church.

Eight High School Youth from First United
Methodist Church are attending the Youth in
Missions Conference at Lake Junaluska. They
are Melissa Davis, Greg DeBoer, Ricky Jobs,
Kristin Hohman, Rena Hodges, Monty Kelsey,
Janet Whaley and Jenny Young. They were accqmpanied by Barbara Shores, directof of Christian Education for the Murray church.

MAYOR SPEAKS — Murray Mayor Holmes
Ellis spoke at Mountain Moving Day of University Church of Christ at its new church site at
Highways 641 North and 121 Bypass. In back of
the slim is one of the pieces of equipment being
used by the Emerine Co.in preparation of the lot.
A large amount of dirt, donated by Joe and Jeane
West from a large hill northwest of the lot, has
been moved to the lot in preparation for the
building.

Prayer time changed
The weekly prayer meeting at First Baptist
Church will be at 6:45 p.m. on Wednesday, July
3. Persons are asked to note the earlier time, according to the pastor, Dr. Greg Earwood. A churchwide picnic is scheduled on Thursday, July 4,
from 3 to 6 p.m. in the pavilion near the old courthouse in Murray-Calloway County Park. Games
and fellowship will begin at 3 p.m. and supper
will be served at 5 p.m. Utensils and drinks will
be provided by the church. Persons are to bring
food and lawn chairs.

Staff photos by Kevin Bowden

Facts concerning
women are listed

Support groups will meet
Two special group meetings are held each
Wednesday in third floor classroom at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. Bereavenment Support Group for anyone experiencing grief from a
recent loss will be from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. Informal groups sessions include sharing time and
discussion of the grietprocess. Dlet and diabetes
for diabetics and their families will be from 2 to 3
p.m. Nutrition, preparing foods, sweeteners,
fiber, eating out and exercising are some of the
topics discussed conducted by a• registered'
dietitian.

By The AssociaSed Press

MINIATURE STRUCTURE — Pictured here is the miniature structure of
the proposed building for the University Church of Christ to be built at the intersection of Highways 641 North and 121 Bypass. A special ceremony was
held there Saturday.

At Time of Processing
(135 mm, 126, 110, & Disc)

_

Here are some facts and figures from the State
of the World's Women Report 1985, drawn up in
connection with the United Nations Decade for
By CECILT BROWNSTONE
Women, which is now coming to a close.
Assoriated Press rood Editor
If housewives demanded payment for.,,
domestic work they could reasonably claim a
LUNCH FARE
salary of more than $14,500 a year.
Clam Pasta, Salad,
In Pakistan, village women work 63 hours a
Fruit. Cookies
week on family and household chores.
Clam Pasta
• Women do 60 to 80 'percent of the
8-ounce package thin
agricultural work in Africa — twice as much as
spaghetti
African men.
1-3rd cup olive oil
• In 1950, women held 31 percent of the world's
2
large cloves garlic,
jobs; today they hold 35 percent.
crushed
." While boys outnumber girls at school
10%-ounce can mincworldwide, girls are edging forward slightly
ed clams, undrained
faster in the race toward literacy.
Salt and pepper to,
v• On average, women live six years longer
taste
than men in the industrialized world and two
years longer in the developing world.
In a large saucepot
r• Males outnumber females by 20 million
cook spaghetti accoraround the world. The United States, the Soviet
ding to package directions; drain in a colUnion ando Etirope have considerably more
ander. In the clean dry
females. The sexes more or less balance out in
Latin America, Africa and Southeast Asia.
saucepot heat oil, garlic
Males predominate in other parts of Asia and
and clams; add
North Africa.
spaghetti and toss over
r Women hold about a quarter of the national
low heat until most of
legislative seats in some countries with centrally
clam liquid is absorbed.
planned economies and in some parts of ScanAdd salt and pepper.
Serve at once. Makes 3
dinavia. But in most nther parts of the world one
to 4 servings.
woman serves to every 10 men.

1

Oaks plans scramble
The Oaks Country Club has an Independence
Day Scramble scheduled at 10 a.m. on Thursday,
July 4. Nicky Ryan is listed as the person in
charge.

Scramble at Murray club
The Murray Country Club will have Golf
Scramble at 3 p.m. on Thursday, July 4. A
potluck supper will follow golf play. In charge of
arrangements will be Dwain and Sherry Gibbs
and Jerry and Ethelene McCallon.

Singles plan picnic
The Single Connection will not have its weekly
discussion group on Thursday, July 4, at 7:30
at First United Methodist Church. The
Singles will be attending a picnic and campout at
Camp Energy in Land Between the Lakes.

.............,................................
*
i h*
** 4th of July Movie Special iit
**
**
Rent 3 Movies
*
**
*
And Get One Free
**
**
*
*
*
*
*

Pickup Wednesday—Bring Back Friday
Closed July 4th

*
*
*
*
*

*
1*
*.
*
*
*

*
* Over 1300 Titles.
* We're The Professional
: Movie Store.
*

*

*

753-8201

200EMom

**

753-8201
*
***
*
**********************************************
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Paddle Fan Sale
Features,

'Family Fun
Seafood Cookouts::
Our Fourth of July
Grill Recipe:
1 Lb. fresh shrimp in shells. (peel &
clean.)
1 Slightly beaten egg
1/2 Cup crushed saltine crackers
/
1 3 Cup salad oil
Dip each shrimp in egg batter; then into crumbs, let stand in oil for 1 minute.
Cook over hot grill 5-10 minutes or till browned.serve with hot sauce. Makes
3 or 4 servings.
Top this off by adding fresh in shell
oysters for a truly special touch.
Please call in advance
fur large or special orders
Phone: 753-6149
Closed on 4th of July!

II.
re
pu
th

5- Blade, 52" Paddle Fan with Cane
Inserts, Antique Brass,
3 Speed with Reverse

DONATION MADE — Kathy Kopperud, left,
representing the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club, presented a check of 4989.18
to Euple Ward, right, executive director of
Murray-Calloway County Need Line Church and
Cooperative Ministry, Inc. The money was from
proceeds from the -Valentine Brunch held at
Paglial's.

Both In Regular Drop and Calling Hugger
$
6
9
95

We Also Have 21 Styles of Paddle Fans In Stock
Insurance
A giffity

While You're Here Shop Our

Light- Fixtures & Accessories
Over 400 Different Styles on'Dis

Wholesale Electric
Supply Company

206 E. Main

Murray

Tony Boyd

302 N. 12th
753-5842

Mobile Homeowners
WE WANT YOURS!
And we have the
rates to prove it.
Call us for a quota, today

753-5842

m
sh

'MIME
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may feel more comfortable shaving to die a
horrible death sooner or
Although I can think of no conclusive later, Will
it harm me more subtly?
medical reason why she should not, it I'm not
eager to get lots of shots, but
would be a shame for her to adopt is there
anything else I can do? behavior strictly on the basis that
DEAR READER - Seasonal
-everyone else does ft
sneezing is. as you point out, usually
Peter
DEAR DR GOTT - Why do_ elder- due
to hay fever, a particular sensiwomen grow mustaches and tivity
Gott, M.D. ly
to pollens of growing vegetabeards?
tion_ If you are not content to take
DEAR READER - All women shots for desensitization
and if you
produce male hormotie (testosterone) object to constant
nasal irtuffiness,
as well as female hormone (estrogen). you are stuck with two options: Either
'Before menopause, when the ovaries move to another, less • troubles
ome
are in full gear manufacturing' estro- locale or use medicine to block
the
gen, relatively hairless female char- allergic reaction. I am not
aware that
acteristics dominate over weaker long-term use of antihistamines
causmale- -features. After menopause, es any health problem. Howevec.
-1
however, the flow of estrogen dimin- would stay away fro-rd ifasdi
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
ishes and testosterone's effects ...ansli drying agents Ideeonges
tants). H
DEAR DR. GOTT - My daughter become more prominent. Hence, as pure antihistamines sedate
is.13_ and has been getting blackheads women age, they often experience much, try Actifed or Sudafed you too
in her ears. What can be done about deepening voices and the appearance
DEAR DR/ GOTT - Although I've
this?
of facial and chest hair. This embar- never had long, strong nails,
I never
• DEAR READER - I may be run rassing hair. can be overcome by had trouble with the
cuticles until a
out of town on a rail for telling you plucking, wax treatment or shaving, few months ago. The
edges of • my
this, but it is all tight to pick at black- sometimes, estrogen-containing skin nails have gotten tender,
red and
heads. Make sure that your hands and cream is effective in combating the puf4y, and there Seems
to be a bit of
your child's ears are clean, then take effects of male hormone.
proud flesh there I don't chew my
an ordinary bobby pin and gently but
It may interest you toknow that all
firmly press the oval end over the men produce estrogen, but its effects nails. What am I doing wrong? What
blackhead. Usually, the material ip are usually overridden by - testos- can I ao to prevent this from recurDONATION MADE - Because of a Sharp
the
pore will be expressed out and up . terone. As men age. however. testos- ring?
increas
'
e in enrollment at W.A.T.C.H. (work activities
DEAR READER - The presence
through the loop. If performed regu- terone levels fall off and they may
training center for the handicapped), members of South.eleasant Grove Homemakers
Club donated $50 larly,
this ritual should alleviate the begin to show signs of feminization, of cuticle irritation indicates that
towards the purchase of needed equiment at the center. Members presenting the donatio
n and helping pore 'blockage that
causes her black- like reedy voices, loss of facial hair infection is the &lost logical cause.
with the selection of a table for the center are Delpha Taylor, president, luta Hutson,
secretary- heads.
and. diminished sex drive. So. as writ- When you "do your nails." you may be
treasurer, and Hilda Miller, vice president. Accepting the contribution is Ed Davis, second
left, vice
DEAR DR. GOTT - My daughter ers have repeatedly pointed out, we inadvertently pushing back the cutichairman and treasurer for W.A.T.C.H.
is 12 and has hair under her arms. all tend, with time, to take on the cles and, in so doing, pushing debris
Will it harm her to shave them this physical characteristics of prepube- and bacteria under the skin that
forms the cuticle. "Proud flesh" is an
scent youngsters.
summer?
old- term that is synonymous -with the
DEAR READER - Probably not,
DEAR DR. GOTT - Is it true that
but remember that you are commit- 90 percent of all household dust medical expression -granulation
tissue," new flesh that grows around,
ting her to a regular procedure.
comes from the human body?
through or in place of healthy skin.
Axillary hair (under the arms) is
DEAR READER - I don't think
natural for both men and women. so. Rooms that have been closed off For the time being, leave your nails
NEW YORK (AP) - included a tumor,
Shaving it is a cultural preference and undisturbed for years develop alone and soak your fingers four
Today, as director of stresses the positive
that is as typically American as apple monumental dust deposits, without times a day in water as hot as you can
Theresa Dale learned hyperglycemia and
an the International Foun- aspects of health and
pie. European women didn't worry any human intervention. We are usu.- stand it. to which you can add a little
about health and nutri- underactive pituitary
bactericidal soap. If, after a couple of
dation for Nutritional suggests a detoxifica- about this sort of thing until
after ally not dust-producers; we tend more. weeks, the
tion the hard way.
affecting her glandular Education and tion program
swelling and redness have
following World War II, when American cus- to suffer from dust particles than to
Her father was a pro- system.
not disappeared, see a professional
Research in Austin, a diet of mainly natural, toms became fashionable.
be
the
causativ
e
agents
... unless, of
fessional chef who let
"I was just a real Texas, she advises whole foods,
In a child of 12, silky sparse axil- course, .yoU agree with the theologi- cosmetologist. I don't think you need
with supher sample his creative Mess," she says,
adding others on what to eat plements anti herbs add- lary hair is not a cosmetic problem, ans and scientists who believe that we a doctor for such an annoying probbut extremely rkh con- that she finally started
lem; however, medical attention
except to the extent that your daugh- are all basically composed of dust.
and how to stay healthy. ed if needed.
would be appropriate as a final option
coctions at work, and on the road to recover
ter
experien
is
cing
DEAR
peer
pressure
y She is writing a book on
DR.
to
GOTT
- I have hay if simple self-help is not successfu
This means avoiding
her Italian mother cook- when she decided to
l.
appear
grown-up
. Once she starts fever (or some variation) that keeps
try the subject.
canned and processed
" Send your questions to Dr. Gott at
ed up tasty but fattening a "health. food" diet.
shaving
her
underar
ms
and
legs,
the
me
sneezing
from
spring through fall.
It will include some food as much as possipasta at home.
new hair will grow in as a coarse For.the last 10 years I've taken over- P0. Box 91428, Cleveland, OH 44101.
"Within a month's tirr?e, recipes borrowed from ble, Ms.
Due to volume of mail, individual
Dale advises. stubble - and she will have to contin"Many times, as a there was an enormous
the-counter pills (usually Contac or questions cannot be answered
the gourmet menus con. Ques"And
America
ns
realue periodic shaving to get rid of it.
-child, I went to work difference in my emothe like) twice daily for months at a tions of general interest
cocted by her father, Arwill be
overeat fatty foods,
If your daughter is precocious, she time. Is this habit going to cause
with my father - who tional state, which
me answered in future columns. _
was thur Irminger, who once most of which should be
was employed at such my biggest problem.
received the French eliminated from their
places as the Hotel
"I didn't have Medal of Honor for his diets," she
adds. "SauPierre and the Plaza - anybody to guide me extraordinary and teing is fine, but deep
and I would sample the but if I could do it
varied cuisine which in- frying is out."
mints and chocolates myself, it shows that
cluded one of Franklin
"And lastly, people
and cookies and other people can really be
D. Roosevelt's in- should work- on their
goodies he made." she educated to help
augural eakes.
emotions about
recalled during a recent themselves."
In using her father's themselves and their
Best selling books for
New York business trip.
After solving her own gourmet recipes, Ms. own self-wor
th," she week of June 30 as
"But because of all health problems, the
Dale substitutes natural says. "They should try released by Time
that sugar and my now-svelte Ms. Dale
ingredients for what she to feel good about Magazine are as
mother's Italian cook- decided to study the subconsiders less healthy themselves and, be follows:
ing, I got to be 30 to 35 ject further, collecting
foods, such as fructose aware of their own perFICTION
pounds overweight."
three academic degrees for sugar and whole sonal power
1. "Skeleton Crew,"
within to
As a young woman. along the way,including
grain flours for white create whatever it is Stephen King
Ms. Dale was ill fre- a doctorate in clinical
flour.
they want to create in
2. "Jubal Sackett,"
quently. Her problems nutrition.
.
The nutritionist their own lives."
Louis L'Amour
3. "The Hunt for Red
October," Tom Clancy
4. "The Cider House
Rules," John Irving
5. ''Inside, Outside,"
Herman Wouk
BOSTON (AP) - recognized syndrome turning out two a day.
man Geschwind. a Har6. "Footfall," Niven
Almost a century after that sometimes strikes
Khoshbin, a vard neurologist.
and Pournelle
the suicide of Vincent people with one form of neurologist, is head of
"I don't think he was a
7. "If Tomorrow
Van Gogh, a doctor epilepsy.
t h e e.l e c - genius because of his Comes,
• VOLUNTEERS HONORED - Parent Volunteers at
" Sidney Sheldon
believes the Dutch imSouthwest Calloway
troencephalograph epilepsy.. but it affected
Elementary School are shown at an Appreciation luncheon
8.
"Thinne
r,"
Richard
pressionist's strange
Victims often have an, laboratory at Brigha
glyen_in
m his art," Khoshbin said Bachman
honor by teachers-and -staff at-SouthWest.11CW-rad from left,
behavior and frenetic overpowering urge to and Women's Hospital
back row, are
in a recent interview.
.
Joan Weber, volunteer coordinator, Ann Wood, Rita Kelso,
9. "Chapterhouse:
work habits can be write or paint. And
Wanda Jones,
He believes that Van
Joyce
McCoy,
Dune,"
front row, Carol Thompson, Barbara Peiper, Kathie Gentry
Frank Herbert
diagnosed as a per- Khoshbin say§ this Gogh had interict
Van Gogh's - 10. "Hold the
al
and Robbie Hale. An affiliate with the National School
sonality diSorder stem- could explain- Van (which means' between peculiari
Volunteer Program,
ties- have long Dream," Barbara
the Southwest Volunteer Program originated in 1978 and
Gogh's awesome pro- seizure") personality fascinat
ming from epilepsy. .
has continued to
ed physicians. Taylor Bradford
date with the exception of the 1979-80 school year. This past
Dr. Shahram ductivity. In the years disorder of temporal Over.
school year 33
the) years, he has
parent volunteers donated over 1,000 hours of service assistin
NON-FICTION
Khoshbin of Harvard before he shot himself to -lobe epilepsy.
g teachers and
been diagnosed as havstudents within the school.
1. "Iacocca," Lee
Medical School says death in 1890, Van Gogh
The disorder was first . ing schizophrenia, Iacocca
Van Gogh had classic produced hundreds of described about a
depression and digitalis
2. "A Passion for Exsymptoms of a recently paintings, sometimes decade ago by Dr.
Nor- poisoning.
cellence," Peters and
Austin
3. "Dr. Berger's ImBest-selling records of
3. "A View To A Kill," Mary Jane Girls
mune Power Diet," the week of June 30 bas- Duran Duran
7: "-Angel," Madonna
Stuart Berger, M.D.
ed on. CasJibox
"Everybody Wants
4.
"Suddenly." Billy
8.
JAKARTA, Indonesia, in theater and shopping
Education Minister
He acknowledged that
4. "Confessions of a magazine's nationwide To Rule The World," Ocean
(AP) - If the city center are among the Nugroh
o Notosusanto Arabic was used in Hooker," Bob Hope
survey were as follows: Tears for Fears
9. "Things Can Only
fathers have their way, terms deemed offen- last
year said it was many countries while
5. "Smart Women,
1. "Sussudio," Phil
5. "Raspberry Get Better," Howard
the signs on Kentucky sive. Officials say spoken
by 180 million Bahasa Indonesia, Foolish Choices," Coffins
41.
Beret," Prince and the Jones
Fried • Chicken shops businesses with
which is basically the Cowan & Kinder
2. "Heaven," Bryan Revolution
10. "Would I Lie To
here may quote Colonel legitimate links to people, more than those same as Malay, was
6. "Nothing Down," Adams
House," You." Eurythmics
"In
My
6.
Sanders as saying tourism may keep their who speak Arabic,an of- spoken only in InRobert G. Allen
"Lezat sekali" instead foreign words but they ficial language at the donesia, Malaysia,
7'. "The Frugal
of "It's finger lickin' must be used along with United Nations.
Singapore and Brunei. -Gourmet," Jeff Smith.
good."
Indonesian translations.
8, "The Mick,"
They want non The city ordinance is
Mickey Mantle
Indonesian words part of a campaign to in9. "What They Don't
replaced on signs in duce Indonesians to
KANSAS CITY, Mo. software,integrated cir- Teach You At Harvard
public places to promote speak and write their
(AP)- When your com- cuits and discreet com- Business School," Mark
•
the national tongue of language correctly.
puter breaks down, the ponents, and cables. McCormack
Stuff
"Bahasa," which Some officials hope
ed
Toma
$2.0
-&
'Slaw
5
to
most likely culprit is the
10. "Breaking With
means N.oguage.
Bahasa Indonesia will disk drive, according to connectors and switches Moscow," Arkady
And to really cool yoti off...
• Barber shop, amuse- eventually become
are
the'neXt
matt
likely
Shevche
nko
the magazine MicroserIce Cold Rootbeer in a Frosted Mug
ment center, coffee recognized as an inter(Couritsy of Time,
vice Management. to fail, says magazine
shop, art gallery. drive- national language.
1206 Chestnut
Printers, modems, editor Jan Calloway.
weekly'
newsmagazine)

DR.Gorr

Can blackheads
be rernovpro

Nutrition helps given by Dale

A

,

Fiction and
non-fiction
books listed

•

Van Gogh may have had syndrome

Phil Collins has top record for past week

Indonesia promotes national language
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Brides-To-Be
Registered At
Pier 1
Imports

David Lynn Travis
5 yr-at:Lion of
Barry & Jill Travis

"Watch Our
Baby Grow"
Portrait
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Donna Bogarding
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Melanie Roos
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Carroll Edwards
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Trial begins for couple charged in firebombing attempts
LONDON, Ky. (AP) Sheriff "Monk" Green,
— The trial of a Bell Commonwealth's AtCounty couple accused torney Joe Nagle and a
in several firebombing - iUite -%Klice detective,
attempts in 1981 and' along with a used-car
1982 is1 underway in business, a garage and a
federal court under Pineville radio station.
tight security.
Kirby Collett faces 13
In his opening 'statecharges and his wife, ment on Monday, AssisMaxie B.ss
etel
eo
rre.tt, tant US,
coif- Weibel - 1 rtvyoitturiTe
nection with an alleged will attempt to show
plot to bomb the homes that Collett set up the
of former Bell County bombings in retribution

for several bootlegging
convictions.
. Defense attorneys
Lowell Lundy and W.G.
Crabtree said they will
focuk -on the credibility
of the prosecution's two
main witnesses, both or
whom have past
convictions.
-r •
The first witness,
Donnie Arnett, the
owner of a used-car
business near Pineville,
_

said he: found plastic James Mills, said a pected to concern a filed against
Collett and
one-gallon jugs of. garage he was renting bombing al Green's a Harlan
County man.
gasoline wired together in Knox , County- was home, a plan to bomb Collett
and James
with a piece of dynamite blown up in 1982;
Nagle's home and the Eugene Brock, an inunder a trailer at his lot
South Bevins, owner destruction of the home mate at the state reforin December 1981.
of Pineville radio sta- of state police Detective matery, were charged
tion WANO, testified a Jerry Brewer.
with conspiring to bomb
Arnett slid he let bomb caused between
•
the
Pineville residence
No one was injured in
state police use his pro- $500 and $
.1,000 in
of Bell County District
bombings
any
of
judgc
the
,
aram
perty to stake out a car damage to the station in
Kelly
whickall ocgurracl-WOUXIRtCollett9eratM And
He said
r
hass
lett uxNflet?w
Ines
tiltett
m
as
that ponce were wat- the station reported Colunrelated causes Tiince
ching for signs of lettAs—bootlegling County jail.—
'
the bombing.
bootlegging.
convictions.
Also on Monday, two
Arnett's partner,
Other testimony is ex- additional charges were
The inctnienti were

handed down June 18
but were sealed until the
end of Monday's
testimony.

What

A metal detector has
been installed outside
the second-floor courtroom, although Deputy
Mars1aillpAtman
as not
ordered for this case.
Extra marshals were
also brought in from
Lexington.
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JULY 4TH PICNIC SPECIALS
Lays Asst. Flavors 775 Oz. Bag
Vlasic Kosher 24 Oz Jar

Potato Chips..

99° Dill Spears

Save 40'
Knotts Pimento 14 Oz Carton

Dole ln Juice 8 Oz Can
Save 50° $ 149 Sliced or Crushed

Salad
Royal Oak 10 Lb. Bag

Viva Paper

Pineapple

Charcoal

Save 29'

Save 30' 82
99 Lipton Instant
With Nutra-Sweet 3 Oz. Jar
Gulf Charcoal 16 Oz. Bottle

Lighter

Save 20'

Peter Pan 12 Oz. Jar
Smooth or Crunchy

Peanut Butter

Tea
99° Fisher
Sandwich Mate

Flay 0 Rich

Buttermilk
Gal Carton
Save 38

9

Closed
2/89° July 4th!

Save 20'

$1 19

Cheese Slices .

99°
Save 30' 89°
Save 30'

With $10.00 or More
Additional Purchase
Excluding Dairy, Tobacco
& Drinks On Special.

Sunshine Krispy Lb. Box
12 Pk Can $299

Crackers

Lysol Aerosol Room
Reg. or Scent 2

SaUSageSeve272/99°
Hyde Park Tomato
8 Oz. Can

12 Oz.$Cn

Deodoramt

4/89°
Detergent........$.129

_Save 36'

5 Lb Bag
Save 40

Banquet Cream Asst Flavors
14 Or. Box'

Lb

Lb

Lb

an

Cheese
Cheese

Tr

(Ivt.r.rt

Cantaloupes
White Seedles

Grapes
Potatoes
' 41V

Coca Cola, Die
Coke, Sprite, Tab
Mellow Yellow, ,
Sunkist Orange

SCOF
t(!et.:
Imp
occur
dome5
aware
first ti

16 0/ 8 Bottle Cartonk2f4
Save $130

Li) 8ag
Save 50

SAGI
(Nov
Mal
Cheer
today
times

1 h

Ground
Beef

Chuck
69Roas

3 tbs. or More '`
U.S.D.A. Chopped

Potato Patties

I

AQUI
(Jan.:
Son
ideas,
spent
self:

Lb

Fresh Cut

Lb.

Chicken Breast..Lb.
0

Lb._

Fresh Cut Chicken

,
IT
Legs or Thighs..Lb.

U.S.D.A.

U.S.D.A. Choice

1 00
19
89
99
'1 49

CAPI
(Dec.
Yot
Finan
carefi
come

U.S.D.A. Choice
Boneless

Hash Brown

PRODUCE
Cabbage

LEM
(Sept.
('or
Recre
the al
dence

79

Sirloin

'Hot Pepper

Grey

Tha,

fun lc
also e
evenir

THE BUTCHER BLOCK
Pure Fresh Lean

Best Baked or

BBQ Ham
Fresh Baked Turkey
Breast
Reelfoot Hilt!
Bologna
Americ

New

Sell Rising

Flour

9po

VIRG
(Aug.;

/89

Slifl lower

Hyde Park Orange 72 Oz. Can

Pies

Bananas

Bread

29

HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

Juice

LEO
4July,2
SCim
at hoir
share.
propot

2
a

SaUCeSave 27°
Ajax Laundry 42 Oz.

orn Meal

CAN(
(June
An
• with a
good
shout(

lofty Hotini

Armour Vienna
5 Oz. Can

Mall, Of

Yellow Rip!,

GEM;
(May :
If y
travel
Partnt
a(-con

Save 40' $2
99

FROZEN FOODS

Parkers

TALI
(Apr.:
You
metaF
careei
grasp

12 Oz. Pkg. Imitation

All Can Products

Coca Cola

All wind.

Save 68' $ 1 09
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• ineetii

9

Choice

te4.
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$
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Fli

Meaty Family Pack Size

Pork Steak

09 Reelfoot
Lb.

Lean

Pork Cutlets.... .
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Bologna

Lb

39 Reelfoot Ole Fashion
Lb.

$ 13

Weiners... 12 oz. Pkg.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

V
411
\\*

Fraaces Drake

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.

FOR WEDNESDAY,JULY 3, 1985
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) _
A friend may not fulfill a promise,
,- 1011Pre
but yew.:
'
on the job. The financial. outlook is
quite favorable.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Now's the time you come into your
own. Teamwork is accented early in
the- day. Later a partner could be
irritable.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
A last-minute problem could arise
in. connection with a work assignment. Privacy abets romance. Financial interests look good.
CANCER,
WIE
(June 21 tO July 22)
Love will certainly blossom now,
but still you should avoid extravagant
spending Invitations come from your
friends.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Work goes smoothly and you'll get

fir

A

FOR THURSDAY,JULY 4, 1985
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Insights come about long-term
career goals. Otherwise, this day is
meant for socializing. Opportunity
comes through friends.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You may investigate something of a
metaphysical nature. Chances for
career success arise now. Be sure to
grasp opportunity.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
If you can forgo extra spending,
travel should be a delight today.
Partners stimulate you to intellectual
accomplishments.
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22)
)4€
A new and positive phase begins
with a relationship. You may receive
good news about money. Credit
should be used, but not abused!
LEO
1July•234.o Aug. 22)
S6in-e begin a do-it-yourself project
at home. Happiness in love is yours to
share. You may receive a marriage
proposal '

A

#
f
the recognition you deserve. How
ever, a doquimit• problem may crop
up later in the'day.
_
vm- -(Aug.23to Sept.22)
The time is ripe for a luncheon
date. A difficult co-worker responds
to a friendly gesture. Make plans for
leisure travel.
LIBRA
(Sept.2310 Oct.22)
Money spent on beautifying the
home is well spent,. but „otherwise
avoid needless extravagance. Entertain guests tonight.
SC.ORPt0
(Oct. 2:3 to Nov.21)
You seem to know when to be
serious today and when to turn on the
!charm. A family member requires
.compassionate understanding.
SAG MARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) Count on the sure thing today.
Avoid taking financial risks and you'll
certainly end up ahead. Disregard
rum lrs.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22toJan. 19)
The day is tailor-made for fun,
recreation and romance. Money may
be a sore topic with a friend tonight.
Avoid controversy.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You can count on the advice of a
trusted friend. Working from behind
the scenes is your best bet for career
success. today.
PISCES
Astor
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20).
.1110g
Be sure to soCialize on this day
when meetings with friends and
loved ones are sure to be pleasUrable.
Don't withdraw into yourself.

zez

IV)

TUESIMV,.11.1..V 2. 1985

Ridings...

Pressed by questions from the
majority included equal rights,
future, League of* Women
affirmative action, federally students, she elaborated on her
Voters' political platform, com(Cont'd from page I)
subsidized child care and tough projections for women in upparable
worth, federally funded
Women have traditionally
law and order. Though they coming presidential elections,
child
care,
and title IX and the
been concerned about military
crossed party lines in .their future ERA campaigns,
Civil Rights Restoration. Act.
aggression. They voiced those
defense stance, 85 percent op- Geraldine Ferraro's political
concerns during World War II,
posed military intervention and
Korea, Vietnam, Cambodia, and
75 percent supported a nuclear
Moore provides these tips for
are still doing so.
freeze.
people
who plan .to use
-Women are more supportive
Increasingly, Mrs. Ridings
fireworks:
than men of economic fairness,
continued, women are swelling
(Cont'd from pay;B)
'- Always light fireworks -outwelfare and environmental
the ranks of the new poor. They
Among the Kentucky
doors in a-clear area away from
Issues.
have come to recognize the
buildings, trees and flammable
Today's women's policy agenquality of opportunity is far casualties in 1984 was a Harlan
County resident injured at a
mate-rials.
da is not an arm of so-called
from a reality for women.
Don't try to relight or.hanpra419*-tarninists. Mrs. P"'
--%Alliiisten learned during the 'licensed aerial show * when a .
mortar shelP•
_
malfunetirining -fireworks.
cited a Woman's Day magazine
for the ERA how to parshot into a crowd of onlookers,
Soak them in water and discard.
survey, 115,000 respondents proticipate in the political system.
Aiken says.
- Don't throw or point
vided a profile of the
They picked up some pointers on
-Calloway County was lucky in fireworks at another person.
"mainstream" woman who sets
political head counting as they
- Check fireworks for loose
the agvida.
lobbied for support for other 1984, as no serious injuries
fuses, which could prevent the
Survey results showed that
issues like nuclear freeze, pro- resulted from the use of
items from igniting properly.
she is a working Wife and
choice and right-to-life, and fireworks, . according to
- Don't hold lit fireworks In
mother,owns her home with her
comparable worth and pay ,Cnilowiy County Sheriff David
Balentine.
your hands.
husband, and makes between
equity.
Even "seeminly harmless"
- Store unused fireworks inä
$25,000 and' $30,000 a year.
Women's involvement in
fireworks
can be dangerous
cool, dry place that is inaccessiNinety-one percent of the
politics is vital to realizing their
though, Moore said. For examble to children.
respondents voted in 1980.
beliefs. The "stakes couldn't be
ple, he says, a 5-year-old boy's
..-- Never ignite. firs.works
Pet issues supported by the
higher," Mrs. Ridings warned.
shirt sleeve was ignited by- a. containers, 'especialljk4g1ams Or
sparkler held by another child
metal.
Worked in a variety of ad- last year. As the victim ran
- _Local and county officials all
ministrative positions with
home, the fire spread and he had
join in watiTiing youngsters and
Massachusetts Educational to spend 10 days in the hospital
parents tb•use extreme caution
Television and Kentucky Educa- recovering from burns.
(Cont'd from page I)
when handling fireworks.
tional Television and won an
ly fortunate to have found her. I
Emmy from the National
am confident that she will make
Academy of Television Arts and
a tremendous addition to our
Sciences for her contributions to
school system."
"InsideOut."
Dr. Overbey, -whO served as
elementary school principal for
In talking about her new posifour years here, earned a varietion, Dr. Overbey stated that
ty of honors including her school
community support was
This is to alert you that a.possible defect, which could result in an._
being the recipient of a 1984 Flag
"tremendous." Dr. Overbey
electrical hazard, may exist in a very small percentage of Model
-of Excellence, awarded by the
said that she had received
= BB-1 BODY BUILDER HAIR STYLING BRUSHES. This product is
Kentucky Educational Foundanumerous letters of recommendistributed in the United States by Clairol Appliances.
tion, Inc.
dation from the local
Prior to being named elemenYou should know that there have been no reports of injury.
community.
tary school principal, Dr.
If you own Model = BB-1, please return the product via regular
No decision has been made yet
Overbey was employed by Murmail for free replacement with a new Body Builder to:
as to which school system Dr.
ray State University as director
Overbey's daughter, Shannon,
of the Upward BoundSpecial
Clairol Appliance Service Center
will attend. Shannon will be a
Service Program, and from 1977
90 Commerce Road
high school senior in the fall.
to 1982 was an assistant proStamford, Connecticut 06902
Dr. Overbey is the daughter of
fessor in the Department of InYour postage will be refunded.
struction and Learning at MSU. Wells Overbey and Mary Belle
Overbey.
Dr. Overbey, from 1971 to 1976,

Precautions...

vettre-

Overbey...

TO ALL OWNERS OF BODY BUILDER
HAIR STYLING BRUSHES, MODEL BB-1

*Not available in all areas •

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health..

- SOFT PACK: 9 mg."tar". 0.8 mg. nicotine:BOX, MENTHOL BOX. 12 mg.
"tar", 1.0 mg nicotine, av per cigarette by FTC method.

VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Though you'll have your share of
fun today, a .new work project will
also excite yoa Distractions in the
evening are likely:
LIBRA
(-Sept. 2:3 to()ct.22)
Consider a long-term investment.
Recreation is highlighted. Whoever is
the apple of your eye takes precedence today!

NEW
SOFT
PACK*

SCORPIO
(Oct. 2:3 to Nov. 211
Important .home developments
occur now. You may opt for a new
domestic look. You may become
aware of your keen intuition for the
first time.

41E

Also available in regular
and menthol box.

SAGITTARNS
(Nov 22 to Dec. 21)
.4
Make plans for long-term, saving.
Cheerfulness marks your disposition
today. Your good mood invites happy
times and fellowship.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You'll note a change in a friend.
Financial luck is yours now, but be
careful not to spend money before it
comes into your hands.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
,
Some time alone brings a wealth of
ideas, but most of this day should be
spent with friends. You'll find yourself very popular.
PISCES
WOW
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
ivaihr
You'll cherish some time for yourself today. A career idea should be
kept under wraps. A clandestine
meeting should he avoided.

Fire claims farm
house early today
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
personnel were out,early today
at a house fire on the Terry
Williamson farm, about eight
miles south of Murray off Providence Road, according to
assistant fire chief Eddie Stone,
who said that "there wasn't
much we could-do, the house was
already burned down before we
ever got the call."
Stone, who joined the rest of
the fire-rescue squad at the 7:30
a.m. fire today, said that he and
other firefighters were at the
scene until about 9 a.m. trying to
contain the- ftre
-the' IMOCcupied frame house, which was
termed a total loss.
The origin of the fire was
unknown, according to Stone,
who reported no injuries frorn
the incident.

,
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QUALITY MEAT BUILT
BIG JOHNS BUSINESS
U.S. CHOICE BEEF (BONE IN CHUCK)

STEA
U.S. CHOICE
SIRLOIN TIP

LB.

SMOKED
AED
SAUSAGE

STEAK

39

Reelfoot
12 Oz.
Old Fashion

ranks

LB.

L

't4S
-447;44.„.•

BEST IN TOWN PURE 3 LB. OR MORE

89

LEAN (3 LB. OR MORE)
$149FRESH
B GROUND LB.
onc US CHOICE
1 di 59 SEITZ 12 OZ. PKG. QaC
EEF
PATTIE MIX OU SWISS STEAKLUL WIENERS , war
GROUND CHUCK LB.
WILSONS CORN KING SLICED$1 29 REEL FOOT PORK
OSCAR MAYER
CARL BUDDING PKG.A9
12
OZ.
LB.
$
169
BOLOGNA
$
1
09
LB.
BACON
SAUSAGE
A
THIN
MEATS '
11
PKG.
US CHOICE ARM SHOULDERt4 49 HORMEL SMOKED OR $4 89LINTON! 15 OZ. - 791e ou a METZGER LB.
my c
. BEEF ROAST LB. '1 FRANKS & STUFFL8.1 PIZZA BIG 23 OZ.413jBRAUNSWEIGER i n
U
GRADE A MED. ,
DOZ.
STEGNERS
240Z. CAN

TOTINOS
11.2 OZ. FROZEN

PIZZA

i

1
f
i

c :p
t
Id.

-.I

LITE FLUFF CANS
r
..s....c

Biscuits

'
71
'

BEEF STEW 4, Lemonade

4/60C
7 Detergent
59c Dog

PARK AUTOMATIC DISHWASHER STEGNERS 5 OZ. CAN
513
00
0
) $ 1 59 Vienna Sausage

PRAIRIE FARMS GAL.

jgg

,..;

4,EA.

•,,,,

BOW WOW 20 LB. BAG

PARK ORANGE 27 OZ.

Food

JUG

$429 Breakfast Drink
('1" UNDER TANG)

PAPER TOWELS

JUMBO ROLL

1
.1.1.Q 1

IP;
(
4144111r4j.iij7it4.4i4
4114-4J;t-WPiail".'.i_.-...;V %"
3 4-41tiOrit..!itiV4V44'./.I=.7,14WritiP4kt.C;i.
,4
,
...leIV

BIG JOHN
7/
1
2 OZ. BAG

FAYGO
ANY FLAVOR

FABRIC
SOFTENER
40 CT.

99 DEL MONTE

KRAFT AMERICAN 1 LB.

Sliced Cheese

POTATO SODA
BANQUET
BOUNCE
CHIPS 4'
ONE,
1136 oils 98c BUY
GET ONE...
NOW 79

Pineapple

40`1

Potatoes 160Z.7

I.

FREE!

C
e"
*"14 U4
V ANILI. A.

1

15 OZ. CAN z iNc IDAHO SUPREME INSTANT n9C

Itei
t*
1
4 U4
r

—

VANILLA.

—

KRAFT MAC & CHEESE
/1
c
0
.
1

!Ng

DINNER
.0
BOX

5.1)

ROLLS

with 1 Med Bonus
Stamp Certificate

with I Filled Benue
Stamp Certificate

PEA

QUALITY

/
1
2 GAL.
with I FIlled Bonus
Stamp Certificate

40.41

CANTELOUPES

with 1 Filled Bonus
Stamp Certificate
•-• •
•

CALIFORNIA
WHITE
SEEDLESS

CAUFORNIA
FRESH

CLOROX

1 i
SO
CAUF I RNIA
SANTA ROSA

PLUMS

..'
4174`441/V`I e:19

4'
gt&44;4141(VCit"

OOP CALIF
LONG WHITE

POTATOES

lipounme.

BUrk QUALITY FOODS FOR

„

LESS AT BIG JOHNS

en

-Ad Good thru
Tuesday, July 9
Murray, KY.
•

•

•
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commonwealth comment
The debate goes on in
Kentucky as to who
should throw the book at
criminals. The judge or
the jury?
The Commonwealth is
one of a minority of
states which still Imposes upon the jury the
- duty of not only determining the guilt or innocence of the defendant, but also the
penalty.
In most states, the
jury is presented with
the evidence as to guilt

1 Algonquian
Indian
4 Kind of heat
9 Indefinite.
nymber
12 Fuss
13 Roman official
14 Period of time
15 Haggard
17 Mollifies
19 Spines
21 Be ill
22 Average
25 Strips of cloth
29 Printer's
measure
30 Cut
32 Tidy
33 Inquire
35 Drain
37 Music: as
written

38 Petitions
40 At no time
42 Teutonic deity
43 River ducks
45 Comes back
47 Harvest
goddess
49 Path
50 Inns
54 Country of
Europe
57 Room in harem
58 Memorize
60 River in
Scotland
61 Church bench
62 Two of a kind
-63 Follows Fri.
DOWN
1 Sink in middle
2 Girl's name
Nobleman
4 Sofas

Pear Sweetheart,
I miss you very
much.

S 0 A DI
E AAA
A EI ALIA
A
A
CA DA
A
A
AA
OEPU A
Pin A A
E
A
!WED
OWN S 0TOPEISEKE
Agleam to Previous Puzzle

rvi

G

IIS

5 Hypothetical
force
6
7 Name
Iluminated3
for
Athena ,

Remember how we
used to sit in the
park eating
chocolate chip-cookies?
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by michael d. ward.

or innocence, and once -changing to hairing
the
they determine guilt, judge do the senten
cing
'the sentence the defen- state that if a
jury does
dant is to receive rests not become famili
ar
squarely with the judge during the course
of a
in a later proceeding.
trial with the
There are good points background of the
which can be made both defendant and the crime
ways in this debate. itself, judge sentencing
People in favor of re- is necessary for a just
taining the jury setting determination
of
the penalty argue that penalty.
twelve collective minds, - Both of the arguments
and judgments are bet- ,are not only correct, but
ter than that of one also not necessarily
solitary judge. People conflicting.
who are in favor of,
The best system we

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

ESIMV, oft-Ii 2, 1885

U.

8 Pardon
9 Toll
10 Transgress
11 Existed
16 Tidings
18 Scheme
20 "Lucky"
number
22 Animal
23 Follow
24 More recent
26 Footlike part
27 Consumed
28 Asterisks
31 Carouse
34 New Zealand
parrot
36 Keeps
39 Narrow opening
41 Stunted person
44 Kind of wheat
46 Peruses
48 Killed
50 Jump
51 Poem
5tProverb53 Capuchin
monkey
55 Meadow
56 Still
59 Hospital attendant: abbr.

can use would be that of
a bi-furcated trial. That
is, there would be two
separate stages. In the
first stage, the jury
would simply deterMine
the guilt or innocence of
the defendant. Once
they have returned to
the courtroom with a
guilty verdict, the second stage of the trial
would begin. This would
include any matters of
„aggravation which the
state wishes to introduce. The rules of
evidence would be cornpletery relaxed ó 'that
most everything pertinent to the individual
being tried would come
in for the jury's
consideration.
This is precisely the
type of criminal procedure which is used in
the inilitary — a system
'which F. Lee Bailey, the
famed criminal lawyer.
calls the best justice
system in the world.
This idea, however, has
gotten nowhere either in
Kentucky or throughout
the rest of the United
States. Criminal justice
critics claim- that this
would be an extraneous,
time-consuming procedure. That argument
is full of holes.
First of all, what
could be extraneous or
more worthy of our time
than assessing a true
and accutate penalty,
for an offender in our
midst. Secondly, the
military has proven that
the second stage — the
penalty stage — of the
proceeding takes very
little time insomuch
that the relaxed rules of
evidence expedites the
proceeding Considerably. For example,
a two or three day
murder trial on the guilt
or innocence of the
dant-and-In-vittl
a conviction is obtained
would normally consume only a couple of
hours at the most in the
sentencing stage.

I haven't had a
single cookie
since you left.

But, be that as it may, means that most of the
it is obvious that Ken- pertinent evidence contucky in not willing to go cerning sentencing does
this route. They are in- not come before them.
stead debating whether However, such inform
athe fudge should do the tion would come before
sentencing.
a judge before inlposing
If we cannot have the a sentence. bi-furcated two stage
Also, many juries get
trial and a separate proceeding of sentencing hung up not on guilt or
before a jury, then the innocence, but on penaljudge should be allowed -ty-. ::.
orte
to do the sentencing.
and unreasonable corn-promise verdicts often
The reason for this
come out of .their veropinion is that in Kendicts. For example.,
tucky the jury must
eleveh jurors may
det,
---seine both-the guilt
believe in. a defendant
and innocence and the
being guilty of a felony
penalty for the defenthat carries a penalty of
dant in one continuous
ten to twenty years. A
deliberatiOn. That twelfth
juror may either

not believe in the defendant's guilt or may
believe in his guilt but is
not willing to impose
thaf severe a penalty. In
order to avoid a hung_
jury, there is a cornpromise and we end up
with a twelve month jail
sentence in a case which
is much more serious
than the sentence would

stances where either the
judge or jury does not
know about certain
things'in regard to the
defendant. And with our
_current system in Kentucky, the-jury is simply -*
stabbing in the dark
When it co-mes to sentencing criminals.
This is a dangerous
situation tuid should be
inetteete..changed. It sboule-_ changed by either allowThe . most important ing a two-stage prothing about sentencing ceeding whereby the
is that the person or per- jury will receive that
sons doing the ientenc- necessary information,
ing have as Much infor- or, if that is not accepmation available as table t.), the public, then
possible. The greatest sentencing should be
mistakes which are, placed in the hands of
made in this area are in- the judge.

Samoyed picket wounded in hand
PIKEVILLE, Ky.
(AP) Someone threw
dynamite into a coal
truck, the second report
of violence in a day in
Pike County, _state
police said.
No one was injured in
the explosion, which left
a three-foot hole in the
bed of the truck.
The incident occurred
at Blackberry Creek,
near the Matewan
Bridge and the West
Virginia border, at 2:30

p.m, Monday. Police at
Pikeville did not know
whether it was b. non-

Injured right hand, Ms. truck driver, was killed
Mullins was. reported in and another driver,
Roy
satisfactory condition Lee Johnson,
was
union truck. ,
Monday at St. Mary's wounded in the hand
Earlier in the day, Hospital in Huntington, when their
trucks were
violence surrounding a W.Va.
hit by sni))er fire on the
non-union eastern KenIn May, a non-union road to the mine at
tucky coal mine truck driver who hauled Canada.
picketed by former coal from the Samoyed
West and Johnson
union employees claim- Energy Co. mine was
were driving for P&S
ed a third casualty when killed and another was
Trucking Co., hauling
picket Judy Mullins was injured by sniper fire.
coal from the mine to
Wounded by gunfire
Ms. Mullins, 40, of the company's tipple at
from a passing van, of- Elkhorn City, was Sharondale,
six miles
ficials said.
wounded about 2:40 east of Canada.
After surgery on her a.m. Monday, said KenMs. Mullins, a miner,
tucky State Police is a member of UMW
Trooper Ken Frost, Local 2496, which has
public affairs officer' at been picketing
the
the Pikeville post.
Samoyed operation.
Witnesse§ told police
She and the other
she was on duty.at the members were
United Mine Workers • employed at the mine
picket shack across when it was owned by
from Samoyed 's Sharondale Corp. Last
Canada, Ky., mine; and November, Samoy
ed
was standing in the bought the mine and
tipdoorway when 'a blue ple, which had been idle
van passed on U.S. 119. since October 1983, and
Three shots were reopened them as nonfired, one striking Ms. union operations.
Mullins' hand, Frost
Sarn_Oyed isnot
said:
related to A.T.. Massey
She was taken to Ap- Coal Co., target
of a
palachian 'Regional selective UMW strike
Hospital in South that has flared into
Williamson and violent incidents in
transferred to Saint eastern Pike County
Mary's.
along the KentuckyFrost said a stale West Virginia border.
police detective was in- where the dynamite investigating the cident occurred.
shooting. No aiTests had
been Made.
Eire became the
On May 29, Hayes Republic of Irelan
d in
Mh-oh, Norm. Across the street—whale-watchers." West, a 35-year-old 1949.
•

MAYBE I
COULD GIVE
6WIMPAING
LESSONS...

...OR LEARN 140VJ
'TO SCUBA ONE!

fl. GUEB5 BODY
..)
SURFING IS OUT
Clls.
F ME QUEbTION

Your wedding is a time
you will always remember!

Wri
t

I'LL GET OUT OF TI-115
TREE SOONER OR LATER.
CATS ALWAYS PO

I 1-1AVE

31.-4••••

_
4

WOULD YOU PUT
YOUR ARMS AROUND

M& AP KISS ME?

SURE._
WHY?

•

WAG' BEGINN ING
TO FEEL CONSPICUOUS

30-1E'LL TRY OKI 30 FIKIR'S
OF SHCES OEFOQE
SHE'S DONE

I1
111 0"

WE DON'T KNOW IF THIS MR. WALKER*
10 A NARC„OR HIS DOS 15 A'SNIFFER,"
AS IOU 00
COLORFULLy
'4444
CALLED 1T,„
4P

.,4•"

After the wedding is mei% the dress is boxed. the cake is
eaten and the flowers are gone. tll that is left to remelt-11)er
the most special day in your life are the plfotographs.
Photographer: DIAN id C441-a a

WELLS STUDIO

Open Turi-46.0‘riiiii

216 E. North

ausimpolp.~."-••••.0.w.....,...."
N1.s.440.0111011radtAlitategiall"VW.W.Ireft04,08...1.01Pavaer
liiiguedion
i...W.,
•••,
,

9-5

tiaturria

Mayfield

9-12:30 Chisili Monday

247-1851

V.'•

-- -

•-

1011,1111.
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Collins plan flawed, but deserves support

Salvation Army
Marshals Its Forces
to Reunite Families
•
DEAR ABBY: Thanks for your
information about the Salvation
Army tracing longrlost relatives. I
was able to find my brother whom I
had not seen since 1947.
g ;me
Liipoigi, be in
touch with eleh Other again, Abby.
My brother lives in France, and I
have been in America since 1947. I
am planning to vist him next year. I
am • a very happy reader of your
column in the Lansdale, Pa.,
Reporter.
•
M.R. IN LANSDALE, PA.
DEAR M.R.: Glad I was able to
help.
Readers, the Salvation Army
operates a Missing Persons
Locator Service in 86 countries
of the world.This is available to
the public. Those interested in
this service should be aware of
the following basic guidelines:
1. The inquirer should be
searching for a near relative.
2. The inquirer must be able to
provide essential information
about the missing person.
3. The Salvation Army reserves the right to acc4pt or
reject any request for services
based upon considerations of
reasonableness, feasibility or
motive. k
4. The inquirer is asked to pay
a $5 non-refundable fee.
5. The inquirer may secure
information and/or a missing
persons inquiry form by contact-

Editor's Note: Al Smith,
chairman of the Governor's
Council on Educational Reform,
is editor and publisher of the
Sentinel-Echo, London, Ky. The
Sentinel-Echo is a publication of
Al Smith Communications, Inc.

,By Abigail Van Buren

ing the nearest Salvation Army
office in his area or by contacting the nearest Territorial
Headquartess.
Addresses: 860 N. Dearborn
St., Chicago, Ill. 60610; 120 W.
14th St., New York, N.Y. 10011;
1424 Northeast Expressway,
Atlanta, Ga. 30329;30840 Hawthorne Blvd., Rancho Palos
Verdes, Calif. 90274.
* *•

DEAR ABBY: I am very much in
love with a wonderful man I have
known for a little less than a year.
Ours is a very loving relationship
and we chmmunicate well, but he is
very vague about his past. This
makes me wonder if maybe he is
married.
How can I find out (without his
knowing) if he was ever married in
Tennessee,' Oklahoma; Arkansas,
Alabama, Missouri, Kansas.or Kentucky? Our wedding date is getting
closer, and I am becoming more and
more nervous.
NERVOUS IN ILLINOIS
DEAR NERVOUS: Marriages
are a matter of public record,
but it will take you some time to
gather the information from
each state unless you engage a
private investigator.(They don't
come cheap.)
If yours is really a "loving
relationship" and you communi-

•
By Al Smith
cate weU, -a direct "Are you
There was a legislative hearmarried?" is not an unreasonable question to ask your fiance. ing in Louisville last week on
And if his response still leaves Gov. Collins' proposed package
you with doubts, I urge you to Df educational reforms.• —
postpone your marric.: "-slit.
'When the8 f
you have this "wonderful" man Wednesday, I led off for the
checked out thoroughly.
Governor's Council on Educational Reform, for which I .was
•••
chairman. DEAR ABBY: After several years
It is my Opinion that the
of infertility tests and various treat- Governor's program is a beginnments to conceive, we ii,ere informed
ing, that it is achievable and that
that I could possibly become pregwill support it. I will also say
nant, but it was highly unlikely. We I
I wish she had stuck more to
that
chose to adopt, and welcomed our
delightful little daughter with much the recommendations we gave
her and listened a little less to
love:
Five months later, much to our those who influenced the final
surprise, I became pregnant. We are draft that was given to the
Legislature and public this
thrilled!
However, the thoughtless com- month.
ments of_
Although the Governor's_
ikud. ,relatives
infuriate me. A sample: "I knew if strategy was to submit what she
you adopted, you'd get pregnant." thought the Legislature might
"You just needed to relax." "If you pass, I would urge the members
had only waited a while longer."
to do more.
Please, Abby, suggest that people
They could begin by dropping
restrain themselves from offering some
ideas that reflect more the
such comments. We would have
concerns
of the Kentucky
been so pleased to hear a simple,
Education.Association than the
unqualified "Congratulations."
Thanks for letting me air my realities of the problems to be
frultration. I feel better already. Not dealt with and the money that
wishing- to offend those who have the Governor to seeking.
Putting $45 million into hiring
offended me, sign me ...
JOY-FULL more teachers to reduce class
DEAR JOY: Congratulations. size is ineffective. It might cut
And a pox on all those insen- classes by two pupils, a waste
sitive "I-told-you-so-ers"!
compared to what could be done

by using the same money to hire
teacher aides. The real goal is to
improve the ratio of adults and
kids. Putting aides in the
kindergartens through the third
grade is better than expanding
remediation, which is what my
committee proposed, or. by
reducing the teacher/pupil ratio
by two, which is what the KEA
lobbyists apparently have sold
the Governor.
THE WRITING program
which we --recommended has
been gutted. We wanted to
reduce English classes so that
no teacher had over 100
students. The Governor is asking for $1 million for workshops
to teach teachers to work
harder. Waste. The average
English teacher has 150 students
in high school. Cutting the pupil
load from 150 to 100 is far more
effective in this area than reductrig the average elementary
school pupil load from 26 to 24.
English classes have to be cut if
the teacher is to be able to read
and correct a heavier load of
writing' assignments, themes
and reports. '
(If I may be personal, and
when am I not?, I started
writing for a teacher in the 7th
grade who insisted on weekly
reviews and reports. on every
book I read, every movie I saw,
every trip I made. Three years
later, an original speech I wrote
and delivered in competition
-with 100,000 other school
students won for me the National American Legion High
School oratorical contest and a
$4,000 college scholarship when

VT BECAUSE
IT'S ELLOW DOESN'T
MEAN ITSrfilE
SOUTH CENTRALBELL
YELLOW PAGES.
Others may talk about being
= cheap,cheap,cheap.But why take
a chance on something that may
not fly? Make sure you're
advertising in the
South Central Bell
Yellow Pages.The Real
Yellow Pages.
Anyone can make an
ad yellow: But the South
Central Bell Yellow Pages
goes to just about everyone
who has a phone—including
newcomers who could be your
new customers. It's the book people
in Murray count on for complete,
reliable buying information.
That kind of effectiveness you just
• don't hatch upovernight.With 75
4. II.
• years of experience behind them,
•
• our representatives from L.M.
• 411 Berry & Company can show you
how to put the South Central
Bell Yellow Pages
to work for
your business.,
So don't be
confused. Make
sure you're
advertising in
the Rea/ Yellow
Pagesfrom South
Central Bell.

•
•
•
••••
•
• ••• •
••
•

•ak,

South Central Bel
Yelkwi Pages

$4,000 was worth $40,000 today.
My oldest daughter, who learned to write from good English.
teachers in the Russellville
public school system paid her
way through 'college because of
her language skills. The point is
that learning to write and read
and communicate clearly is a
marketable skill. It will pay off
in real dollars.)
On the plus side, in the Governor's favor, I applaud;
Her efforts to Improve
equalization, although they
don't go far enough. Our Committee recommended a state effort of 15 cents right away. Her
package asks for 10 cents, then
13 cents.
Her request that the state
superintendent-be-appointed.
*Her request for kindergarten
aides, for textbook'purchases.
*Her proposals for better inservice training for teachers;
for dropout prevention efforts;
for school construction funding
for kindergarten transportation
and the plan for a commission
on early childhood development.
Perhaps the initiation of a
career ladder plan on a pilot
baSis is wise, but she's not asking for adequate-funding for this
test. The pilot could be seen as a
stall.
A plan to give an across-theboard pay hike to veteran
teachers — a longevity bonus —
coupled with an inadequately
funded'career ladder plan seen
by the public, and rightly so, as
perpetuation of the old system in
which all are paid the same way
without regard to excellence.
If we who want better schools
and are willing to pay are not
'satisfied with the half-loaf,
where do we come down on the
Governor's package?
I think we shoul&come down
enth,usiastically and aggressively fh behalf of what she is trying
to do. Call for fine tuning, sure,
but don't sulk because we didn't
get everything we asked. There
are lots of Kentuckians out there
who will overtly and covertly oppose any meaningful — thus
painful — help for the schools.
They are our problem. They are
the Governor's problem.
She is on the kids' side. They
are not. She is the leader we
should follow.

ACES

BOBBY WOLFF
South needed two dummy entries
to make today's game, but he didn't
find them. A little more patience
would have saved the day.
South ruffed the second diamond
and played his ace of trumps. With
two losers in the red suits, South
savethat he needed to find the club
ace with East to avoid losing two
club . tricks. But that was not
enough; he also had to manage two
club leads past East's ace.
At trick four, South led a low
heart to dummy's jack for a possible entry, but East won the ace,
East returned a heart to South's
king and South continued with a
spade to dummy's king. A club
went to' South's queen, the last
trump was drawn and South cashed
two more hearts. Finally he led a
low club to try to drop a doubleton
ace, but that didn't work either.
West won the jack and...returned a
club to East's ace, settinethe game
one trick.
South's plan would havesucceeded had the spade jack dropped doubleton or had East started with A-x
of clubs. However, South missed a
better chance. After the heart jack
had failed to provide an entry,
South should have finessed
dummy's 10 of spades. This offered
a 50 percent chance at the second
entry and South could have made
two leads toward his club honors.
NORTH
7-2-A
•K 105
•J 7 2
*K 874
•
•10 7 6
WEST
EAST
4J 7 3
62
•9 6 3
•A 8 4
*Q.110
* A 96 5 2
•
•.1.5 4 2
•A 9 3
SOUTH
4AQ984
K Q 105
•3
4K048
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer: South.
The bidding:
South
West
North
east
1•
Pass
2
Pass
Pass
3•
Pass
4•
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Diamond queen
BID WITH THE ACES
7-2-B
South holds:
•62
•A II 4
* A 96 5 2
4A 93

uo4,shed by BellSouth Adverheing S Pookstvng Corporation

a
•
South
1•
I NT
• 0 OM BellSouth Advertising and Publishing

i

North
1•
2 NT

•
ANSWER: Pass. This is a minimum
opening with poor intermediates. No
reason to accept North's itivitation

_
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Galloways file for bankruptcy; land riatent sale delayed
HINDMAN, Ky.(AP) ,thouse steps to satisfy
a
— The on-again, off- debt owed M.R. and
again foreclosure sale of Margaret Godley of
19th-century patents to Charlotte, N.C.. by
nearly ,26,000 acres in Clyde and Dorothy
Knott, Breathitt and Galloway of Bonefay,
Perry counties is off Fla.
again after defendants
But the Godleys' 'fain the foreclosure action torney, Rick Thomas of
filed for bankruptcy, an Lexington, said he con,
attorney says.
firmed early Monday
Tht paterits_to, ilia that- the Galloways filed
Wieffor arida 2001.-cfes proceedings under
- each, were to be auc- Chapter 11 of the federal
toned Monday on the bankruptcy law Friday
Knott County Cour- in U.S. Bankruptcy

Court in Tallahassee, tern," said Thomas, them to the GaHoways
Fla.
reached at his Lex- in 1978, and filed the
An automatic stay ington office.
foreclosure action in
provision of the
U.S. District Mum ih
bankruptcy law
The patents, or land London after the
prevents "action being grants, were first con- Galloways failed to
taken which would af- veyed by the state to make payments on a
fect the financial in- William H. DeOrciot in promissory note.
terests of the debtor, in 1870 and belonged to a
U.S. District Judge
this case Mr. succession of in- Eugene Stier ordered
Galloway," Thomas dividuals, coal _COM,,,...- the patents auctioned
said.
panieS and Ian if" last October to satisfy a
Until the bankruptcy speculators before en- $4 million-plus-interest
court rules on whether ding up in the Godleys' Judgment, against the
the sale can proceed, 'hands.
Galloways. The auction
"we are in a holding patThe Godleys sold was delayed then when
a__

•wol-Mart Sells for Less •Wal Mort Sells for Less

the Godleys requested under the patents has
that the land be apprais- yet to be determined in
ed before the sale.
court. Attorneys involvThe land — all but ed have said bidders
1,000 acres of it in Knott may use the old grants
County — is mostly
remote, though it does
include some homes,
two schools, several
churches and
cemeteries, a summer
youth camp and parts of
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
the University of Ken- (AP) —
A 16-year-old
Robi
tucky's
nson bOY
who required
Forest.
The validity of claims medicine --for a heart
problem was found after

Boy with heart
condition found

OPEN
JULY 4TH
9 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Register For
Microwave Oven to
Be Given Away.
Drawing to be held at
9 P.M., July 4th.
Save 23°0
Ruffles
Trash Bags
• r .11 I,
1,1 .
gallon'
4,41_
•I rash & _gras,haw,
30 count
q.Vons
No Pt 4. •Poii

Crest Tooth Paste
•• 4 Ounces •ReguIar ki<nt or Get *Limit 2

Save 24°0
Terry Washcloths
''' - , I I

, 1,(
, t . t`'• `,1.' , I
I',!
.1'i- .14 led CO:0(1, (4.1til
'
I

prify.• I• , fleig 50f

Seive 1 7
Ig-lo Refrigerant-12
•e

3w

-

. „, .., .5'
,

Diamond Foil
•tl‹.25 loot r0Ilf25 square feet
household uses *Limit 2

*8

2 Gel.

Save 1.97
2 Gal, Wal-Mart
Latoz House
Paint
•Socip & water

;

4 4

clean-up
•Color
fast
•Chalk & blister
resistant •White
only .Reg 9.97

Save
•FI n g
•

r• 4/
.$7
Bath Towels
Many solod colors and
pnnts all cotton loops.
cotton/Polyester base

1 5°

Coleman'
Two-Liter Jug

Palmolive
Dishwashing Liquid

,nout •W,c1e
`,59011-3 1

Save 1 97
Eveready•
Commander
Lantern
With Battery
•t unt.)

4`

•Tough

case 06 Volt battery
included •No 5122Wti
•Req r, .4

In battles for mineral
rights in remote areas
but are unlikely to try to -oust current dwellers on
.
the property.

Paper Plates
•100 Count
•9 Inch
.Reg. 83'

mother said.
Delmar _Lee Peck Jr.
disappeared from
Brooklawn Treatment
Center last Tuesday.
Authorities suspected
running away . from a he was headedlor FOrt
Louisville drug - Myers. Fla., where his
treatment center, his parents live.

Kentucky News In Brief
SOMERSET,. Ky. (API — The former
Somerset school superintendent said he decided
to retire-after board members' questions "got to
' be a hassle."
Charles Harris, 54. announced his retirement
at a specially called meeting Friday afternoon,
three days after the school board accepted most
of a.state audit of the schools. The retirement
became effective Sunday.
"It was obvious ... that the majority of the
board was opposed to my administration," Harris said Monday. Some board members question- ed his actions or suggestions at every board
meeting, he said, and 4 -that got to be a hassle."
Harris said he had hoped the opposition_
"Would die down" once the state audit Was
complete.
Harris, who last week Said he wanted to stay in
Somerset as superintendent for four or five more years, was named to the post nine years, ago and
completed 30 years in the state's schools April 1.
"I would like to have stayed here" in the
superintendent's post, he sa)d.
But he found that his problems with the board
were affecting the attitudes of people in
Somerset concerning the schools, and he decided
to retire, he said. "I wouldn't want to do anything
that would hamper the school system and the
community.
lie audit questioned how closely some state
regulations were being followed -and expenses. •
but no criminal conduct was identified.
————
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP — A crowd of
nearly 300
greeted the Boy Scouts of Americ
a's 75th Anniversary Heritage Campfire Carava
n.
Former Kentucky Gov. A.B.
"Happy"
Chandler officially greeted the.carav
an Monday
at the former boyhood 'home of
Daniel Carter
Beard, One of the founders of the Boy
Scouts.
"Seventy-six years have passed since
I joined
the scouts," said Chandler, 86.
The Heritage Campfire Caravan is
making a
7,500-mile cross-country trip to celebr
ate the 75th
anniversary of the Boy Scouts of
America. The
• caravan began in Seattle, Wash.,
May 25 and is
scheduled to end July 20 in Virgin
ia at the 1985
National Scout Jamboree.
————
COVINGTON. Ky. (AP) — A 28-y
ear-old
Florida man convicted of starting a
fire that left
40 people homeless has been
sentenced to 30
years in prison.
Kenton Circuit Judge Raymond
La`pe Jr.
followed a jury's recommendation
Monday in I
sentencing Douglas Durham, who
was found
guilty of first-degree arson on May
20.
Durham was charged with starting the
March.
, 1984, fire that destroyed much
of a block.
Witnesses at the trial said they saw Durha
m set
the fire. Kenton Commonwealth's
Attorney
Donald Buring asserted that Durham
set the fire
to get back at a former girlfriend.
Durham's first trial ended with a
jury unable
to reach a verdict. He was retried and
convicted
in May.
————
LOUISVILLE. Ky. ( AP — A Kentucky
youth
will pose questions to President Reaga
n today
during the 18th annual Youth Conference
on National Affairs.
Stephen Taylor Jr.. of Morehead. was
chosen
to ask Reagan questions suggested
bu conference delegates. He is One of six
Kentucky
representatives and is a presiding officer
at the
conference.
The conference, attended by 292 studen
ts from. ..
28 states,.is held at Black Mountain,
N.C.. under °
the auspices of the national YMCA. It
will'end ,
Friday.
•
The other Kentucky delegatei-are Tom
.Bonfield of Mount. Sterling. Michael Boso
of Lexington, Jenny Hodge ofProspect. Derek
Jones of
Louisville and Jennifer Spreng otOwensbor
o.

For oil vow 1-ovel Res-r- volions Coll

Just Freeze

Mason Jar
For Home Canning
Case ot
Case of 12
12 Reg. qt.Reg. pints

2D/$7

'Ent & Eat Em'
•24 Giant 8or's
•Reg. 1.17

fte Trays
•Almond Color
•Reg. 313(

Multi Position Lounge
•Ashsotted colors anti patterns
*Zinc plated steel frame •PVC
strapping •Adtusts to 36
positions •Nos: LS1T302

tcr1742-

•49.
, 8.96

Your Choke
Wal-Mart Napkins
or Paper Towels
•Reg. up to 64,
An.

22 Oz.
Plastic
Cup
Off Insect
Repellent

•6 Ounces
•Reg 2,5A.
Sal* Ends July 7
Hwy 641 North. Murray.
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. 12:30-3:30
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'•Reg. 6/$1
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Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
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American and International Trave!time

3.00
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NOW
8.8%
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AROUND THE HOUSE

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Products for around the house enter consumer market
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
THE PRODUCT — A
• N.vaterpowered broom.

Manufacturer's claim
— That it, can aid in big
cleanup jobs by cutting
the work time to a third

of that if a regular
broom were used ... that
the broom connects - to
your garden hose and

Rickman
Norsworthy
LUMBER COMPAMY,IMC.
500 S. 4th Murray
753-6450
Store Hours: 7 to S Mon.-frl. 7-2 Sat.

1st

8 x 12
Treated Deck
As Low As

has an adjustable handle to make chores that
require stretching,
reaching and bending
down easy on your back
... that the broom uses
,a.
crss,
t
to clear mud and
from driveways
... that it has highvelocity spray jets that make
-it easy to clean hard-toreach soot and dust an
brick or aluminumsided
houses or trailers ... and
that its special handle
makes it especially good
for scouring around the
pool, in the basement
and on a deck.
THE PRODUCT — A
surface electrical wiring system.
Manufacturer's claim
— That this system
simplifies the installation of track lighting,
additional outlets, ceiling fans, computer
centers and various
other fixtures ... that the
components of the
system snap together to
make it easy to take
power from an existing
outlet and extend it via a
plastic channel to a new
location ... that it is
made of- rigid, durable
ivory colored wood
grain plastic that requites virtually no
maintenance ... that it
mounts on just about
any surface ... and that
it can be painted to
match any decor with
latexbased paint.

rray Ledger & Times
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THE PRODUCT — A
security lighting
sentinel.
Manufacturer's, claim
— That predetermined
outside lights will turn
on when you drive into
your driveway' at night
with the headlights on ...
that the headlights will
shine on the product's
sensors, sending a
message to a control
box to put on the lights
... that the lights will
turn off automatically in
between 5 and 9
minutes, depending on
how the control is set ...
that many other lights
can be powered by the
control box, including
the garage, porch, entranceway and even indoor lights ... and that
there are no remote control units buttons or
switches.
THE PRODUCT — A
lawn and garden
sprayer with special
attributes.
Manufacturer's claim
— That this sprayer
eliminates the need to
premix or measure concentrates ... that you
pour the liquid into the
spray bottle and set a
metering dial on the cap
for the required dilution
of the chemical concentrate ... that the sprayer
will automatically blend
the correct amcauit of
concentrate with water
as it sprays.
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w•Ar AROUND PORCH

Hss! Fwor
SHINGLED ALL AROUND, WITH A wrap porch on all sides,
this economical two-story house has three bedrooms and two baths
upstairs. A large living room with a fireplace, a complete kitchen
and a family room completes the layout. Plan HA1319C has 600
square feet on the first floor and 680 on the second. For more information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to
architect Thomas M. Cohen, 48 West 48th St., New York, NY
10036.

$169

3/
1
2x 5 x 8
$ 1499 Each

$299 Each

Silver SU26N
2 x 6 Joist
Hangers

33

80 Lb. Quikrete
Gravel Mix

$239 Bag

Each

SALE ENDS-7-8-85

CASH & CARRY

tile

Plate

with

tielLeui •1awct.are

Man

JULY
BEST
BUYS

AVANAKE AT
PARTICIPATING ACE,
NARDIVAIN STORES

VARIOUS
SIZES
COLORS

12 PACK
Cellulose

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

SPONGES

(6149
13372

Highly absorbent, long-lasting genuine
cellulose sponges for 011 your household
cleaning needs. Assorted sizes and colors.
WHILE
SUPPLIES
LAST .—

YOU PA Y

Rebate

Popular professional grade all-purpose tape
is strong, sticky and waterproof. Seals
repairs dozens of items around the house.

NTERMATIC
MIKE SUPPLIES LAST
EAST TO $U AND MI

24 Hour
Automatic Variable

TIMER
Turns lamps, radios& T.V.s"on"& "off" at different times doily, to make your house look lived
pniEs PEACE OF MIMI in when you're not whom..
Easy to set& reset.

MURRAY SUPPLY
COMPANY

208 E Main

Murray

753-3361

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — Sometimes, in
readfng about architecture or seeing floor
plans for houses, I come
across the term "keeping room." Just what is
a keeping room and
what does it keep?
A. — In Colonial days,
a keeping room was
simply a kitchen. Now it
also is a kitchen, but
sometimes the term is
used in connection with
a combination kitchen
and family room. I asked several architects
wherietikie name
originated and nobody
seemed to know for
sure, although two said
it had something to do
with where the provisions were kept. In any
case, when you see the
two words in an architect's floor plan, you
can be sure it is a kitchen or includes a
kitchen.
Q. — I am thinking of
having aluminum siding
put on my house. Does it
provide any kind of
insulation?
A. — By itself, it is not
an insulating material.
But aluminum siding
comes with various
types of insulation
backing.
Q. — Soon I will be
putting down a brick
patio at the rear of our
house. Is there any kind
of brick that should be
used?
A. — A brick called
the "paver" is excellent
for patio floors, since it
withstands the weather
better than common
bricks and - is more
suitable for setting into
different patterns.
Q. — Can „turpentine
be used to thih shellac?
A. — No. Use
denatured alcohol.
Q. — There always
seems to be a soap
covering on our ceramic
bathroom floor. It is
hardly noticeable,- but it
seems to keep the tile
from shining the way it
useTI- to. What can I do
about it?.
A. — Use a scrubbing
brush and keep dipping
Into a pan of vinegar as
you scrub vigorously.
Be sure the floor is
thoroughly rinsed.
Q. — What lathe beet
way to fill small holes in
gypsum wallboard?
A. — Use a patching
plaster or a spackling
compound. The repair is
the same kind as you
made when filling small
holes in plaster years
alteQ. — We have a barn
in need of reroofing. I

am debating whether to
use wood shingles or
aluminum. The roof has
a fairly steep slope.
What about durability
and maintenance?
A. — Aluminum is
likely to be more
durable and require less
maintenance than wood,
but may be a little more
costly. If you decide on
wood, which max look
better, check. the local
building codes. Some do
not allow wood shingles
because of the fire
hazard unless the
shingles are given a
special treatment.
Q. — I soon will be
roofing a shed. I expect
to get the materials a
few weeks before I can
start the job. Is it all
right to leave asphalt
shingles outside for
those few weeks? After
all, they will be exposed
to the weather for a long
time.
A. — If you leave
them outside, be sure
they are well covered.
After they have been installed, the shingles will
shed water easily.

Before then, the backs
of the tiles will absorb
water and later cause
trouble.
Q. — I want to use
canvas roofing on a sun
deck. Will this be OK?.j,
expect to use plywood as
a base for the canvas.
All right?
A. — Yes to both questions, but be sure it is
exterior plywood. To
keep the canvas in good
shape, it will have to be
repainted every two or
three years.
Q. — We get a lot of
condensation in two of
our rooms. Someone
visiting us recently said
it was caused by the
moisture coming up
from the ground in the
crawl space under those
rooms. Is this likely
and, if so, what can we
do about it?
A. — Yes, excessive
moisture from a crawl
space is a likely cause of
condensation. Cover the
crawl space with sheets
of polyethylene or heavy
building paper. Overlap
the edges a foot or so,
then hold down the

edges with sand. A
crawl space must be
given plenty of ventilation, whether or not it is
enclosed. In severe
cases, you might have to
use an exhaust fan,
carefully placed and
turned on periodically.
The ventilation is
necessary even when
you have sealed in the
ground moisture.
Q. — A dealer has just
about convinced me to
get shading devices for
my windows. He says
they can lower indoor
temperatures in hot
weather by as much as
15 degrees. Is this so.
A. — Yes. In many
cases, such a drop in
temperature can make
a room comfortable
enough to go without air
conditioning, at least
some of the time. By
"devices," it is assumed
you mean things like
awnings and exterior
rolling shutters, some of
which are motorized.
Q. — We are getting
wall-towall carpeting,
which I am going to install myself. Is there

anything special 'I
should know about it?
A. — It'is to be hoped
your question does not
indicate a complete lack
of knowledge about the
installation. As with all
do-it-yourself projects,
you can try all kinds of
tasks you have never
tackled yourself if you
have had some kind of
experience in other doit-yourself jobs. The
special problems
associated with wall-towall carpeting are
associated with stretching the floor covering
so that it fits snugly.
Professionals use two
tools for this purpose.
One is called a kneekicker, for use when you
are near the walls. The
other is an adjustable
tool which is placed
against one wall and
stretched out to help you
make a tight fit on the
other side of the room.
These are easy to use if
you have somebody explain the procedures to
you. You can rent-either
or both tools at
of
those rental places.

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 — CHECK OUR PRICES
Asphalt
Roof
Coating
• .i rJr-i

Treated
Landstope
Timbers

4 x 8 Treated
Lattice Panels

'Keeping room' takes on role of two rooms

•

Free,Plans Available

31

'9.99

TRE
AS
BUILDING CENTERS

5 Gal.

Electrial Sale
Double Outlet....39'
Wall Switch
49'
Shop Lights...12.88

759-4026

2 Gallon

House
Paint
$ 12.88

Studs

?rooted has -Outdoor Weed

Economy

10'

size

St

First Quality

1154

1.91I

Lid

WaferBoard

RI

1.111
11.011

'4.39
44" 4 ft.x 8 ft.

2x4

TREATED LUMBER
SALE!

asia

1.111

89°

Is'
4.5.

Solid Pine

S... 4.1111

11.70

&SO

T.S5

Louvered
Bifold

10.IIII 141.119

$59.97

LT.

48' x 80'

Concrete
Mix

10 Ounce

940'
Wood

Wrought Iron

Garage Door

Railing

$2.89 $169.00 *2.88
80 LB. Bag

With Glass

Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri.
al)a.t11 5:00
Saturday
6:00 tel 4:00
klwJ

*To Qualified Buyers
Priem Good 'Thru

4 ft. Section

Silicone
Caulk

88c
With Rebate

1%TREASBUILDING
wf

4026

One Block South Of Square
Benton, Ky.
-

Above Prices Picked Up At Our Store
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Publisher
dies Sunday

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Annis Wilson, 36, dies Mrs. York's
Mrs. Annis Davis Patrick Wilson and
fuper#1 to be
Wilson, formerly of Chad Wilson, Muskogee.
Murray, died Sunday at
Her parents', Mr. and Wednesday
1 p.m. at her home in Mrs. Willard Davis of

Mrs. Walker's
funeral rites
today, Paris

The HomePlace-1850. 8 p.m.
West Kentucky Amateur Astronomers
Meeting: Join with members of the West Kentucky Amateur. Astronomers for a telescopic
view,of the heavens. In the event of foul weather,
an inside program is planned. Golden Pond
Visitor Center. 8 p.m.
Sunday.July 7
Broom Making: See hand brooms being maEle on
an old fashioned
machine. Join us in -watching a craftsman at work and appreciate'
the _skill..41:7-Astiy_04
household product: EmpiireParm. 1:30-4730-p.m.
Nature In Art: Would you like to learn how to.
sketch nature subjects?-An artist will-show you
how during a 1-hour session. All-materials will be
provided. Limited to 10 people. (Preregistration
required; phone (502) 924-5A02, extension 238.
Monday -Friday, 7:00 a.m.-3:30 p.m.);
Woodlands Nature Center. 2 p.m.
.
Closed Monday_
Empire Farm, and Woodlands Nature Center..
_
Closed Tuesday-The HomeplaCe-1850, Theater/Planetarium at
the Golden Pond Visitor Center.

Hog market.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS
1110111116,1100,0.f 'CIRC•

GM

WV can rvrnovi‘ slumps up
to 24 below the ground
035 0343 of 435 4319
We Now Haul PO Grovel

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHArGE MEMBER SIPC

AlffilliffillffillffillifilM1111111111111111111111111HIMINIMIIM11101111111g UNCLE
JEFF'S
E
r,-- DISCOUNT
!PHARMACY

Walter Mehr
Pharmacist-Owner

KEEP ACCURATE', CCIMPLETE RECORDS
f9r insurance & taxe;DRUG t o tf<tiG interaction checki.ng
PATIENT to DRUG ALLERGT .check Inc)

Keep That t:reat
GM Feeling %%Rh
Genuine tiM Part,

REFILL PRESCR I PT I ON

FRCIM

TOUR

t bottle not needed
EVEN FASTER -SERVICE

OF

at the SAME

Stock Market

KiSK STUMP REMOVAL
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Events in Land Between the Lakes listed

Thursday-Friday,July 4-5
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
Murray Single Connection To Celebrate July 4
P) - M. Stratton
at Camp Energy: The Murray Single-Connection
oater, 85, former presiInvites all single adults to a picnic and campout
dent of the Leaf- at LBL's Camp Energy.
Activities will begin at
Chroniclein Clarksville
noon on July 4, and several campsites have been
and several Tennessee
reserved for thOse who would like to stay overThe funeral for Mrs. weekly newspapers, has
night. Single Connection eventsr are open to
Erna Pearl York will be died in Nashville after a 'anyone who is single, divorced, or widowed with or without children. For more information,
Wednesday at 1 p.m. in long illness.
A Nashville native, call Nancy Laffar at (502)
the chapel of Linn924-5602, extension
"nallgiatonday-thr-,-. • :"'"
Amour Funeral Hemel- .Fq.skv_yias pu*isk^-3",30-41.rit".
Benton. Terry Walter ale Leal-Chronicle for
Saturday,July 6
about
20 years, beginnwill officiate.
Follow the Swallow: We'll visit the nesting
Burial will follow in ing in the early 1920,s, sites of four species of swallows to teach identhe Fairdealing said fociner publisher tification and nest characteristics. (PreregistraJames E. Charlet.
Cemetery.
tion required; phone (502) 924-5602, extension
Foster, who died Sun238, Monday-Friday, 7 a.m.-3:30 p.m.);
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 5 day, served as director
Woodlands Nature Center. 1 p.m.
of the Tennessee
p.M. today (Tuesday).
Fingerweaving: This workshop is for children
from 10 to 18 years of age. Learn an old craft with
Mrs. - York, 83, died Department of Finance
Modern Uses. Limited to 10 participants.
Saturday at her home at from 1933 until 1942.
126A Walnut Court, Ben(Preregistration _required:. phone (502') 9244602,
ton. She was a member
extension 238, Monday-Friday, 7 a.m.-3:30
of Maple Springs United Federal-State Market News Serrlee
p.m.); 50 cents fee. The Homeplace-1850. 1-4
July 2. rim
p.m.
Methodist Church.
Kaatucky Purchase Area Hog Market
She is survived by Report
Companion Planting: Many- vegetables and
Includes I Buying Stances
plants benefit each other when grown together. three daughters, Mrs. Recelpts: Act. 4118 Est. 850 Barrnes
Glits .50 lower Sows under 500 lb..
In this garden program we will look at the pracMildred Couch, Olive •
steady to 1.04 lower over 500 lb.. .50
ticality of companion planting as a sound
community, Mrs. Nell lower
148.7545.25
gardening practice. Empire Farm. 2 p.nn.'
Colson of Fairdealing U8 1.2 210440 lb..
few 411.511
community and " Mrs. V8 is SOS.110 lbs.
An Evening At The Horfteplace-1850: Join the
148.110-45.00
1148.54411.00
Louise Jackson, Detroit, US 2-3 2111460 lb..
Homeplace family for an evening of old fashionUS 3-4 250-370 lb..
147.5048.50
ed socializing. Conversation, storytelling, songs,
Mich.; two sons, Ethel 'flows
and music provide opportunities for understanYork and Jack York, US 1.2 270.354 lb..
134.00-35.50
US 1-5300.460 lb..
135.011-31.00
ding
Jr., Detroit, Mich.; 16 US
what made life "between the rivers" what it
1.3 450.210
134.00-17.50
was. (Preregistration required; phone (502)
grandchildren; 17 great- U8 1.3 54114150 lbs.
1134.51311.50
US 2.3 310.5141 it..
$34.451-311.011
924-5602, extension 238, Monday-Friday, 7:00
grandchildren.
Sears 11211.411-33.50
a.m.-3:30 p.m.); $1.00 adult. 50 cents child fee.

Muskogee, Okla. Her Cunninghain survive
death at the age of 36 along with one sister,
followed an extended Mrs. Linda Lee, Cunnillness.
ingham, and four
She was a member of brothers, Dwight
')Oxil'irat Baptist Church W 1-so n, B nom: _
at Muskogee.
Richard Wilson and
Mrs. Wilson is surviv- Donald Wilson, Cunned by her husband, Ted ingham, and Bobby
Wilson, and two sons," Wilson, Paducah.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at
the Bethlehem Baptist
Church, Cunningham.
The Rev. Don Young
and the Rev. Allen
Davis will officiate..
Burial will follow in
Services for Mrs.
the boar Cemetery in
RoVene Delores Walker
Carlisle County with ar-ire
ay at 2 p.m. in
rangements by Milner
the LeDon Chapel of
Funeral Home,
Ridgeway Morticians,
Bardwell.
Paris, Tenn.
Friends may call at
Burial will follow in
the funeral home after 5
the VanDyke Cemetery
p.m. today (Tuesday).
there.
The family requests
Mrs. Walker,65, Rt. 6,
that expressions of symParis, Tenn., died Sunpathy be in the form of
day at Henry County
donations to the local
Medical Center, Paris.
Cancer Society.
She was a member of
VahDyke Church of
Christ. Born May 5,
1920, in Calloway County, she was the daughter
of the late Raymond
Phelps and Leyte Lee
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
INVESTMENTS
Phelps.
Survivors are her husband, Orvel J:- Walker,
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Uncle Jeff's

Pharmacy

COLOR PRINT
FILM DEVELOPING
'IC 41 process only i

12 Exposure •Roll '2.43
24 Exposure Roll '4.69

1983 Olds Toronado
White, Loaded, Sharp

$10,577
S. 12th St.
DWAIN
Murray. Ky.
502-753-2614
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.

=.*

2

15.Exposure Roll '3.23
36 Exposure Roo $6.29

Otter good on a single set of standard size proms Limn one roll mop,
this coupon not yalidEwxpithireensy
r
Limited time offer
Ask for details Coupon redeemable at this sto:e only
July c“"P
1:
O hn

==
gg try MCLE JEFF DISCOUNT PHA
EE

we CARE.ABOUT YOUR HEALTH

phone 753-7688
WALTER E.HR
=
home
759-470
3
_
pharmac
•
t ,owner
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Churches, Tell Your Story
On July 26,
the Murray
Ledger & Times
will publish a
very special section, "Profile on
Murray and
Calloway County
Churches."
The tabloid section will contain:
Pictures by Harry Allison, articles, and
advertisements on our churches.
The deadline for articles and advertisements
is Monday, July 22.
Share your church with the community in the
Ledger Si Times' "Profile on Murray and
Calloway County Churches.”
The article form provided should be filled out
and returned to the Ledger & Times.

*Advertisements are not required.

Advertisements sizes will be:
2x2 (Business Card Size)
$14.20
2x4
$28.40
2x6 or 3x4
$42.46
3x6/
1
2(1/4 pg.)
(Tab size) $69.23
3x13 6x6/
1
2(IA pg.) (Tab size) $138.45
4x13
(1
/4 pg.)(Tab size) $184.60
6x13 (1 Full pg.)
(Tab size) $276.90
Your advertisements can be arranged by
contacting one of our advertising reprekentatives. (753-1916)

Wierray Ledger & Times
MURRAY, KY.

Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY

Name of Church:
Pastor:
Address:
Phone:
Church Service Times:
Membership:
Year Founded:
Other Important Church Leaders:

Special Activities, Programs,Services, Community Involvement, & Etc:
R

•WIF

(Ise an additional sheet for more information)

1001 Whitnell Aye. P.O. Box 1Q40'
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Padres rolling along;
Expos move within half
game of Stiouis- Cards

Racer coach recalls visit
to CFL preseason camp
The Caig4ipte.er
Murray State's footi Foot-,all -program -may take—
-a
on a Canadian air this (lumber of alterations to
fall, but -thost people the brand of football

covering
all fields
H. .11\1 REcl'oR
Sports Editor

may not be able to played in the 'U.S.; most
detect the difference.
noticable is the 12-man
The Canadian connec- playing squads, the
wider and longer field,
tion will probably be
noticed by the players - and the down-yardage
although even they.may difference of three'plays
not recognize the 'nor- tb go 10 yards instead of
thern accent'.
four plays to make the
Providing this touch same distance in the
of foreign influence will United States.
''It's like starting with
be MSU defensive coordinator and . assistant a second and 10 situahead coach Mice tion every time you get
Mahoney who spent. a the ball." Mahoney
few weeks this spring explained.
and summer a.sa guest
That in itself could
coach with the Ottata. make an offensive coorRough Riders of the dinator have the heebie
Canadian. FOOtball jeebies, but Mahoney
said the additional
League.
•'It was a lot of work," player',- plus the faathat
Mahoney said, •'but it almost everyone in the
was a lot of fan too. And offensive backfield can
I may have learned a be in motion before the
few things we can use snap of the ball makes
for a balance of power.
here.'•
Those few thing4 were
"There's a different
not disclosed by, approach to the CanaMahoney
you never dian game," the MSU
know where those spies coach noted. "There's a
from Eastern Kentucky lot more 'passing, the
might be hiding, but he field is more wide open,
(lid —mention - that he and teams punt a whole
picked - up a couple of lot more. It's not
defensive aids that unusual for a team to
might come in handy for punt 12 or 13 times a
game. Because of the
the Racers.
One of which might in- three downs instead of
clude using a'12th man four, teams. will punt
on the field. but only if closer to the end of a
the other team can only period because they
use --rt.
Mahoney know they'll probably
get the ball back a coulaughingly admitted.
•00---31K

ple more times."
Also __ /Abe CFL,
single points can be
awarded to a punting
team that kicks the ball
into the end zone whfch
is 25-yards deep as compared to 10 deep in the
U.S.
One aspect of the
game Mahoney paid
special attention to was
the communication
system for the defensive
backfield. "We're going
to need a lot of help back
there (at MSU1 this fall
and I picked up a few
pointers that might
work for us," Mahoney
said.
For Mahoney, the
brief job involved more
evaluation than
coaching.

By KEN RAPPOPORT

"There's really not
that much coaching going on at the pro level
because the guys
wouldn't be there if they
weren't good to begin
with. We did a lot more
evaluation of the
players and.that in itself
was an odd difference
INSPECTING THE TROOPS — Murray State assistant football coach
for me.
Mike Mahoney strolls between the lines of Racer players during spring train"(At MSU) when a ing this year. Mahoney also attended a preseason training •eamp with the
rookie comes in, we Canadian Football teague as a guest coach of the Ottawa Rough Riders.
have to teach them •
File photo by Jim Rector
everything from proper
stance to basic drills. players involved. Each invitation to help coach ly has two athletes on
(In Canada) everyone team is limited to only in Ottawa this spring CFL rosters including
already knows how to 34 players which in- through a former col- 1984 graduate Woody
tackle and do the basics cludes 19 Canadians and lege football teammate, Clark, an outside
or else you just block 15 Americans.
Kevin Gilbridge, who is linebacker with Saskatthem out in your mind
"Sometimes a guy an assitant coacji. with chewan, and Ronald
and pretty soon they get will get cut just because the Rough Riders. The Hopkins,. a defensive
cut. Some of the guys of the numbers game," CFL teams ,invite back with Calgary.
were five-, six-, nine- Mahoney said. "For the American coaches to
Ac-cording to
year veterans and most part the linemen help out with the spring Mahoney, Hopkins has
there's not a whole lot they keep are Cana- training on a regular really made a name for
you're going to teach dians while the defen- basis and Mahoney says himself in the CFL
therri," Mahoney sive backs, wide he wouldn't mind going ranks.
recalled.
receivers -and running back for a visit.
"I was listening to a
One unusual part of backs are usually
"They paid all my ex- discussion between Joe
the evaluation process American.. One reason penses and salary and Mose:head coach at Otin the CFL preseason for that is they have a the experience was well tawa, and some of the
camp was. considering. -lack of speedy black Worth the Mile:. r other coaches and when
the nationalities as well ,athletes in Canada."
wouldn't mind coaching he was asked which coras the abilities of the
Mahoney received the in the proS someday. but nerback he would take if
Canada ... well, that's a he had his choice of the
.
1 1110`8P"Nt
411ratk
long way from home," entire CFL, he " said
Mahoney said.
Hopkins would be his
Murray State current- first pick."
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'Sale Prices On All Our
Lawn & Garden Tractors
and Accessories

-Baggers-Thatchers-Log Splitters-Disc Cultivators & More
Trade in your used mowers at this sale.
Open MI 6 p.m. every night Mon.-Sat. except Thurs.'Closed The 4th.

Riding Mowers
Starting at

'995
L.

Mode'80
Riding Mows?!

Models 210 220
222 224 & 226
OW protde HYDRiv
garden tractors
• *Aocles 444.
446 no 444

Models 108
IV and 1.16
8 hp 10 hp
and 16 hp

..aorCteo
**Ocion

.Own troctors

7.4
C:
INGERSOLL
1
INGERSOLL EOUIPNIIENT CO INC

1934 — 1985
7
0i
1U4\.
;

51
1
Years

ESE

McKee! Equipment Co.
MURRAY — 503 WALNUT — 753-3062
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Cowley quieteBlue Jays
with 4-1 Yankee victory
sure he formed an opinion of me. I don't think
he liked me. I don't want
to start a war, but ..."
Cowley was locked in
a 1-1 duel with Doyle
Alexander before Don
Mattingly hit an eighthinning solo homer to put
New York ahead.
Tigers 7, Orioles 1
Darrell Evans clouted
a two-run hornr and
Kirk Gibson and Larry
Herndon added solo
shots as Detroit whipped Baltimore behind
the pitching of rookie
Randy O'Neal and
Willie Hernandez.
A's 4, Royals 3
Dusty Baker belted a
three-run homer with
two out in the ninth inning off relief ace Dan
Quisenberry to lift
Oakland past Kansas
City.
Baker's 10th homer of
the year made a winner
of Keith Atherton, who
pitched the eighth inning in relief of Don Sutton. Jay Howell hurled
the ninth for his 17th
save. Baker also drove
in the A's first run on a
groundout in the third.

Houston Oilers sign
contract with Rozier

NOW
8,8%

l‘Gt R...111 I
1.b.- %cos
• Ii. %414
to:.• (•torolcit

4
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Pirates 1, Mets0
Rick Reuschel and
John Candelaria teamed on a six-hitter and
Marvell Wynne lined a
run-scoring double in
the second inning as Pittsburgh handed New
York its sixth straight
loss.
Reuschel (6-1) was in
trouble only once as he
breezed through the
first six innings.
Dodgers 8, Reds 1
Orel Hershiser fired a
four-hitter and Dave
Anderson and Greg
Brock hit home runs to
pace Los_Angeles over
Cincinnati.
Hershiser, 8-2, struck
out six and walked two
while pitching his fifth
complete game of the
season. The only run off
the Dodger right-hander
came on an RBI single
bd's Dave Kingman for
the major-league lead.
The loss was the
Giants' 11th in their last
12 games.

American League

The Associated Press
NewYork
righthander Joe Cowley
didn't have much trouble getting motivated to
face the Toronto Blue
'Jays.
"(Toronto manager)
WIMBLEDON, won most of the big
England (AP) - John points against Uys in an Bobby Cox gives me an
McEnroe and Martina uninspiring'contest that extra little incentive."
Navratilova, the defen- only spluttered occa- said Cowley (7-3) who
ding men's and sionally Into life and held the Blue Jays to
women's champions, gave the packed No. 2 three hits in eight innswept into the quarter- crowd little to cheer ings Monday while helping the Yankees to-a-4-1
finals of the Wimbledon about.
After the co-top seed victory before a Canada
tennis championships
Tuesday.
had won the first four Day crowd of over
But in one of the big- games, the spectators 41,476.
"Last year when I
gest upsets of tourna- sat back ' expecting a
ment, fourth-seeded massacre. But the South beat the Jays (throwing
Manuela Maleeva of African, a junior finalist eight innings of shutout
Bulgaria was ousted by here in 1981, chased and ball) Cox was quoted as
Molly Van Nostrand, a harried and staved off a saying that I couldn't
little-known qualifier first set whitewash by get the ball over the
from Bright Waters, snatching the next two plate and the Jays were
just swinging at bad
N.Y.
games.
pitches."
McEnroe beat West
The bad feelings
Eighteen of the 32
German qualifier Andreas Maurer 6-0, 6-4, seeds have been started long before then,
6-2 but-gtill said he need- eliminated with just_ however. Cowley, 26,
ed to play better,-while over half the tourna- Was in the Atlanta
Navratilova took 55 ment completed and Braves' system from
minutes to down'Rene McEnroe aims to 1976 to 1983. Cox managUys of South Africa 6-2, become the first est t_he Braves from 1979
6-2 in an uninspiring American to win the to 1q81.
"I really didn't get to
men's singles title three
match in the sun.
know him too well,"
Van Nostrand, a straight years.
One of the upsets oc- said Cowley. "But I'm
20-year-old righthander, scored a sensa- curred Monday on
tional 7-5, 6-2 upset vic- Center Court where
tory to join Navratilova France's Yannick Noah,
In the last eight of the the No. 11 seed, went out
in four sets to Vijay
women's event.
Navratilova, going for Amritraj of India, who
her sixth singles crown is playing in his, 14th
and her fourth in a row, Wimbledon.
HOUSTON (AP) —
The Houston Oilers ended a year-long pursuit of
running back Mike
Rozier yesterday. and
signed the former_
Heisman Trophy winner
to a four-year contract
that will pay him a
reported $225 million.
A.P.R. Financing on
Rozier finished se4 Wheel Drive Pickups
cond to Herschel Walker
on the United States
as well as 2 Wheel
Football League's
DriuXickups either in
rushing list this year,
gaining 1,361 yards for
1/2 Oil V4 ton.
the Jacksonville Bulls.
Rozier became
S 1 2th St
available to the Oilers,
lViurray. Kv
't02 753 2614
%rho held his National
Football League draft
rights, when he bought
out his contract with

McEnroe, Navratilova
advance at Wimbledon

4)\\i

Bruce Bochy used to
catch Nolan Ryan, and
he can tell you it's a lot
tougher trying to hit
against him.
But Monday night he
caught a pitch from the
Houston right-hander in
the bottom of the 10th inning and drilled it into
the seats at San Diego
Jack Murphy Stadium
for a 6-5 Padres'
victory.
"I played there three
years, so I know he's a
power pitcher and he's
going to go-after you in
that spot," said Bochy,
who played with.%.the
Astros from 1978-80.
"But as a catcher you
see him from a different
angle. This was only the
second time I've faced
Nolan in a game."
Bochy clubbed- the
first pitch from Ryan,
8-6, into the left-field
seats for his third home
run of the year. The
blow made a winner of
Goose Gossage, 2-1, who
came in to pitch the 10th
inning for the Padres.
Ryan struck out seven
to bring him within 10 of
4,000 career strikeouts.
In other National
League games, Montreal tripped St. Louis
3-2 in 10 innings, Pittsburgh nipped New
York 1-0, Chicago
defeated Philadelphia
3-1, Los Angeles downed
Cincinnati 8-1 and Atlanta beat San Francisco
4-1.
Expos3,St. Louis 2
The Expos moved to a
half-game behind the
first place Cardinals

after Andre Dawson
singled home .the winning run with two out in
the bottom of the 10th off
Bob Forsch, the Cardinals' sixth pitcher.
Dawson, starting for
just the fourth time in 16
days due' to recurring
knee problems, lined a
1-1 pitch to, left field,
scoring Jim Wohlford
from third base.
Wohlford had walked off
loser Ricky Horton
(0-2).
Gary Lucas (3-0)
worked the final two innings to get the win.
W,illie McGee
hothered for St.Louis.

Dwain
Taylor
Chevorlet, Inc.

Jacksonville.
Rozier will be-followtog JP the footsteps of
Earl Campbell, another
Heisman winner who
was traded to the New
Orleans Saints last
season.
Rozier passed the
Oilers physical examination early yesterday and planned to be
ready for preseason
camp later this month.
"I don't -ever think
about burnout." said
Rozier, who has just
completed the USFL
season with the Bulls. "I
didn't walk into the
USFL and start right
away and I don't expect
that in the NFL either."
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Caldwell Co.

Summer
League
Baseball

1985 District XI
13-Year-ffid Babe Ruth
Baseball Tournament

Friday,8 p.m.
Loser to A

Livingston
— Games played July .5-7
Saturday, 1 p.m.
Loser to C

Trigg Co.

Champion advances
to Hopkinsville

Friday, 8:15 p.m.
Loser to 1r

-404
Sunday, 2 p.m.
lUnier to D
(if first loss)

Murray

Saturday,6 p.m.
•
Saturday, 3:30 p.m.

Four team, double elimination
playoff at Ty Holland Stadium
and old city park in Murray

Swapping tales, spending time together
boosts Kentucky reunion of Bear players

-

LEXINGTON, Ky.
( AP) — Every other
year, they head home to
Kentucky to swap
stories, visit old friends
and relive their glory
years. This year, some
120 of "Bear's Boys,"
Kentucky football
players under the late
Paul "Bear" Bryant,
came 'to Lexington for
their biannual reunion.
"They're all bragging
about how good they
were," said Gene
Meeks, a Kentucky letterman in 1942 and 1946.
"You've never seen 120
'all-Americans'
together before. They're
all "all-Americans'
now.,,
Bryant, who became a legend at Alabama,
coached here from 19441to 1953. Last weekend's
reunion was the sixth,
and the second since
Bryant died in 1983.

Activities included a
cookout, cocktail party,
dinner and dance, and
the football films played
constantly at a Lexington motel. Old pictures and albums are
strewn about the
meeting room.
Only 55 ex-players
showed up two years
ago, just a few month
after Bryant's death.
':,I don't think
anybody was really in
the mood then," said
Fern Jacobs, a football
secretary when Bryant
was here and now
secretary for the group.
Until 1983, Bryant
"never missed a one" of
the reunions,' Meeks
said.
"I
ya, I think he
enjoyed these things
more than anything he
did in his life," Meeks
Said.
The previous five

meetings were hela in else is there?"
"We tell lies," said
Louisville, where there
weren't ELS many friends Bob Gain, a lineman
and well-wishers swam- who starred from 1947 to
1950.
ping Bryant.
"We were poor,"
"He wanted to spend
the lime with the boys," Meeks said. "All these
people came to KenJacobs explained.
Seventy-seven tucky and they were all'
players attended the broke. A lot of them.
first reunion in 1973; it went into the service
was up to 126 three and came back to play
years later and 83 in for the coach. The com1979. That year, the old radeship that was built
players decided to meet up then has lasted."
Added Jacobs,
every two years.
Jerry Claiborne, the "Whether there is 1( f-current coach who us or 100, we'll be
played for Bryant in together."
1946, 1948 and 1949, was
in Germany, "or he
would have been here.
You can-bet on that,"
Meeks said.
The group plays golf,
they socialize and talk
Because of rain last
"football, football, footweekend, the Oaks
ball," Jacobs said.
Country Club men's
"Football and girls,"
medal play golf chamMeeks added. "What
pionships have been

Roy's Pharmacy
outlasted -Darnell
Marine, 13-12, in a hit
barrage Monday in one
of two Park League
games completed at the
old city park.
Nolan Lax hit a home
Colson
and Jay Paul Herndon
hit a double apiece to
pace Roy's. For
Darnell, Lance Watt hit
two doubles and Eric
McKee, Terry Williams
and Rob Carpenter hit a
two-sacker apiece.
Wilcats trounced Key
Auto Parts, 17-4, in the
second game Monday.
Jason West hit a triple
and two doubles, Richie
Clendenon hit two
doubles and a single and
three players, — Mark
Dugger, Shane
Raspberry and Chip
Spencer — tagged a double each.
Brad Lowe hit a home
run for Key and Jared
Lassiter and Joshua
Arant each hit a double.
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Tony Khajavi pitched
Clinic Pharmacy to a
15-3 victory over State
Farm in one of two Kentucky League games
played Monday at the
old city park.
Khajavi and teammate Darrell Ramsey
hit a triple each and for
State Farm, Derrek
Plummer and Timmy
McGrew each hit a
double.
In the second game,
Artcraft defeated
Rotary 10-7, as Jayson
Kelly pitched the win
and hit a double along
with Wesley Cogdell.
Two singles were hit
Adkins. and
Adam Grogan for
Rotary.

Rain postpones, Oaks golf
medalist play until July 7
postponed until Suaday,
July 7, at 1 p.m.
For more information
contact the Oaks pro
shop, 753-6454.

Setting goals, keeping running log
plubject of women's clinic lecture

4

The Bonne Bell Running Clinic for Women
will conduct its weekly
meeting Wednesday at 6
p.m. at Murray State's
Ordway Hall lobby.
The topic for this
week's meeting will be

"Setting Goals and
Keeping a Running
Log."
Anyone attending
be invited to join
group run-walk of
miles following

will
the
two
the

lecture.
The Clinic is free to
anyone in the MurrayCalloway County community. For more information, contact Eva
King, 762-2506.

91%
A.P.R. Financing on
•Buick Electras
•Cadillac Fleetwood
*Olds 98's
and D'Villes
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gam Sloe

Your discount parts supermart

Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

Major League Baseball Standings
•
'Meow League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division

.n"
Clivelarad at MinnesoGi, n
Seattle at t'hicago.
California at Texas. In ••
Oakland at Kansas City. • n

Pct
GB
48 29
613
sea • 214
.42 30 '
NATIONAL LEAGUE •
329 1114
38 34
East Damson
37 35
514
W
Pd. GB
98 36 .514 7%
St Louis
43 30
589
$4 37 .479 10
Montreal
44 32
579
24 49 .329 21
Chicago
39 33 :1542
West Division
New York
3.5 35
521
5
California
41 •• .564 —
Philadelphia
32 al .438 11
Oakland
40 34
541
Pittsburgh
1
347 17%
25 47
Kansas City
37 36
507 3%
West Divismn
Seattle
_ 37 37 .500 4
San Dlego
45 30
600 —
Chicago
35 36
493 4%
Cincinnati
39 34
534
5
Minnesota
33 39
458 7
Los Angelis
39 34
534 5
Texas
29 46
387 12%
Houston
38 38
500 71,
Monday's Games
Atlanta
34 40
459 10!"
New York 1, Toronto 1
San Francisco
27 40
355 14411
Detroit 7. Baltimore 1
Mondays Games
Milwaukee 5. Boston 1
Montreal 3. St Louts 2. 10 innings
Texas 10. California 5
Atlanta 1. San Francisco 1
Oakland 4, KansaaLlty 3
Pittsburgh 1, New York 0
Cleveland 5, Minnesota 2
Chicago 3. Philadelphia 1
'Seattle 3. Chicago I
Los Angeles 8. Cincinnati I
Tuesday's Genies
San Diego 4. Houston 5 10 innings
New York (Whitson 34i at Toronto (Key 6-2). In)
Tuesday's Games
Detroit (Tanana 3-7) at Baltimore (Davis 4-4),
Atlanta (Bedrosian 5-6 at San Fran-cisco (Gott 3-51
Seattle Snyder 0-1) at Chicago (Lollar 2-41, On •
St. Louis (Tudor 7.7, at Montreal (Palmer 6-6 • n
Californra (McCaskill 2-5) at Texas )Sabra 0-01, In)
Pittsburgh (McWilliams 4.61 at New:York Darling
Oakland (Langford 0-11 at Kansas City (Leibrandt
6-2). (nu
6-5p. (n)
Chicago 'Sutcliffe 7-6, at Philadelphia (Hawley 5-6,
Cleveland (Reed 0-0) at Minnesota • Filson 1.5. in •
(n •
•
•
Boston (Clemens 6.4) at Milwaukee i Higuera 451.
Houston uNlekro 6-7 i at San Diego ( Wolna 1O • . in •
In)
Cincinnati (Price 2.1 i'at Los Angeles uValenzuela
Wednesday's Games
7-8).(0)
New Y0rk at Toronto
• Wednesday's Games
Boston at Milwaukee
Chicago at Philadelphia. • n •
Detroit at Baltimore, in
Pittsburgh at New York • n
Toronto
Detroit
New York
Baltimore
Boston
Milwaukee
Cleveland

Major League Baseball Leaders
AMERICAN LEAGUE
PITCHING 17 decisions
cinnati. 19. Gwynn. San Diego, 18.
—
BATTING'(175 at bats) —
Guidry. New York, 9-3. .750. 2 78,
G Wilson, Philadelphia. 17
Henderson. New York, .954; Boggs.' Key, Toronto, 6-2, 750. 2.45: TerTRIPLES — McGee. St Louis,
Boston. .333; Brett. Kansas City, rell. Detroit, 9-3, .780,3.94; Codiroli.
10; Raines, Montreal, -7, Samuel,
322, Bradley, Seattle, 320. Oakland, 8-3, TV, 4.37: Haas.
Philadelphia, 6, 0 Wilson.
Molitor, Milwaukee. .317.
Milwaukee, 7-3. 700. 2.38, Howell,
Philadelphia. 5. Garner. Houston.
RUNS — Henderson. New York. Oakland. 7.3. TOO, I 76
• ,_,11...ajadden. San Francisco. 5
61; Rinker'. Baltimore, 55.
STRIKEOUTS — Morris, Detroit,
HOME RUNS — Guerrero. Los
Whitaker. Detroit, 55, MDavis. 97: Blyleven, Cleveland, 90: BanAngeles. 19: Murphy. Atlanta, 18.
Oakland, 54, Molitor, Milwaukee. Mater, Chicago, 85. Boyd, Boston,
J.Clark. St_Louts, 15. Parker, Cin,
52
83, Sheb. Toronto, 81
cinnati. 14: Cey. Chicago._ '
FtBt — Mattingly,. New York. 52;
SAVES — James. Chicago, 16,
Garvey. San Diego. 12
Brunansky. Minnesota, 51; Gibson. Hernandez, Detroit, 16: Howell,
STOLEN BASES — Coleman.
Detroit, 51, Kingman, Oakland, 50, Oakland, 16; Moore, California. 15.
St.Louts. 52. Lopes_ Chicago. 26.
4 are tied with 49.
Quisenberry. Kansas City, 14
McGee, St Louts. 28, Redus, CinHITS — Boggs. Boston. 95,
cinnati 28, Samuel, Philadelphia.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Bradley. Seattle. 04; Putkett. Min23
BATTING (175 at bats) — Herr,
nesota. 90; Garcia, Toronto. 88,
St.Louls. .347; McGee. St.Louls.
Butler, Cleveland, 87
PITCHING
7 decisions, —
DOUBLES — Butler. Cleveland. .340, Parker, Cincinnati, 316,
Hawkins,San Diego. 11-2, 846.3 10,
20, Gareth, Minnesota, 20; Matting- Gwynn, San Diego, 311; Cruz.
Andular. St Louts. 13-3. 813. 250,
ly New vk .212 -flogga—Binden. Houston. .307.
Gooden. New York 11.3. 786 1 55
RUNS — Corernan.-sr.-Locos. Se.
19; Buckner, Boston, 19.
rterrnoter. 1.05 AflPiC!. 7-2. • tr.
TRIPLES — Whiten, Kansas Ci- Murphy, Atlanta. 52; Raines, Mon251, B.Smith, Montreal, 9-3, AO.
ty, 12; Cooper. Milwaukee, fyi treal. 51; Herr, St.1,ouls. 48,
311, Cox, St.Louls. 9-3. 750. 220.
Puckett. Minnesota, 8; Butler. Samuel. Philadelphia. 47.
Darling. New York. 6-2. 750, 2.32
RBI — Herr. St.Louls. 61,
Cleveland, 6; Fernandez, Toronto.
STRIKEOUTS — Gooden. New
Clark. St.Loula. M. Parker. Cin5; Bradley. Seattle, 5
York. 134. Ryan, Houston. 109.
cinnati,
55; G.Villson, Philadelphia.
HOME RUNS — Kingman.
Valenzuela. Los Angeles, 103; Soto,
Oakland, 19; Fisk, Chicago, 18: 52; Murphy, Atlanta, 51.
Cincinnati. 102: .1 DeLeon. Pitt
HITS — Herr. St.Louls. 93:
Brunansky, Minnesota, 17: Gibson,
sburgh. 100
Gwynn, San Diego.92...Parke r. CinDetroit. 16: Presley, Seattle. 16.
.S.AyES — Reardon. Montreal-22.,
STOLEN BASES — Henderson. cinnati. 89: MoGee. St.Lottis. 86.
GOssage. San Diego. 17. Le Smith,
New York, 36; Pettis, California. Garvey, San Diego, 82.
Chicago, 16. Sutter, Atlanta, 14,
DOUBLE8.--Wallada.PLontreal, 121Stritth. Monstori.-nTro
IL_ _Collins. Oakland,-25; --Ruder,
:Vief. -C•in"
Clovetom*
Moneby.'Toronto, 21. 21: Herr, Silents,19; Parker. Cincinnatl, 13.

753-8971

South 12th Street

Southside Center

Now In Easier Than Ever To Buy The Best!

INTEREST FREE CREDIT...
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH!
Ask For Details. Note: Not available at some locations.

Save Now On
Some Of
Goodyear's Most
laurlyTi3
E
Pro
upsuj
reL,
s. Sale

MID-SUMMER
LEARANGE SAMILIEW"
Save On
SteelBelted
&wilds!

;
•

TIRES FOR
SMALL CARS

I
i:

Check these sale prices on three of Goodyear's
most popular steel belted radials!

- Save On G-Metric
Radials

1995
Custom Polysteel
Radial*
$3995

155SR13

$33.95

165SR15

$42.95

165SR13

$36.95

175/70SR 13

175SR13

$38.95

185/70SR13

185SR14

$42.95

165/70SR 14

$39.95
$43.95
444.95

Save On Arriva
Radials

2395

1 Deep-iwoove multi-rib tread helps
reduce hydroplane lift' on rain slick
roads
• Double steel cord belts held tread flat
against the road, even on turns,for
effective traction, long term wear
• Steel belts also protect the critical
tread area against tire bruising road

SALE INNE
Me togs
NNW

P165/80R13

$36.95
$39.95—

P1 75/80R13

42.95

P155/t3DR 13

hazards

_PI 75/70R13

P165/80R 15

P185/80R 13
P175/75R14
P185/75R 14
P195/75R14
P205/75R 1 4
P225/75R 1 4
P205/75R 15
P215/75R 15
P235/75R 15

$55.00
$55.25
$61.35
662.60
$66.40
$73.50
$61.65
$71.95
$76.60

•

r
di

5
5
s
s
r
figi
s
5

P185/70R 13

P.
sate
114 DNB
NNW

$45.95
$49.95

P185 70R14_ $51.95
Sal* Ends July 31

Save On Vector
Radials

glaCal ,

P165"80R1 3$42.95

P185/70R13

115315

ill•

P175,80R1

P185/70R14

$55.95

.,
:•-411k1/4._

$45.95
P175 70R131'948.95

Solo Ends July 31

P155/1301T13
WYntawan
And old two

Fl 95'751114
P205 751114

yoL
°. 6.1
.
414
411._
444/
filh'741•_, 'se "'""

'4745
14145
$43 90
N

P205,75415
P21.5 ,75Filf.•
P225,751115
P235 75n15

SSD 66
N2 NI
$6430
IN OS

IA RV Radials
11995
11

r

27 8 SORIA
0 Outl.ne WNW L e,te,
• Load Rang* C
nen t•ada nowtoo

E

P
A

I0
'IIIIVAIAIIIIIPor/IIIVAiIIIIIAiI

MN Ends July 31'

•

pitt 80,413
,
4
11
I
0 Save On Light Truck

saLE PIECE
Os sol•
NMI

ZiS

Save On All Season
Radials

SIN

...4.-_
NPB;:c,s5 -.7.3odec,
3995
.447
t
. . ....
illi imili
-

-Power Streak ll
MICE
_,,,,,,......, .
MICE
SALE
W*0•••• SALE
0 „....
New...
SusSo
•
Amos*
...mew
B 78- 13
1-478-14
$29.90
$4165
C78-14
$32.00
E78-15
$35 25
$3310
078-14
F78-15
337 40
.E 78-14
$33.13.5 . G 78- 15
$4025
- 'F 78-14
$36.00
H 78-15..5e2 30
$3915
078-14
L78-15
$4445
Solo Ends Jufy 31

New Tiempo Radial

P155/801312
Blackwell
No trade needed

aia=ga

'Rob count and saktwall sty Ing airy roth sue
SALE PRICE
- No trails
Hooded

SALE PINE
IN in&
Mad

NEM

Sal* Ends July 31

P155,80R13
Whitewall
No trade needed

WRIMMI
Sto4

155SR12
Blackwell
No trade needed

PENN
soma
WINN

INNonel
• las

Through July 31, 1985

Save On Goodyear
Bias Ply,

Wrangler All Season
Radial
SALE MICE
0.......
**At*
lead
,,.,
1.**•• fee
...gm

981 I 5
'101415
31-11501415
33- I 2501,
1T5
5••• end. July 31

B
B
B
B

........

$ 18
5 62
$164)
$284

$ 9995
$11295
$11995
$131 9S

Credit card cOayenience from CitiBank for all
.6181112C
your automotiVe needs. Pick up art application
now at _your nearby Gdodyear retailer Use The
Solver Card nationwide at any participating
Goodyear retail outlet You may also use these other'ways to buy American
Express, Carte Blanche. Diners Club. MasterCard.. Visa
PRECIS. uurrEa wapautKries Akio CREDIT TERMS SHOWN An AVAILABLE AT GOODYEAR AUTO SERVICE CENTERS
SEE ANY Of THE BILOW LISTED INDEPENDENT DEALERS FORTHEIR CONIPETTVE PRICES, WARRANTIES AND
olon TERNS AUTO
SERVICES NOT ayAllASLI Ay STARRED LOCATIONS

QUICK
CREDIT
!

Purdom Motors
'Nitt-t.tieti customers Are our t1ain cone:kali'
406.WCNI

MR:0, NillITa‘',
'
7 53-5315

Rudolph Goodyear
U.S. 641 S.
Murray, Ky.
(5042,1_ 233.0595
"Business is Good"

,
-

.8
r•

•••—'.

--

"We Hove A

Winning Team —

Quality, Quantity II Prim"

-

•

•

•"

,

•
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CLASSIFIEDS

Teen-Agers Owe
the World Their

egal

Talents and Energy
By Abigail Van Buren

Lega

2.Notice

PUBLIC NOTICE
(
The following resolutiorywlll be reviewed for adoption by the Xalloway County
Fiscal COCirt on July 9., 1985 at 1:00 PM in
the office of the C1toway County Judge

Jim Suiter &
Jerry Henry will
be
in
our
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

1

- DEAR ABBY: When I read your
war or in poverty or sick or
I called out, "You young people
column about whether the parents
Executive.
lonely again.
are doing a marvelous job!" Abby,
were guilty of child, abuse for mak"In plain, simple words, grow they answered me in sign language!
A RESOLUTI,ON APPROVING AN INing their sons, 9 and 11 years old, up; ciuit being a crybaby. Get out
DUSTRIAL REVENUE BOND PROBelieve
made
me,
that
my
day!
walk to school and!back after they
of your dream world and develop
JECT; AUTHORIZING 'THE EXECUDR. VELMA RITTER,
were kicked off the school bus for
a backbone, not a wishbone,and
TION OF A/MEMORANDLTM OF AGREECALIF.
TAFT,
conduct;
bad
I was reminded of this
start acting like an adult.
MENT RELATING TO THE FINANCING
column enclose& I've had it for
"You're supposed to be mature
DEAR DR. RITTER: Tha_n s
OF SUCH INDUSTRIAL REVENUE
-many--years and still-think
_ -...-....01444itaCeepit some of taivatiftli Avo fifspoi
BOND
AGREFr1/01'.7_
___Niar•••
the spot.
•
responsibility your parents have There are plenty of terrific teenUNDERTAKE THE ISSUANCE OF INI raised eight -children, and they
carried for years. They have agers around; (2) regardless of
DUSTRIAL BUILDING REVENUE BOND
all walked to and from schoolevery _nursed, protected, helped, ap- ourilimitations,
everybody can
AT THE APPROPRIATE TIME; ALTERday. It never hurt any of thern.
pealed, begged, excused, WI- do something for somebody.
NATIVELY REQUESTING KENTUCKY
-Please run it again. It's as good
erated and denied themselves
DEyELOPMENT FINANCE AUTHORI•• *
now as it wa$'when I first read it at needed comforte so that rmi
TY TO FINANCE SUCH pRO4E(7,;, AND
,
least 15 years ago.
could have, every benefit. This
'TAKING
OTHER
PRELIMINARY
MRS -1 GALLACIRER,THOENIX they have done gladly, for you
DEAR ABBY: Spruce gum is
ACTIONS.
are their dearest treasure. But scarcer than hen's teeth. Please let
This resolution approves the issuance of
DEAR MKS.GALLAGHER:So
now,you have do right to expect your readers know that we are trying
$200,000 of bonds to the Murray calloway
do 1. And here it is:
them to bow to every whim and to get someone interested in spruce
County Economic Development corporafancy just because selfish ego, gum production because our supplier
"Always we hear the plaintive instead __of common sense, has retired.
tion for the purpose of ConstructiOn of a
cry of the teen-aler: What can dominates your personality,
I hope that the College of Forest
building for use by the South Eastern Book
we do? Where can we go? The thinking and requests.
Resources at the University of Maine
Company.
answer is, Go home!
"In heaven's name, grow up at Orono will take up the challenge
The industrial revenue bond in"Hang the storm windows, and go home!"
and become the world's only spruce
debtedness will be retired from the propaint the woodwork. Rake the
DORIS BURVILLE, gum producer. (Maine has about 7
ceeds of loan payments from the Muray
leaves, mow the lawn, shovel
OLYMPIA, WASH. million acres of spruce trees.)
Calloway County Economic Development
the walk. Wash
car, learn to
Sorry we can't supply your readers
Corporation.
*
cook, scrub so
oars. Repair
now.
Marvin Harris
the sink, build a oat, get a job.
D. KILTON ANDREW JR.,
Calloway
County-Court Clerk
DEAR ABBY: You frequently tell
"Help the minister, priest or
%
L.L. BEAN INC.,
rabbi, the Red Cross, the Salva- a correspondent, "Your letter made
FREEPORT, MAINE
tion Army. Visit the sick, assist my day!" •
Well, Abby, listen to -this.. Aftir DEAR MR. ANDREW: I am
the poor, study your lessons.
And then when you are through miles of avoiding tailgating trucks also sorry-sorry I was misin-and not too tired-read a book. and speeders hurrying to resort formed when I personally tele- 2
Notice
2'.Notice
"Your parents do not owe you areas, I slowed down as I drove phoned your company three
COMETOLOGY by
entertainment. Your city or through the small town of Shafter. times to verify the availability
LaDota, a new hair
Murray
village does not owe you recrea- Calif., where apparently some kind of spruce gum.
salon. Cuts $5, perms
Many
readers-especially
of.doings
was
proin
progress.
tional facilities. The world does
$25, shampoo/set $5,
Eagles Ladies
Crossing with the green light were fessional athletes-want spruce
not owe you a living. You owe
manicure $3.50.
753-0668. Closed Wed.
the world something. You owe it about 25 teen-agers pushing wheel- gum. They say it keeps the
Auxiliary
your time and energy and your chairs containing senior citizens, mouth moist and has none ofthe Will hold their
go Something Nice
talents so that no one will be at apparently from some nursing home. drawbacks of chewing tobacco.
For Yourself.
regular meeting
Call
BIBLE CALL
at the home of
759-4444
Wanda Vaughn
Children's Tape
1604 Dodson
759-4445
COVINGTON. 'Ky. mother of three, a Michael Earls and he
Earls and Ms. Tackett
Ave., phone
APi - A Kentoh Cir- suspended four-year jail almost destroyed me."
USERS group seeking
were arrested last
PRS-80 computer users
753-8367.
'cuit judge has,given pro- term Monday after a
In a plea-bargaining November by underto form club in city of
bation to Tanya Tackett, psychblogist and a drug agreement, Ms. Tackett cover
officers inMurray. For informa'TAKE your trophy to
originally ,.charged counselor said she's pleaded guilty to reduc- vestigating
tion call 759-1425 or
illegal foodAll
Seasons
Taxidermy
along with former making progress in try- ed charges of using a stamp selling
753-1814.
in norand Leathercraft for
boyfriend Michael ing to reform her-life.
minor in a sexual per- thern Kentucky.
mounting and have it
David Earls of offering
"I know I was wrong, formance, facilitation in Authorities
back in a month.
charged
Located at Paris Landselt a 2-yecui zoitt-for- very wrong-, - and I'm promoting prostitution. that Earls
had offered to
ing on 79 Highway.
use in a pornographic sorry for that," Ms. and facilitation of allow his 2-year-ol
d
901-644-9310. Open
Tackett told Lape receiving stolen proper- daughter tp be used in a
8a.m.-6p.m. Tue. thru
Judge Raymond Lape before the sentencing. ty over $100. She agreed pornographisfilm in exSat. lp.m.-6p.m. Sun.
and Mon.
gave Ms. Tackett, 19, a "I got mixed up with to testify against Earls. change for money.

Olds Pont Cad Buick
.

_

MC VISA'

GUARANTEED!
For application call
CREDIT
1 -8O0-6376680
(toll free)

APPLE TREE
SCHOOL
Limited enrollment
is now available in
the two, three and
four
year
old
classes.
1503
Stadium View Dr.
Phone /53-9356

Homegrown
Vegetables
•Silyer Queen Corn is reedy
.Okra
'Zucchini
•CucUmbrirs
•Green Bosh, Ill-Pick or We
Pick)
'Squash
•Super Sweet Corn
Open Mon.-Sat
ern' -5 p.m.
Located lily- south end of
Johnny Rotirirtson Rd. near
Manisa Rd. Cal in orders for
large quantities for freezing &
canning_

6. Help Wanted
EXCELLENT income
for part time home
assembly work. For
info. call 502-641.8003
Ext. 8047.
LOtAL Mayfield Co.
now taking applications
for sales representatives- foryurray area. Excellent
pay structure. No expense, will train. 'Transportation required.
Must be 18 yrs. of age or
older. Apply in person
immediately to: 31.3
7th St.. Mayr%iu,
42066.
MOBILE home repair.
Person with ability to
completely rebuild,
must .have all tools,
$6.00 per hour. Ky. Oaks
Mobile Homes.
Paducah, Ky.
NEED a job!? f
openings. You may
qualify if: U you are
between 16 & 21 yrs. old.
21 you have dropped out
of school for 9 months or
more 31 you don't have
a high school diploma or
GED. Call JTPA out of
school 9a.m.-1:30p.m.
wegkclays 753-9378.
TtAWLEIGH Product
distributors needed.
Company almost 100
years old. Membership
$8 per year. Good
. income. Discounts up
front. 901-644-9107.
RECEPTIONIST,
general office work
experience only. Must
be poised & possess
excellent telephone
skills. Job requires
typewriter, copy
machine & filing skills.
Send resume & salary
requirement to P.O.
Box 1040-F, Murray,
Ky.

working directly
with residents &
families
•High school
graduate
"Previous health
care experience
Some college
preferred
Send resume to:
Fern Terrace
Lodge
P.O. Box 325
Mayfield, Ky'.
42066

5. Lost and Found
LOST I Jr. tennis
racket- Wilson Rally Jr.
and cover, has name on
cover & rack: Justin
Rouse. Lost either at
Murray High School
Court or Murray
Country club. 753-8393.

I/

LOST
1/
1 3 Carat Pear
shaped Diamond,
loose
stone.
Reward offered.
Call 753-5940

14.

USE

well
Call
Wrn
land

15.

'frig
wort
Hide
cond
16.
•

TM
,
Mec
roo
wool
with
bags
$10
Call

suit
Taps
goo(
474-2
19.

large
whea
2796.
20.

r5trg

ditior
489-24
24.

Airrn

In. f
75.3-33

rrui
Assistant
Administrator
Personal Care
Home
*Must enjoy

Phone 753-1816.

UNAT A MISERABLE
Ti4ING TO BE AN
EXPERT AT...

I OUGHT TO KNOW..
I'M AN E)<P115_11

•

NO CREDIT
• CHECK!

'LIMITED OFFER

HAPPY
SWEET 16
J.S.R.

IT- LL NEVER COME.

•

Recieye a MasterCard or Visa
__credit sigd.regardless of your
past credit history, or present
Marital status
INo Sayings
Account Required,'

Judge grants Tackett probation in pornography trial

IT'S A WASTE OF TIME
TOi.VAIT 54(iN MAILBOX
FOR A LOVE LETTER..

i

•

„
•
•

_

9. Situation Wanted

pants.
Marti
Jerry'
6th LC
Ky.

rrfr

ditio
home.

TTE77

ment
436-53:
weeke

Air
5,
$4.
10
$6.
18
$8.
25
$10
(Wi

2 EXPERIENCED
Ft,

6. Help Wanted

r AY

ASSEMBLY
WORK! $800.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.

No experience/no

0,
0•

WHAT'S YOUR NAME?
.„„f

EP

NOW LET ME GET
THIS 5T RAIGHT,EP.

c 1985 Urmrersal Press Synd,cate

YOU SAY YOU'VE
NEVER BEEN ON

7.3

'!O000t-O000l,Are-you a
good witch or a bad witch?"

•••

sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
SAES! Teachers &
administrators, are you
tired of the hassel? Kiss
It all good bye &
Investigate in an opportunity to earn a comfortable living without
the pressure. You determine 'how much you
earn! We provide the
training & necessary
material for you! Send
complete resume to:
Dick Alexander, 210
West Griggs, Urbana,
III. 61801.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
SEE MI55 BLJXLEY
THE SLITSHE'S WEARING

.% ANNA
"tr

^4 THE

SATi-i1N& BEAUTY

PAGEAN T?

•

.

ivANNA GO 7-0 L.I.)Nct-i
',MTH ME, BOSS

ESPECIALi_V WHERE THE
CATCH CIF THE DAY
5 PTOAAAWIE

1 Dance step
4 Having shoes
8 Swift
12 River island
13 Assistant
14 Capri, e.g.
15 Takes from
17 Fruit seed
19 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind
20 Avenging spirit
21 Also
22 Dress border
23 Wife of a lord
25 Skill _
26 Note of scale
27 One, no matter
which
28 Bother
29 Kilrt
32 Agave plant
33 Replies
35 Guido's low,_
note
36 African antelope
38 Period of time
1

2

Answer to Previous Puzzle

39 Individual
40 Italy: abbr.
41 Frothy brew
42 Newspaper
paragraph
43 Marry
45 Abstract being
46 Witty remark
47 Teutonic deity
48 Novelty
49 Keenest
52 A continent
54 Send forth
56 Female ruff
'57 Lease
58 Dispatched
59 Mournful

ACROSS
-7'W` I2AVT5

FEW
ISAC
SOLAR
ERA
EDI LE
LAD ()
;
TEMPERS
GAUNT

DOWN
1 Animal's foot
2 Broadcast
3 Unmoving
4 Surfeit
5 Belonging to
that man
6 Hypothetical
force
7 Railroad station

3

4

6

5

NETS
A I L
BETWEEN
TAPES
I EN
NEAT
SEVER
SEWER
STA
.ASK
.
ER
NEVER
SUES
RETURNS
'TEALS
q.P s LANE
HOSTELS
ITALY
ODA
LEARNIE r.E .
TWINS
SAT'
PEW
8 Suitable
9 In the capacity of,
10 Wild plum
11 Abound
8

7

II
II

1111111
II

MIN

11

iii

us

111

ill

?i•
.•

14

1111•III NUUR
II

10

9

IN
Id

-

11
NI

MIN

II
II • III
lil
NUN -U NUU NUU
WIUUU
ill
IIU
MNU NUUUU
illUUU ill
Mil
NUNU NNUU NUU
dUUU NUUU NUU

16 Pigpen
18 Maiden loved
by Zeus ,
21 Garden tools
22 Possesses
23 Tardy
24 Dye plant
25 Paid notices
26 Spanish plural
article"'
28 Including
29 Anglo-Saxon
money
30 Melody
31- Stalk.
33 Emmet
34 Before
37 Succor
39 Aquatic
mammals
41 Mountains of
South America
42 Electrified,
particle
43 Fatigue
44 Gaelic
45 Babylonian
deity
48 Catcher's glove
48 Obese
49 Fish limb
50 Ocean
51 Spread for •
drYincl
•
53 With regard to
55 Myself

house painter. low
costs, references
available. For more
information 753-5120.
COMPLETE home repair or remodeling,
plumbing, tree trimming or removal. Also,
will buy timber. Call
753-8568.
WILL clean your house
or office Have excellent references. Call
after 6p.m. 759-1762.
WILL do babysitting
anytime. References.
Call 759-1019.
'MAL do house cleaning, experienced, dependable, references.
Call 753-6043.
WILL
-kTeie foç
elderly lady in our.
home. Experienced
with reference. 753-6392.
WILL stay with elderly or
sick, 5 nights a week. Call
753-4590 for information.
Good referances.

7

4..m.•••••••••••

1•0••

car
me
not
P.0
KY,

10. Business Opportunity

UNUSUAL SALES
OPPORTUNITY
National High Performance Lubrication Company needs a person in the
Murray area. Permanent.
full time sales position,
high commissions, advancement Farm and industrial
background
helpful. Training ..whentA
hired.
•
Cell
1-800-527-1193 or send
Resume to Hydrotex, Inc.,
Dept A, P.O. Box 47843,
Dallas, TX 75247.-

FOR sa e Home and Business. Grocery store witti
3 bedroom home, good
condition, well insulated,
reasonably priced, excellent, location. Owner is
retiring. Don't let this
opportunity escape you.
Call 1-382-2479.

•

Repro
Chid
work'
Prost,'
avail
abusi
Hopki
1
2
3
4
5
For i
502-1
Preslr

111

"BUSINESS
MAN"

Open
Steel
Building Dealership
High Potential Profits Available parttime Or Full Time
In Your Area. Call
303-759-3200.
Ext. 2407

I 4 . Want to Buy
AUTOMA C pltal
Call 753-7419 after
will buy Feather-Beds
in any condition. Send
name, phone number,
and address with direclions to: Feathers, P.O.
Box 111_ Shelbyville.
Ky. 40016-0742.

In
Rei
Tu,

-tzlE
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Timer14.Want to Buy

24. Miscellaneous

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
41. Public Sales
46. Homes for Sale
49. Used Cars
53. Services Offered
53 Services Offered
53. Services Offered
KONI Omega 6x7 Press 1977 VILLAGE mobile
LETS make a deal. 3 1979 CUTLASS Calais
APPLIANCE
Camera with Vivitor 283 home, 12x60, 2 BR.
•-,/
SUMMER is here
BDRM house near Un- Coupe. air- tilt- cruiseSERVICE. Kenmore,
flash. $250. Phone 753- $5,000. E-26 Fox
Bring your mowers
iversity. 43,000. Owner moon roof- Pioneer
Westinghouse;
Meadows. Call 753-0200.
2598.
riding & pushi, tillers,
financing. 768-3008 stereo- system, 58,000
Whirlpool
_
22
years
chain saws, small enOAK firw004'125 a rick, 1979 14x60, 2 BR, parevenings
miles, local car. 'Call experience. Parts and
tially furnished. Excelgines and welding to
delivered. Call 753-2494.
VICE5 BR brick home, 753-8184.
*Boxing
15. Articles for Sale
service. Bobby Hopper,
400 S. 6th
Moody's Repair for
PEVEY P.A. system: lent condition, $6200.
bath & 1 / 2, living
*Framin
Bob's
Appliance
g
Ser.
ONE Hot Point re- XR 1200 mixer, 2 SP2 - 753-1362 or after 5p m.
their tune up and overroom, den, kitchen, 1979 FORD LTD, very vice, 202
July
3rd
S. 5th St.
frigerator, excellent speakers, 4 MOnitOrS.
753-0918
haul. Cherry Corner
*
-11Wrn Posts
attached garage & util- nice, 1 owner,
5
good Business 753-4872, 438working condition, $30. mics., speaker C-1-11re.Road. 753-5668. Free
10 til 5
ity room Large shaded condition, 80,000
*fence
Posts
5848
i home).
miles.
Hide-a-bed couch, good cords, trailer large 28.
pickup & delivery. Wo4:k
lot, city school district. $3000, no trade.
Antiques, clothing,
Mobile Homes for Rent
*Treated Lumber
Phone nYARS Brothers condition, $100. 753-6586.
Guarantee/1.
enough to carry all the
Priced reasonable 753- 753-3895 after
glasswar
5p.m.
e, many
Sons. Siding. gutters,
*Metal Roofing
equipment. Call 753-0459 10x40 NiGAS, ac, fur3943.
16. Home Furnishings
1980 BUICK Regal, roofs, replacement
nished, near University.
other nice items.
ask for Jay. .
PRICE reduced on new I 9.0
*Farm
Hardware
4
,
5
40
.„Call 7533895 a4eir 5p.m.
:
4p/
4
40
0AD, windovs. 30 yrs. ex•
_ _TIlltuRAILROA
a aar.
tieriTnce. -F-re-6 es;-ir61
Mediterranean bed- grades, $7, $9 & $12. C --MEM trailer. $108 per
must -be seen to aptimates. (502)362-4895.
month, $100 deposit
room - suite -Ipecan 753-2905 or 435 434.
preciate. Can secure 1980 FORD Fiesta
Cali 753-5588.
speed, ac, 40 mpg., DENNIS McClure conwood), triple dresser SEAtONED
financing
for
qualified
firewood
- NICE 2
struction, roofing,
guaranteed. 753 7231
with mirror. 2 Bean oak,
BR trailer near
buyer. Call 753-3903.
hickory, mixed
painting, plumbing, inbags, brown & green, hardwoo
Murray. No pets. Prefer
RECENTLY re- 1980 TOYOTA SR -S terior or exterior
ds $30/rick
.
couples. Call 489-2611.
$10 ea. Wicker chair $15. delivered.
Liftback, excellent
decorat
'YARD
ed-,
2
.
Min. order 2
13R
Phone 502-382-2689. Rt.
Call 753-9218 after 5p.m.
aluminum sided house condition. AC, stereo, 5 1, Sedalia.
ricks. Call John Boyer 3-1. Want to Rent
SALE
3-PIECE living room 753-0338.
Industrial Drive
with 3 acres, 6 miles sp., 58,000 mi. $3700.
TREES trimmed or
PARLEY'S ROOFING &
suite. Also, electric
IviS17
professor
&
family
south of Lynnvllle. Ky. 753-6749 or 435 4306.
Murray, Ky.
Wed-Sun
2ENT
.
TH
removed. Also, yard
stereo,
2
General
Maintenan
ce.
Tappan stove. Both in
1983
seeking
Z•
nice
28
4
For
BR,
CAMARO
2
sale
,
by
owner,
speakers, $200. Call
work
Experienced
Free estimates. ExPhone 759-1099
good condition. Call
a.m.-6
9
p.m.
bath
charcoal
home.
gray,
Call
$18,500
cross
or
best
offer.
753-6328 or 489 2455 after
Free estimates Call
perienced & quality
474-2342.
753-4173.
fire
ignition,
T-tops,
382-2331.
tilt
Off 94 to Ander8p.m.
436-2690.
& cruise, 37,000 miles. work.Call after 4 pm
TREE work. Complete,
Home 753-9785, work 753son Shore on the
32. Apts for Rent
4 7 . Motorcycles
19. Farm Equipment
753-4921.
ODD
job
specialis
t, removal, topping,
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
1688.
triRoad to Pillsbury
ceiling fans, electrical,
1 & 2 BR apt. near
1079 YAMAHA 400X5, BLACK 1971 Super FENCE
CUSTOM hay baling,
••
- mming & stumps resales
at
Sears
12x60,
2
BecTi
room,
large
plumbing,
fencing.
Sport
downtown Murray.
El Camino with now.
you moved. Insured.
Grain.
good condition, $500.
large round bales also
Call Sears 753-2310 name it, I
Call
do it. You 753-0211.
load top, air, ps, pb,
Call 753-6328 after 8p.m
wheat cutting. Call 474- living room with wood Adults only. Call 753Electric wall board
for free estimate for buy, I install
stove,
includes
reradio, new tires, V 8 325,
You
4109, 762-6650, or 4362796.
489-2455.
your
needs
heaters, a lot of
frigerator, stove and 2844.
break, I fix. Call 436- WET BASEMENT' We
1979 .YAMAHA IT 175, extra sharp. $2000 or best
make wet basements
dishwasher. $3995 or 1 BR furnished
household goods,
20, Sports Equipment
2868.
good condition. Call offer. Call 753 3018.
apt., air
dry. Work completely
offer. Shelerna at conditioned. 121
clothing.
PAINTING - aper
753-6520.
N. next
DUNE buggy, good con- best
guaranteed. Call or
work 759-4080 or after 6 to fair grounds.
50% Used Trucks
hanging, commerical or
No pets
1979 YAMAHA 650
dition, $1500. 753-6328 or pm 345-2449.
write Morgan Conresidential, Free esCall 753.3139.
489-2455 after 8p.m.
Special, great edndi- 196r-FORD pickup
struction Co. Rt. 2., Box
1974 FIFTH Avenue APARTME
timates, References. 25
F-100, short wheel base,
NT located 1
tion. Call 762-4792.
409A, Paducah, Ky.
14x70, remodeled, $5000. block from
years
experie
nce,
24. Miscellaneous
6
cylinder,
downtown
rebuilt
1981 HONDA CM4013
en42001 or call 1-442-7026.
Call 759-1399 after 5p.m.
Tremon Farris 759-1987
shops & sevices. Call
Free Estimates
Custom, 6,000 mi., ex- gine, good condition,
1983 BUCCANEER, 753-9251 days or 753-0662
PARKING
Lot
striping
436-2650.
$430.
cellent shape, reasona759-1983
14x60, 3 BR, 1 1/2 bath, nights.
Call Larry Dunn, 753-6224
A I unninurn
For Sale
1978 JEEP CJ-7, hard
bly priced. 437-4562.
21 acres. 1 1/2 miles FURNIS
top & doors. Call 436- GENERAL r-Tom7 or 753-5725.
HED or un1981
Service
SUZUKI
Co.
GS
SWEET CORN
850-L.
from 2 resorts. Phone furnished
apt., 1 or 2
REPAIR. 15 years ex- ROOFING, Plumbing,
like new, 6000 miles. 2839 litter 5p.m.
Aluminum and vinyl
436-2972.
Siding,
Addition
s,
Doz.
BR. Also, sleeping
$1800 or will consider 1984 FORD Ranger, 1 perience Carpentry,
siding. Custom trim
1983 BUCCANEER rooms.
Zimmerman
Go to Stella turn
trade for car or truck. owner, good condition. concrete, plumbing, Painting, General Carwork. References.
435-4472
Mobile home 24x52, 3 Apts. S. 16th. 753-6609.
pentry.
P.A.
Molony
Co
Can be seen at Jones roofing, siding. NO JOB
Call 753-0457.
on Lynn Lawson
Coll Will Ed Bailey,
BR,2 bath, all applian- LARGE
753 - 8628 . Free
TO
SMALL.
extra nice, 2 BR
Iron
Free
&
Metal,
esRailroad
'79
SUZUKI
425
Call
ces, shingle roof, cen- furnished
753-0669
Rd.
1st
brick
timates. Days 753-6973, Estimates.
apt. Also, 1 BR
Ave. Mon. -Fri
1-527-7534.
GENERAL mainten- WILL haul white rock,
nigLits
474-2276.
ANTIQUE iron fence 32 tral and wood heat, air apt. near University. Call
house on right.
7a.m.-4p.m
.
FOR
sale 1979 Honda
conditioned, partly 753-9468
or 753-2967.
In. feet $175. Phone
64 1 TON Chevy truck G=ERING by Sears. ance, roofing, painting sand, lime, rip rap and
XR60. new chain and
Follow signs.
furnished. $18,000. Call
753-3300.
TAKING applications
with
cattle racks, $800. Sears continuous gut- etc. 20 yrs. experience. masOnary sand, coal,
sprockets. Excellent
474-8029.
753-1588
ters installed for your Free estimates. Call dirt, gravel, fill sand.
for Section 8. Rent
753-1447
or 762-3746.
CAMOFLAUGE Army
condition. 435-4218.
1983 ELCONA 14x70, §
specifica
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
tions. Call 474-2330.
Wall Roger Hudson,
pants. Army Boots and
'84
C'HEVY
SiIverado,
BR, 1 1/2 bath, exten- BR.
48. Auto Services
Apply Hilldale
Martial Art supplies
loaded, 26,000 miles. Sears 753-2310 for free SEWING Machine Be- 753-4545 or 753-6763.
sion onto living & dining
pair. All makes and
estimate.
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Jerry's Sporting Goods, area. Fireplace,
VOW bar and lights for Call 753-8555.
$17,000. Eq.ual Housin
TNSLTLATION blown in models. Industrial,
g
6th & Walnut, Mayfield
Volkswagon bug. New.
Inquire at A-12 Fox Opportunit
51. Campers
Garage &
by Sears. TVA ap- home and commercial.
y.
Ky.
$60. 759-4060.
Meadows. Ask for
proved. Save on those 38 yrs. experience. All
Porch
CENTRAL air con- JoAnn Higgins.
Sale
1975
WINNEBA
GO
24
ft.
33. Rooms for Rent
work guaranteed. Ken49. Used Cars
ditioner for mobile 1984, 14x70,10 months old.
travel trailer, air, awn- high heating and cool- neth Barnhill,
Thurs. & Fri.
753-2674,
ing bills. Call Sears
ROOMS
for
girl's
or
ing,
home. Call 753-8636.
excellent
condition.
Lots of extras. Call 7531
CHEN , runs great,
& D Field Subdivision
753-2310 for free Stella, Ky.
boys near university.
Call
753-6430.
HEAVY duty equip
9644.
looks good, 2 door, 6
off 121 N. near Coun11115/APS removed No
estimate.
ment hual trailer. Call 24x60 ON 3/4 of an acre Call 753-8146 or 753-9894.
cylinder standard, en- 1977 36' COBRA 5th
damage to surrounding
ty Line Grocery.
JOINER'
S
Tree
Serwheel
and
436-5330 after 6p.m. or shaded lot, 1 mile from ROOMS for rent, 1-4
1979 Camper
gine rebuilt, priced to
lawn. Lots cleared. Call
Lots of books, antiques,
vice.
'Commercial
30
years
expeople,
fixed
rate,
no
special
3/4
weekends.
ton Ford
sale, $1200. Call 759-4510
downtown Murray/ 753-0211.
pink & green dishes,
utilities. Call 753-0459
pickup. Call 436-2530 perience. Also bucket
after 4:30p.m.
'Residential
Briggs & Stratton. 3 BR,2
truck for hire. Call
new ceiling fan with
ask for Steve.
bath, large living room,
1960 OfIrVROLET Be- Hamlin, KY.
753-0366.
light,
living
'Wallpa
Whirlpool
room
chair,
Wedding
per
SLEEPIN
G
room
& an
family room & dining
lAir, body good, runs 52.
LAWN mower & filler
Boats -Motors
gas dryer, new quilts &
Photogropfiy
area, central ac & heat, efficiency, both air
great, good tires, 4 dr.,
Air Conditioners
Free
Estimat
es
repair. Call Wayne or
tillers, picture frames,
•
753 8798
w-to-w carpeting, par- conditioned. 1610 Farred, 6 cylinder, 3-speed 14 FT. Tradewinds ski Kim Wilson 3 miles
S.
Call:
5,000 B.T.U.
753-62
44
24 ft. trailer 61700. All
• CARTER STUDIO
tially furnished, & sun me r Ave. Call
automatic, $300. Call boat. walkthrough
on 121 Phone 753-5086.
windshield, trailer & 65
size clothes
deck. Quality country 3p.m.-8p.m. 759-4952.
435-4273.
• 300 MAIN ST SUITE El
$4.00 Per Week
hp.
Mercury
living at a reasonable 34. Houses
motor.
196%
FORD
Mustang,
a 1 North 3rd Intranet
for Rent
10,000 B.T.U.
price. Reduced by $3,000.
PAINTING
new motor, transmis- Extra nice condition.
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath,
Call 762-6287 or 753-9445.
sion, front end 8r rear Call 753-1275.
Interior & exterior,
$6.50 Per Week
1.x)UBLEWILik., rtilt, 2 large den with
YARD
end, good condition. 14 FT. aluminum fishquality work. Coming boat and trailer. 16
bath, all electric. Price fireplace, carport. 2 mi.
18,000 B.T.U.
Call 436-5435.
petitive prices. InSALE
reduced. Must sell. Call north. $500. plus dep.
1969 VOLKSWAGON ft. walk thm windshield
sured. Over 16 years
$8.25 Per Week
753-0430.
and
474-8878.
trailer
18
ft.
Wed. July 3
Bug. good condition.
experience. Call Ralph
DOUBLE wide trailer, NICE 2 I1R unfurnished
Call 436-5330 after 6p.m. walkthru. 120 h.p., in25,000 B.T.U.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Worley 759-1050.
a.m.-?
8
house,
just
board
off
641
outboard
near
24x44, 3 BR, 2 bath,
and
or weekends.
g. CUSTOM WOODWORKING
$10.75 Per Week
Hardin.
Security
trailer.
deHonda
excellent condition, lots
500. 3
1971 CUTLASS, nice,
1705
•
LAWN
mowing
posit
&
required.
house
cycle
trailer.
Call
All in
of furniture, MOO. After
$1600. Serious inquiries
(With Approved
excellent condition. 1666 painting. Call after
i,
Miller Ave.
5p.m. weekdays 8r 354-8180.
only. Call 753-6816.
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
6p.m. 753-6647.
Ryan Ave
Credit)
NICE two BR brick,
weekends 753-7849.
•
CAPRI, good runEverything
RAISED PANEL DOORS
stove, refrig., air.
105 18 FT. Mark Twain MITCHELL Paving.
SECLUD
ED
5
plus
ning
condition.
Birch
• Oak • vveintn • Cherry S
$450
or
Rudolph
Sealing
striping,
repair
goes! Furniture, best offer. New timing walk-through windacres, 1982 12x56 cond., 8 mi. SE of
t8UNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
& complete asphalt
Murray. Married
KITCHtN. CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
Goodyear
Buccaneer with central .
belt, good battery, good shield, inboard with
a
clothes
Rain
.
or
CUSTOM
BUILT
installatio
FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
n. All jobs,
air, 12x24 block build- couples only. Ref., debreaks, clean interior. tandom tilt trailer. estil
721 S. 12th
COMINT1TTVI P0110111 Drew By & Sere raw Dispeory" S
large & small Call
762-4456 after 5p.m
ing, woods & pond. posit. Call 492-8594.
shine.
474-8884.
753-0595
•
753-1537.
$29.900. 474-2718 after
0
1973 FORD 4-wheel HYDRA Sport bass
35. Farms for Rent
Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
1212 Main
MOWING.
Also,
hauling
boat,
power
5p.m.
trim,
144)
drive, $1250. 1957 Chevy
'
we•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••••••••••••
for rent or sale,
2 dr., for trade or sale. hp, $3400. 753-6328 or and yard work. Reasonable
rates,
good
489-2455
after
8p.m.
Large house 76 beautiful 4 3 . Real Estate
Call 436-2582.
references. Call Jerry
acres. 12 miles East of 'BANK of Murray & Vm
1975 MUSTANG, 4 SAILBOAT, 11 ft. Snark
759-9661.
Murry. $300 a month. Call H.A. repossessed procylinder, automatic, "Mayflower", complete
474-8029.
perties. Other listings. good condition, good with trailer and ac- NEED work on your
trees? Topping, prunMurray-Calloway Co.
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
mileage, $900. Call 753- cessories. Holds up to 3
37. Livestock-Supplies
or 4 adults. Call ing, shaping, complete
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
1205.
removal
and
more.
Call
753-9752.
OFFERING:
10 YR. old quarter 753-8146 or Ron Talent
1978 BLACK on black
BOVER'S TREE
Automobile
horse Call 753-2278 or 753-9894.
Cutlass, excellent 53. Services Offered
SERVICE for Pro753-9992 after 6p.m.
Homeowners
mechanical condition,
44. Lots for Sale
fessional
tree
care
12 YR. American S.
Fire
am-fm stereo & cassette ALL type masonry 753-0338.
Bred Gelding. Spirited WATERFRONT Lot on
Life
player, power windows work, block., brick
concrete, driveways,
and disciplined. 2 year Blood river. $16,500. Call
& antenna. 435-4126.
•Term
REPAIRS
old half pony stud, not 436-2342.
1978 CHEV. Caprice sidewalks, patios, house
•Universol Life
foundatio
ns.
25
and
Stereos
TV
CB.
years
broke. Both $600. 753Classic Estate wagon,
•Guaranted Issue
45. Farms for Sale
experienc
e.
Free
es1447 or 762-3746.
MURRAY HOME 4 AUTO
loaded. Recently overFor Free Analysis S. Quotes •Senior Citizens
TIMOTHY, Oates & E3 ACRE cattle farm hauled. Excellent con- timates. Call Charles
TRUE VALUE
Cancer
408 South 12th Street
Barnett
753-5476.
Red Clover hay. $1.50 located 1/2 way bedition. $2,250. 759-4756.
Northside Shopping Ch.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
IRA s
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
sq. bale in barn, $20 a tween Murray & Ky. 1978 MARK IV Lincoln
753-2571
round roll. 435-4383.
Lake on Cherry Corner
local ear, less than Factory authorized for
Rd. 753-3625.
30,000 actual miles, all Tappan, Kelvinator and
38. Pets-Supplies
FOR sale- Hobby Farm. the extras, immaculate Brown Service on gas
and electric ranges,
BOARD your dogs and, 12 acres, brick home, condition. Call 753-3807 microwa
ves, dis
after
or
stocked
6p.m.
753-8477.
fish
pond,
grain
cats
with
Hidden Valley
6
hwashers, rebin,
satellite
1978
dish,
T-Birci.
black
Kennels
&
the one to beat
Representatives of Bellewood Presbyterian Home for
frigerators. etc. Earl
Cats and small dogi $2.50, mobile home for extra silver, ps, pb, pw, Lovett,
Children will be conducting interviews for child care
354-6956 or 753Income
.
862,0
-am-fm.
-00.
Must
sell.
Call
large- dOgs $4.00 a day.
5341.
workers Mon. July 8th 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. at the First
Also AKC Toy Pomeran- Kirksey-Brewers area. 753-7377 after 4p.m.
Presbyterian Church in Murray. The present position
1979 CHEVY 'Monza, 6
ian stud service. 489-2377 527-1177.
available is at the Temporary Emergency Sheher for
cylinder, automatic,
Kirksey. For grooming 46.
Homes for Sale
abused and neglected children, located in
air, 53,000 mtles, excelcall Sue 436-5835.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
FOR sale baby ham- 2 BR house, newly lent condition. Call 8-5 INTERIOR
Applicants must:
sters, $3 ea. Call 7p- decorated, couples 753-401. after 6p.m.
EXTERIOR
753-1580.
preferred, 8225 mo. with
11 be at least 21 years old
3711.
PAINTING
equal
deposit.
1979
Call
753CORVETT
E,
white
21 be able to LIVE IN facility 4 days a week
SAMOYED Husky,
a
With red interior,
31 have valid drivers license
solid white female, AKA 6406.
WALLPAPERING
registered, loves chil- 4 BR, 3 bath, formal automatic, air, 37,000
4) have current resume or data sheet at
actual miles. Good
Walnut bed 8z dresser, oak buffet, oak spool leg table, oak dish
dren. Cost $300 but dining room & living
interview
condition. Phone 753cabinet', oak chifferobe. fancy old wardrobe, cedar bed, odd
owner must sell, will room, family room with
51 be available for employment by July 15th
take any reasonable fireplace, 1608 1916 ext. 8.
dressers & vanity, 3& 4 drawer chest, couch 8r chair, coffee & end
For more information about the job call
Sycamore
Call 1979 DELTA 88, loaded,
offer. Call 489-2506.
tables. recliner, library table, fancy drop leaf table igir 6 wood chairs,
502-886-7617. Please 'DO NOT call First
753-6648.
$1850. 1980 Dodge Colt,
Presbyterian Church in Murray
old rockers, fancy small lamp tables, large wood table & chairs,
RY owner. 3 BR brick, / $1150. 14 ft boat motor
4 O. Produce
*FRU ESTIMATES* round oak table & chairs, small desk & chair, large office
baths, den. living room, & trailer, $350. Call
chair
SWEET corn for sale, dining room combina753 9793,
& desk, oak hall tree, oak desk chair. 3 kitchen cabinets, one
$1.00 dozen. Call 489- tion, double garage.
opposum belly cabinet, poster bedroom suite, victoria'
2322 or 489-2321.
nice bed &
central heat and air.
vanity, iron beds. 4 or 5 old cicicks, one Westminister
=Err corn for sale, Price $67,500 753-7456.
4 airs clock,
Li
K
pJERRY ATKINS & ASSOC.
$1.25 a dozen. Taking
Aladdin lamp, kerosene lamps, stone pieces, cast
bedXTRA neat
iron pieces, some
orders now. 1708 Ryan. room brick home, large
good glass & china, depression glass, ruby red,
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
wood cook stove
759-9576.
living room and den
with warming closet & water tank, 12 ga. 8r
Circle
A
&
Fencing)
20 ga. shotgun, Remwith wood burning
4 1 . Public Sales
ington
pump rifle, 22 single shot, large lot of shelving
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETEtLINE OF
& counter
fireplace. 20x40 garage,
tops from a drug stOre in Mayfield,
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding.
GIANt yard sale Bus- pond. State Line Rd
showcases, 2-counter top
showcases, electric typewriter, adding
Soffit & Trim Work,
iness books, clothes, west of Hazel, Ky. Call
machine, cash register,
shoes, beds, chests, 498-8749 or Moody
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
drink box, counter scales small copy machine,
electric stoves.
dressers, bedroom Realty Co. 901-642-50193.
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
frost-free ref., app size gas stove, push mower.
2-wheel trailer,
suites, couches, chairs, TN Hazel, nice 3 Int
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
wheel barrow, some things from Mr. BazZells,
refrigerator, ranges, house with den, living
replica of a steel
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
tired Alvagons, wishing wells, air compress
dryers, suntan oil & room, kitchen, bath &
or, shop & carpenter
FENCING
lotion at $1 00 & $1.25 garage with work shop
tools, grinder. Craftsman table saw, church bench,
ChainLinkSplit Rail•Farm•Privacy
like new 52
bottle, antiques Some- Included
Well inmodel red belly Ford tractor 8z equipment, like
Financing
Available
753-8407
Phone
new 885 Case tracthing for everyone. s sulated, nice yard with
tor, disk, grader blade, wagon. C-Farmall tractor, cultivato
Trash & Treasure, 806 shade trees Priced in
r, old
Piano, like new Lowery Jenny organ, 2 new 10
Coldwater Rd 753-4569
mid 20's Call 492-8575.
speed Rawleigh
bicycles, many other items not listed.
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
This will be a all day sale. Auction will be
6468111as or shine.
Gold
Silver
Not responsible for accidents, lunch avalla1111e.
Closed
Closed
For more information and :your auction needs phase
Yesterday 315.20
Yesterday
6 11
435-4144.
• Opened
Opened
Fes
-Today
309.30
Today
5 95
(Limited Seating)
"Tim& tkire
Down
5.90
Down
16
Compliments of.
Eseracts
GOLD a SILVER CUSTOM JEWELERS
_
EstaTc
713 S. 12th Murray. Ky. 42071
77
7-..aI
aim
.
••
753 • 13
1100 Smarms
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. No. 1281
_
w. 6.ev CroTAS
A Diornowniz
Monty, KY 41071
/--12.1C4-15446,1
"MY SERVICE DOESN'T COST, tT PAYS"
Kowa! 10 8 folly. 17 5 Sunday
di?
S.
USED- Grams & Penny
weight weighing scales.
Call 753-3711.
Want to buy 1 acre of
land. Call 436-2455.

FARM
LUMBER

YARD
SALE

G.
Cleaning
Call Danny
753-5292

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
July 5 & 6

r

Keith Black
Painting &
Decorating

OERRYS

1972

FARM

RETAIL
MANAGEMENT POSITION
Knowledge of books and
cards helpful, prior management experience desired but
not essential. Send resume to
P.O. Bos 1040-J., Murray,
KY. 42071

Hopkins Insurance Agency

Call
r. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

ATTENTION SOCIAL
WORKERS OR RELATED
FIELDS

THURSDAY JULY 4TH
, AUCTION

- July 4th at 9 A.M. it the Dan Miller Auction Barn 1/2 mile North of Lynn Grove, Ky.
on Highway 893. From Murray, Ky. take
94 West to Lynn Grove, Ky. From
Mayfield, Ky. take 121 South to Coldwater,
Ky. see sign on 1836 South go 3 miles.

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

INVESTOR'S
NIGHT
Gene Hustead

International
Investment Counselor
Real Estate Exchanger
Call for reservations

753-1492

Tuesday -July 9, 1986
$10.00

gmluvOi

AWN SOsi1111111.

Dan Miller-Auctioneer
Terry Paschall-Auctioneer
Darrell Beane-App. Auctioneer

Loretto Jobs,
Realtors
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Tate, Pilkenton behind plan to smuggle drugs, pilot testifies

- ABINGDON, Va . business asiociate -of -irtp to Florida, looking gling, Ra1081f118101:71:All
4'980. No arrests have tanks to increase the
i AP - A pilot testified Pilkenton's since the for a plane for the any of us
did was
been made in connec- flight range of an airhe was offered 8100,000 early 1970s.
-----•eration, but later
Tilley, who also was tion with his death,
craft used in the drug
to fly a drug-smuggling
"washed my hands.of it named as an unindicted
Raines described flights, and later sugInitially,
Rainessaid
p lane fromSouth
when
saw
I
progress
no
co-conspirator in the in- Tilley as a dreamer with gesting cocaine would
• America to southwest he was approached --by was being made."
dictments against elaborate ideas. in- be less bulky than marlTilley about making
'Virginia- and tha the_
-gambling -flights—to-- Askecl-if all Pilkenton Pilkenton and -Tate; was-- ctudingthe-possIbility.of fuana and would not reoperation would be
and Tate did was shot and killed outside stealing a plane,
.quire as large of an
financed by Wise coal Atlantic City, N.4., but discuss the 'drugsmug- his
Eden home on Aug manufacturink fuel Aircraft.
he
found
out
later
of
the
operator Earl V. Pilkenton and North Carolina plans to smuggle large
businessman • Linley quantities of cocaine or
marijuana from ColomVernon Tate Sr'
bia, Sciiith America.
The testimony
-Raines recalled two
pilot, Dwight B. Raines, meetings: - one at
the
came in U.S. • District Wise Inn and
one at the
Court here . Monday on Lonesom
e Pine Airport,
the opening day of the With
Pilkento
n, ,Tate
trial of Pilkenton and
and Tilley.
Tate on drug conspiracy
•
"The purpose was...to
charges.
see what Tilley could ofRaines.: of Hazard, fer. Tilley's role was to
Ky., is an_unindicted co- set it up." Raines said.
Conspirator'in an alleg- "He did most of the talked plot to smuggle narbecause he had the
cotics into Virginia. contacts."
Raines said he was corn- •
gelled by court order V-- During the meeting at
testify, and was granted the airport. Raines said,
immunity frontyrosecu- Tilley had charts cif
'With Nova Option
tion in exchange for his South America. and at
discuspoint
the
one
testimony.
Package No. 4
.sions centered on the
2` In Stock
_Raines said he. first dangers of drug
met Tate. of Eden, N.C.. smuggling.'
and- his-pilot. Clarence
"Everybody.said they
Wayne .Tilley. also of would bait me out if I got
Eden, in 1979 when they caught down there,"
were having • trouble Raines said. "Eat'
with their airplane .at
Pilkenton joked- .that
the Lonesome Pine Air- he'd send the $100.000
port in Wise. Raines down to get me out."
Nowa 4 a.Notcht,t,k Sk.1Le,
said he • has been a
Raines said he made a

Also named in the in- 1980, and later delivered
dictments but not charg- the tanks by truck to
ed in the conspiracy was PlIkenton's home in
Joseph Eillard, a pilot Wise County.
from Eden who testified
Lillard said he had no
that he constructed air- Idea what the tanks
craft fuel tanks out of were for or what
barrels at the request of , business dealings Tilley •
Tilley in the spring of and Pilkenton had.

CONSIDERING AN IMPORT?
CONSIDER CHEVY

Decor

South 12th St.
Phone: 753-3642

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
$9,015

New Shipment Unfinished
Furniture
Solid Oak Table's
Pedstal Style
42" Round-2 leafs — s289"
48" Round-2 leafs -$299"
54" Round 2-leafs - s329°°
42" Drop leaf - 15995

Available with Nova Option Package 4:

N W
8.8%

(Includes automatic transmission, air conditioning, electronically tuned AM/FM stereo radio with clock, power steering, cight hand manual
outside rearview mirror, electric rear window defogger)

A.P.R. Financing on
4 Wheel Drive Pickups
as well as 2 Wheel
Drive Pickups either in
Y2 on /
3
4 ton.

Dwain
S 12th St
Murray, Ky
Taylor
502 753 2614
Chevorlet, Inc.

(Many New Pieces of Furniture)

Compare-ut,Thty,Compare price Compare the new Chevy Nova
created by a joint venture between General Motors and Toyota
Motor Just look at all you get Suretooted front drive, standard
Five speed overdrive, standard Four-wheel independent suspension,
standard Power brakes, standard Raise your stahdard of driving
with Chevy Nova the best of both worlds
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HY Klas Paint Sale

•

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.

S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
502-753-2614

2 Gal. Pail 1268 Latex - 23.95 ext white
Prof. Latex Wall - '6.00 Gal Interior
Prof. Latex Enamel - 10.00 Gal. Interior
Deluxe Wall Trim Paint (Our Best)
15.80 Per Gal.
(Made For Walls And Wood Work)

Settle-Workman, Co.Summer Clearance Sale
-

Ladies Dept.

1/3 to 1/2 OFF

.'

.

All Ladies Summer Dresses

1 2 OFF
1/3 t0 /

/
1 2 Price

All Ladies Sportswear

All Ladies Summer Purses

1/3 OFF

-

20% OFF

1/3 to 1/2 OFF

All Ladies Shorts

All Ladies Short Sleeve
Cotton Dresses

All Ladies Short Sleeve Blouses
.

1 Group
,

1/2

Ladies Summer
Pajamas & Gowns

,

Price

/
1 2 Price

All Ladies Summer Dress
Shoes & Sandals
Chi • ren's Depts.

Price
/
1 2 Price
All Girl's Short
1/2

All Ladies Grasshopper &
Keds Canvas Shoes

/
1 2 Price

20% to 50% OFF

All Boy's Short Sleeve Shirts & Shorts 2T thru 20
All Boy's Suits, infant thru size 14
1/2 Price

s & Tops
Sizes 2T thru 14 years

Price

/
12
All Boy's & Girl's Dress & Casual
Shoes

/
1 2

All Month Sizes Infant
Wear

20% OFF

Price

All Girl's Summer Gown
4T thru 14 years

All Bo ' & Girl's Swimwear
Mens Dept.

20% OFF

1/3 OFF

All Men's Suits, Spiortcoats &
Blazers

All Men's Short Sleeve & Short,
Leg Pajamas

'A Price

20% OFF

All Men's Summer
Dress Slacks

All Men's Poly-Cotton
Casual Slacks

/
1
2 Price

/
1 2 Price
All Men's Summer Dress
Straw Hats

20% OFF
All Men's Walking and
Jogging Shorts

—

/
1 2 Price

20% OFF

All M4n's Swimwear

All Men Short Sleeve
Summer Dress Shirts

All Men Dress Caps
I.

20% to 50% OFF
All Men's Poly/C
otton & Knit Short
Sleeve Shirts. Small thru 4X

% Price
One Group Men's Dress
Shoes

Biggest Ever

NOW 14.99

.

Men's Poly Cotton Jumpsuit
Reg. 1999.
•

% Price
One Group Men's Jogging
Shoes

/
1
2 Price
.

All Men's Canvas Shoes
By Keds & Converse

Settle-Workman
ALL SALES FINAL
Across from
NO EXCHANGESNO REFUNDS.
Bank of MurrayNO
ALTERATIONS
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STARTS TODAY! ENDS A WEEK FROM SATURDAY.

WE.'RE THE PROBLEM SOLVERS
WEATHERPROOF

NELSON

1

LANTERN
WITH BATTERY

BRASS
HOSE NOZZLE
Adjustable nozzle for light
use or lightweigh-t hose.
Spray to full stream.N29-C1-B

$

Break resistant case featyres
watertight switch.
L295S •
108WB
1-c

•

SOME DEALERS MAY NOT CARRY-BOTH EVEREADY fr RAY-0-VAC IPRODUCTS

ACRYLIC LATEX
CAULK
With Silic

WHISK
BROOM

2 FOR

Paint,within 2 hours. Indoor/outdoor uses. 10.5
oz. 18101-White
18071 -Clear
1-0

$1.00 Rebate per tee.

17-5401

WD-40
LUBRICANT

1-E

50'
VINYL
COATED
WIRE
CLOTHESLINE

25-FT.
STORE- ACORD JR.TM
Extend 3'polarized outlets up to approximately 25 feet away. Eliminates
tangled wires. 25 foot 1612 wire.48775
1-F

UPER
FIVER-

Tough, non-stretching ()AND0-LINE is weatherproof and
easy to clean, yet safe for all
garments.
17000
1-H

OF THE MONTH

VERMONT,.
AMERICAN

SWATTERS

5 PIECE
SABER SAW
BLADE SET

13CAROL
50 Fr. HEAVY DUTY

EXTENSION CORD
1/4" shank: 2 blades for wood. 1
mefal,2-for scroll
34

03354

C2316-0500R

1-K
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We're the Problem Solvers

•

STRUCTO

181/2"
KETTLE
COOKER
15" TRAVELING
GRILL

Heavy nickel-plated cooking
grid cleans easily and resists rust. Lock . top lid
TRAVL165
2.-A

GOLDEN
CLASSIC'
GAS GRILL

17788

42"

30.000 BTU double burner. porcelainized
steel cooking grid for dishwasher cleaning, instant electronic starting and dual
gas controls. 401 square inch cooking
area, weather resistant shelves. 57605 2-C

Lid hanger for handling convenience. internal ash catcher.
Porcelain on heavy gauge steel
finish.
HCE-1811
2-B

TAG-A-LONGT" 15 QUART
16 QT.
"PLAYMATE"
ICE CHEST
COOLER

••••

1988.

•

Less
Rebate

• 17"
400

Holds twenty-four 12 oz cans
Han4=y .food tray removes for
extra space
_ 165
2-D
1
"718
4

High impact plastic cooler features sturdy locking top, push-button lid release
Holds eighteen 12 oz. cans plus ice
1371
_
2-E

igloo

1 GALLON
BEVERAGE
COOLER
999

25 QUART
ICE CHEST

24"
Made of high impact, odor resistant plastic Features drain
plug and removable plastic food tray
7
2-F

Wide-mouth opening and
recessed push-button spigot_
Doubles -as portable seat that
supports up to 300 pounds:
1701
2-G

BUG LITES

With Hardwood
Haman

79

Velth
Colcon 12 PACK

$1.11 Robed from GE wits purchase
d Two 2-Pocks of GE limp lims.
The yellow outdoor light. that
rettrstTnsecfaliin'T ea 80 or 100
watts.
80NY
100NY
2-1
Coupon Good Through Sale Only

2

CLIP 5. SAVE

thiii

Chrome plated cooking god Folds
away for easy storage.
4160
2-H

EKCO
161
/
2"TURNER or
161
/
2"2-TINE FORK

LIMIT
Two
2 PACKS

•

1

24" DIAMETER
FOLDING GRILL

--

YOUR
CHOIENickel

16" block-with palmyra fibre-trim. 54"
handle.
25-1502
_
2-J

and chrome
plated
2-K
58301
58381
2-L 1 EACH
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LAWN Et GARDEN VALUES
PARAMOUNT

Slack s Decker,

NELSON

10" ELECTRIC
NYLON LINE

TRIMMER

2988

16" ELECTRIC
HEDGE TRIMMER
Exclusive heart -shaped cam
eliminates puddling and saves
water 59 position water saving dial
1015
3-D

SPRINKLER
Tough motor provides
plenty of power with
easy lightweight
handling. Automatic
line feed. SK101 3-A

flJ

16" double-edged reciprocating
blades give 3,000 cutting strokes
per minute.
8124
3-B

Adjusts for full or part circle Water saving impulse sprinkler
head.
durable nylon spike base
993NS-C
3-C

—.8
Greenbrier'
518" x 50'
REINFORCED

VINYL
HOSE

.Knitted reinforcing for greater
strength and ionger life. Full flow
brass cnunlinas
51814
3-E

Greenbrier-ID
518" x 50'
PREMIUM
REINFORCED

141

1(1

BETTER QUALITY

1141 'III NI
l'N) I

ROUND POINT
SHOVEL

RUBBER!
VINYL HOSE
Industrial style double spiratreiniorcing for high burst strength. Withstands up to 400 lbs: water pressure
Remains flexible even colder temperaturps
51811
1F

POLY LAWN
RAKE /

67
Shovel has
turned step,
wooden handle.
15-613
35011
451061
3G

BETTER QUALITY

GARDEN
HOE

19-267
18716
641944
3-J

599
Sharp-bladed
hoe with
wooden
handle18-48
22019
661082
3K

CORDLESS I
GRASS SHEAR
299
6.000 strokes per -minute. Push button control and safety lock.
EGS-7
3-H

100 FT.
EXTENSION
CORD
03362

•••

ir
01

C2316-1000R-

Greenbrier'''.

GRASS
SHEARS

----Fine saw-tooth serration
in the top blade cutting
edge Comfortable sponge
rubber lower hand grip
cover
51259
3-L

WEED
TOOL

NIIRDWIIRE

MEN'S
WORK GLOVES

9War

Serrations hot formed
and ground into blade
La-cguered to prevent
rust
51270 3-A1

LIMIT
2 PAIR

IR

Brown jersey cotton. 501A 3-N
Coupon Goon Through Sale Only

CLIP & SAVE
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e're the Problem Solvers
G-reenbrier'

WET?NET?

OUR BEST
ENAMEL
SPRAY
PAINT

-eents-**
C'reeribrier•

1.ST DRY
SPRAY 7

FAST DRY
-4.3
6e_PR
at14s

-e-a

18"

5 FOOT
ALUMINUM
STEPLADDER

5 FOOT WOOD .
HOUSEHOLD
LADDER
390 5

•

4-A

26!!‘ 4.I

1 79
EACH
-Special rust-inhibitor formula in a variety of dolors.
13 Oz.
56560-600
4_-C

..•
EZPALtint8 I

COM
)
t
'WI Omnif

99
Oi

Guaranteed to provide one cut
coverage with one coat paints.

2"

3"

FINISHING
BRUSH

BRUSH

EZ PAINTR.
9" ROLLER
FRAME

WOOD
DOUGH

ONETIME"'
SPACKLING
Will not crack, sag. shrmk,
requi-re sanding or your
money back. 1 qt
0544
4-D

OUR BEST BRUSHES

Ideal wood filler for repairing cracks, holes, gouges
and scratches in wood. 114
lb. Assorted colors.
21141
4-E

3iNA

39

_

ONE-V20-90

4-F ONE-W30-90

4-G

HOUSEHOLD
MASKS

STRYPEEZE®t
PAINT Et
VARNISH
REMOVER

199
Semi-paste removes latex, oil base
paints, lacquers and varnish 1 gallorr.
4-1
01103

5 MASKS
Protects from non-toxic powders,
Pollens and dust.
8651
4•J

VALUABLE CM:PON

Guaranlied Us cost coverage with one coat paints.
ONE-W40-90,,
4-K

TWIN PACK
9" ROLLER COVERS
409-DTA-90

las
311 FLEXIBLE

RELY-ON®
LATEX CAULK

Adheres to wood, metal arrcr rtragonry
to keep out air, dust and moisture.
4-M
10 5 oz.
18250
empon Good Throtioh Sate Only

CLIP

WIVE

WALL
SCRAPER

Flexible high carbon
steel blade, nylon
handle 02350 4-0

.
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HANDY HOUSEHOLD BUYS
STERLING
ON-FAUCETCO

"C" or "D" Size General Purpose
BATTERIES

LAVATORY
FAUCET
999

, -4

Twin handle deck mount design, 5-yr. dripfree - warranty and water-saving flo-reducer.
063-72
, 5-A

KITCHEN
FAUCET
1299

1C-4

8" fauaet with brass spout. fl -reducer and acrylic handles Chrome
plated housing
083-22
•
5-B

935-4
950-4

5-C

*ow.,•••••raist.

rs

0 0.

314
c
o..31
g 4102

=12
- )
SENSOR
LITET"

. RAPPER
TANK BALL

BATTERY
TESTER

e.e or
0 ILO
4040.4

Non-corrosive polished aluminum. 13348 32-3132 5-E

Fits most standard flush
1
,
valves.
25-70005
5-F
-"1""""L__.
.•__ •

Electronic variable light intensity
automatiMly increases -as darkness
increases'. Turns off without switch
or timer.
48560 ,
5-G

Checks household battery condition
without adjusting dials or attaching
wires.
_49664
5-H

lunrwrar;

"....WitralE.4.0.11tWaIi

DOW CORNING*

GROUNDED
6 OUTLET
ADAPTER

Beige 800-49686
White 802 49686

DRUM
AUGER

Spinning action permits
passage of wire for fast
clearing of drains and
wast -firres 3595C-.5N

Keeps toilet bowl stain-free and water
crystal clear for 4 to 6 months with
one-appficertion.
FA-16

-0
- •00"""^""ftwoork 411004.-4011RomeNterfairommompoinadoombiox
•

•
•

800 61N

CLIP G. SAVE

•

.

5K

VALUABLE COUPON
kr
- 9 FOOT
EXTENSION
CORD

ROEDDC

AUTOMATIC
TOILET BOWL CLEANER

NITE LITE

99

Seals 'nonporous surfaces around ceramic
tile and plumbing fixtures with 100% silicone
rubber. 3 oz. 00680 5-J

Deluxcfno-splash nozzle and 4 ft. hose with
universal coupling.
204C
5-1
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Slacks Decker.

• 2 SPEED

JIG
SAW
1 HP
ROUTER

2488
13 hp Maximum motor output
Calibrated tilting shoe for mak
,ng bevel and compound cuts
Double insulated 6 ft detachhrd
6-A

For cuts in woods, plastics and compositions. All ball-bearing construction.
7613
6-B

•

Black s Decker

COPING
SAW

16'
POWERLOCV

TAPE RULE
't 4" pnwer return blade

33-116 6-C

COMM
26"
CROSSCUT
SAW

8-point cross tiled bade aria multi
urpose hardwood handle for corn
... 15-526
6-G

43
/
4" cutting depth,
adjustable cutting
angle. With 2 spare
blades
CP9
6-E

curved jaws with wire cutter.
5WR"
6-D

Includes 1/8" and 1/4" straight and.
1/4" corner round in plastic case.
U-2498
6-F

01FULLER

Dalton

8"
ADJUSTABLE
WRENCH
THRIF-TSAWHORSE BRACKETS

4
99
Drop forged chrome
alloy steel
8
6-1

Rust resistant steel brackets 2,per
pack
400
• 644

14" HEAVY DUTY
PIPE WRENCH

Replaceable lower jaw
Pipe size scale feature
On hook jaw
43
6-J

SUPER
GLUE
LIMIT
2

MITRE BOX
WITH SAW
Preset 45 and 90 degree angles. 14"
back saw
19-600
-6-L

SESAMEr
COMBINATION PADLOCK
Hardened steel shackle and double
interlocking mechanism. Over 10,000
instantly resettable combinations
6-M
..K416

•
`X.

t -44Ued-gragiv1-0-1C.4,
5.'.
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3/8"
VARIABLE
SPEED
REVERSING
DRILL

FREE
CHARGING
STAND
With
Purchase

CORDLESS
SCREWDRIVER

71/4"
CIRCULAR SAW
Powerful 2-1/8 hp motor, convenient scales and
cutting guide. Combination blade and blade
wrench included
5150
7-A

Pre-set speed up to 1300
rpm. Lock-on button. Side
handle for added control.
457
• 7.9

Recharges in 3 hours. Drives or removes up to spo
screws. nuts or -bolts on a single charge. Complete
with charger, one slotted and one phillips
2305-02
7-t

AIXZ.4111411(ZIT.4

OFFSET SNIPS

LIQUID
NAILS
13 PC.
DRILL
BIT SET
13 high speed twist drill
bits, sizes -1/16" to 1/4".
graduated in 64ths. Plastic case
11550
7-0

88

. 73
/
4- CARBIDE TIPPED
CIRCULAR SAW BLADE
20 tungsten carbide-tipped teeth fc,
maximum cutting ability M44714 7-F

STANLEY

WiSS'

All purpose waterproof adhesive—bonds most common building material‘,
10 5 0:
7
LN-601 B

STANLEY

COMBINATION
SQUARE

16 OZ.
PROFESSIONAL
FIBERGLASS
HAMMER

RIVETOOL

Fastens permanently from one side
with, a snap. Packaged in vinyl storage pouch with an assortment of
rivets.
K110
7-G

New offset blades keep material away
from hands Red grips circle. left
green grips circle right_
6R
7-J
__
M7R
7-K

Grooved blade. scriber and
level vial in handle
46-222
7H

STANLEY

.1. 1..1 VALUABLE

TORPEDO
LEVEL

JUMBO

SCREWDRIVERS
tNIAC,1514C
MULTI-BIT SCREWDRIVER
Includes 5 insert bits
3196
7-M
Tough cycoiac body

42-294

Pr.
"Tr

•

-

LEFT OR RIGHT CIRCLING
ten
MACCO

POP

3

,• •

7iL

88

Coupon

EACH

Large unbreakable plastic handles, nigh carbon tempered steel blades.' 350
•
Coupon Good Through Sale Only
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6 VOLT
SPRING TERMINAL

ECONOMY
FLASHLIGHT

TUFCO

Greenbrier

PLASTIC
DROP
CLOTH

LANTERN BATTERY
ALL
PURPOSE
SPRAYER
it POSE
‘NIi
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EACH
1 Uses 2"D': batteries
P2 3251D 8-A
./..••••••••-•stiorat•rzeir,taterteteutmetalralir.sati.rle

941
509
8-13
_ Some dealers may not carry both Eveready and
Ray,-,-Ifac products. '

With fine mesh filter to
•
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lightweight
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VINYL ;
ELECTRICAL
TAPE
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30 DRAWER
PLASTIC FRAME CABINET
j- 15 TRASH/LAWN BAGS
2000

8-E

3/4" x 60 feet.
1219-60
8-G

,tat
.
illcr capacity. E3-1580-8-F•

Recessed tray top and pedestal base. Crystal styrene
drawers. 11
,
118"W x 8-3/16"
H x 5-1/8"D.
10-330 8-H

••••••661.6010••••

SPRINGFIELD

INDOOR/OUTDOOR
THERMOMETER

12" .round design shows both
Fahrenheit- and Celsius readings.
Rugged weatherproof styrene
case.
7905
8-1
'

This is a syndicated
publication All prices
are suggested retail
prices, merely a
general indication of
value, and are not
binding on the-dealer
This distributing dealer
is an independent merchant who has the option to sell at prices set
by him that will be
competitive in his local,
trade area the participating dealer's
ability to stock.- all
items during the sales
period is dependent
upon the availability at
merchandt.se from the
manufacturer- The
dealer reserves the
right to limit quantities
and to substitute items
of equal or better quality
Co•vii•itt 1985
•ttitity fitst-tliirnis•

UNCLE JEFFS
HIGHWAY 641 SOUTH
MURRAY, KY 42071
PHONE:753-6575
•
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To:.111. MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Simulates a lived-in appearance by
turning lights and appliances on
and off
D111
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